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Welcome to the newest edition of Retrospect! All good things must come to 

an  end and on a sad note, Louis Garnhams’s tenure as chief editor has in-

deed come to an end. Do not fear though, your favourite termly publication 

shall continue under a new team of editors who aim to maintain or even ex-

ceed the high standards set by last years History Society. 

This bumper issue focuses on those who have in some shape or form trans-

formed the world, and therefore history. As can be expected, a great many 

famous names make an appearance, with Mandela, Gandhi, Churchill and 

Caesar to name a few, being explored in great depth in their articles. Howev-

er, many lesser known individuals are also included, and we have hoped to 

inform you of many people who you may not have heard about, but have 

undoubtedly altered  the course of history. 

Enjoy!       

         Your Editors   
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Nelson Mandela 
By Hamish Macrae, Year 9 

The man who shaped society from behind bars 

M 
any	people	have	changed	the	world,	 for	 the	
better	 and	 for	 the	worse,	 however	 few	 can	
say	 that	 they	 have	 done	 it	 in	 the	 way	 that	
Nelson	Mandela	 did.	 	 He	 always	 looked	 for	

the	best	in	people,	showed	everyone	that	peaceful	nego-
tiation	 is	 the	most	 effective	 protest	 and	 he	was	 revolu-
tionary	in	his	anti-racism	ideals.	He	never	lost	his	focus,	
even	when	he	was	jailed	for	27	years,	and	instead,	when	
he	 came	 out	 of	 prison,	 he	 formed	 a	 peaceful	 resolution	
with	those	who	prosecuted	him	to	determine	the	future	
of	 South	
Africa.	 Man-
dela	 did	 not	
hold	 a	
grudge	
against	 his	
persecutors	
or	show	any	hate	towards	them.	
	
Nelson	 Mandela	 was	 the	 :irst	 ever	 black	 president	 of	
South	Africa,	but	prior	to	this	he	was	jailed	for	27	years	
for	 trying	 to	 overthrow	 the	 pro-apartheid	 government.	
He	was	born	on	 July	18th	 1918,	 into	 the	 royal	 family	 of	
the	 Xhosa-speaking	 Thembu	 tribe	 in	 the	 South	 African	
village	 of	 Mvezo,	 where	 his	 father,	 Gadla	 Henry	
Mphakanyiswa	 served	 as	 chief.	 His	 mother,	 Nosekeni	
Fanny,	was	the	third	of	Mphakanyiswa’s	four	wives,	who	
together	 bore	 him	nine	 daughters	 and	 four	 sons.	When	
Mandela's	 (he	 was	 known	 at	 the	 time	 as	 Rolihlahla,	
which	was	his	birth	name)	father	died	in	1927,	the	nine-
year-old	 was	 raised	 by	 Jongintaba	 Dalindyebo,	 a	 high-
ranking	Thembu	regent	who	started	to	prepare	Mandela	
for	a	role	within	the	tribal	leadership.	
	
Nelson	Mandela	was	the	:irst	in	his	family	to	ever	receive	
a	formal	education,	and	as	common	practice	he	received	
an	 English	 name:	 Nelson.	 He	 moved	 on	 to	 high	 school	
where	he	excelled	 in	boxing,	 track	and	academics.	Man-
dela	was	sent	to	the	only	higher	educational	institute	for	
black	 people	 in	 South	 Africa	 at	 the	 time	 but	 was	 sent	
home	for	boycotting	against	university	policies.	When	he	
arrived	 home,	 his	 guardian	 had	 arranged	 a	 marriage	
which	he	apparently	did	not	approve	of	as	he	:led	to	Jo-
hannesburg,	where	he	studied	law	and	actively	support-
ed	 anti-racism	 groups	 and	worked	 together	with	white	
and	black	activists.	
	
Nelson	Mandela	 then	 committed	himself	 to	 politics	 and	
the	 African	 National	 Congress	 (ANC).	 The	 ANC	 grew	
stronger	after	the	1948	election	victory	of	the	Afrikaner-
dominated	 National	 Party,	 which	 introduced	 a	 formal	
system	 of	 racial	 classi:ication	 and	 segregation—
apartheid—that	 restricted	 non-whites’	 basic	 rights	 and	
barred	 them	 from	government	while	maintaining	white	
minority	 rule.	 The	 following	 year,	 the	ANC	 adopted	 the	
ANCYL’s	plan	to	achieve	full	citizenship	for	all	South	Afri-

cans	 through	 boycotts,	 strikes,	 civil	 disobedience	 and	
other	non-violent	methods.	Mandela	helped	lead	the	AN-
C’s	1952	Campaign	for	the	De:iance	of	Unjust	Laws,	trav-
elling	 across	 the	 country	 to	 organize	 protests	 against	
discriminatory	 policies.	 Also	 in	 1952,	 Mandela	 opened	
South	Africa’s	 :irst	black	 law	:irm,	which	offered	free	or	
low-cost	legal	counsel	to	those	affected	by	apartheid	leg-
islation.	On	December	5th	1956,	Nelson	Mandela	and	155	
other	 activists	 were	 put	 on	 trial	 for	 treason,	 however	
they	were	all	acquitted	in	1961.	Meanwhile	the	ANC	had	

an	 issue	 of	
rising	 ten-
sion	 which	
resulted	 in	
a	 militant	
group	
breaking	

off,	 known	 as	 the	 Pan	 Africanist	 Congress	 (PAC).	 After	
this,	Mandela	decided	 that	 something	more	 radical	was	
required,	something	that	wasn't	so	passive.	
	
In	1961	Nelson	co-founded	the	MK,	a	military	branch	of	
the	ANC	and	this	was	the	reason	that	several	years	later	
he	was	put	behind	bars	for	almost	three	decades.	During	
the	trial	he	explained	that	he	decided	to	be	more	radical	
because	 all	 else	 had	 failed	 and	 the	 government	 at	 the	
time	had	only	met	the	peaceful	demands	with	force	and	
violence.	 Under	 Mandela's	 leadership,	 the	 group	 em-

Mandela was the first in his family to ever receive a formal 

education, and as common practice he received an English 

name: Nelson 

Mandela, photographed in 1993 
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Mandela upon his release form prison, 1990 

barked	on	a	sabotage	campaign	against	the	government,	
which	had	 just	pulled	out	of	 the	British	Commonwealth	
and	declared	itself	a	republic.	Mandela	left	the	country	(a	
punishable	offence	at	the	time)	to	visit	 the	exiled	Oliver	
Tambo	in	London	and	to	have	Guerrilla	training	in	Alge-
ria,	however	on	his	 return	he	was	 jailed	 for	5	years	 for	
leaving	 the	 country.	 In	 the	 same	 year,	 police	 raided	 an	
ANC	 base	 and	 arrested	 a	 group	 of	 racially	 diverse	 MK	
leaders,	:inding	evidence	to	put	Nelson	Mandela	and	oth-
er	activists	on	trial	for	sabotage,	treason	and	violent	con-
spiracy	alongside	their	associates.	
	
Mandela	
and	 seven	
other	 asso-
ciates	 es-
caped	 exe-
cution	 and	
were	 in-
stead	 jailed	
for	 life.	 In	
1980	Oliver	Tambo	introduced	a	“Free	Nelson	Mandela”	
campaign	that	made	the	jailed	leader	a	household	name	
and	 fuelled	 the	 growing	 international	 hate	 against	 the	
South	 African	 racist	 apartheid	 regime.	 As	 pressure	
mounted,	 the	 government	 offered	Mandela	his	 freedom	
in	exchange	for	various	political	compromises,	including	
the	 renouncement	 of	 violence	 and	 recognition	 of	 the	
‘independent’	Transkei	Bantustan,	but	he	decided	to	turn	
down	these	deals.			
	
Mandela’s	 release	 from	 prison	 was	 a	 historic	 day	 not	
only	for	South	Africa,	but	also	for	the	world.	Thousands	
of	media	of:icials	gathered	to	capture	 the	event	and	 the	
‘quote	of	the	day’	epitomised	Mandela’s	attitude:	
	
“No	one	is	born	hating	another	person	because	of	the	col-

our	 of	 his	 skin,	 or	 his	 background,	 or	 his	 religion.	 People	

must	learn	to	hate,	and	if	they	can	learn	to	hate,	they	can	

be	 taught	 to	 love,	 for	 love	 comes	 more	 naturally	 to	 the	

human	heart	than	its	opposite.”	

	
After	gaining	his	freedom,	Nelson	Mandela	led	the	ANC	in	
its	 negotiations	 with	 the	 governing	 National	 Party	 and	
various	other	South	African	political	organizations	for	an	
end	 to	 apartheid	 and	 the	 establishment	of	 a	multiracial	
government.	Though	fraught	with	tension	and	conducted	
against	 a	 backdrop	 of	 political	 instability,	 the	 talks	
earned	Mandela	and	Frederik	Willem	de	Klerk	the	Nobel	
Peace	Prize	in	December	1993.	On	April	26th	1994,	more	

than	 22	
million	
South	 Afri-
cans,	for	the	
:irst	 time	 in	
history,	
voted	 in	 a	
multicultur-
al	 election.	
A	massively	

overwhelming	vote	for	the	ANC	resulted	in	Nelson	Man-
dela	 being	 made	 Africa's	 :irst	 black	 president	 on	 May	
10th,	with	de	Klerk	serving	as	his	:irst	deputy.	
	
As	president,	Mandela	established	the	Truth	and	Recon-
ciliation	 Commission	 to	 investigate	 human	 rights	 and	
political	 violations	 committed	 by	 both	 supporters	 and	
opponents	of	apartheid	between	1960	and	1994.	He	also	
introduced	 numerous	 social	 and	 economic	 programs	
designed	 to	 improve	 the	 living	 standards	of	 South	Afri-
ca’s	 black	 population.	 He	 worked	 tirelessly	 at	 continu-
ously	 improving	 racial	 relations,	 stopping	 blacks	 from	
striking	back	 against	 the	white	minority	 and	 building	 a	
global	image	of	peace.	To	achieve	this	he	created	a	multi-
cultural	 'Government	 of	 National	 Unity'	 and	 identi:ied	
the	country	as	a	‘Rainbow	nation	at	peace	with	itself	and	
the	 world.’	 	 This	 is	 how	 Nelson	 Mandela	 changed	 the	
world		

No one is born hating another person because of  the colour 

of  his skin, or his background, or his religion. People must 

learn to hate, and if  they can learn to hate, they can be 

taught to love, for love comes more naturally to the human 

heart than its opposite. 
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I 
n	 History	 we	 like	 to	 focus	 on	 the	 famous,	 the	 infa-
mous,	 the	notorious,	 the	celebrity,	 the	monarch	and	
the	military	hero.	What	we	 forget,	of	 course,	 is	 that	
the	vast	sum	of	everything	we	might	term	as	History	

concerns	 ordinary	 people.	 Some	 of	 these	 ‘ordinary	 peo-
ple’	do	become	famous	–	Gavrilo	Princip,	Joan	of	Arc	and	
Nelson	 Mandela	 to	 name	 a	 few	 –	 because	 their	 actions	
have	a	chain	reaction	 that	 is	recorded,	 remembered	and	
recalled.	 There	 are	
thousands	 of	 in-
stances	 of	 common	
folk	 in	 the	middle	 of	
uncommon	 events,	
helping	 to	 shape	 the	
way	 we	 live.	 Yet	 not	
all	 of	 them	 come	 to	
prominence.	 Not	 all	
of	them	are	recognisable	as	men	and	women	who	shaped	
our	times.	They	are	somewhat	forgotten	 in	 the	sweep	of	
events	and	the	march	of	time,	their	historical	imprint	far	
more	memorable	than	their	name	or	their	face.	What	is	it	
that	promotes	some	to	fame	and	others	to	obscurity?	Is	it,	
perhaps,	 that	 their	 deeds	 speak	 for	 themselves	 and	 the	
wider	 impact	 is	 so	 profound	 that	 a	 name	 is	 not	 im-

portant?	Or	 is	 it	 that	 they	 do	 not	 seek	 the	 limelight	 but	
prefer	to	do	what	they	do	in	the	background,	avoiding	the	
spotlight?	Or	are	we	so	focused	on	fame	and	fortune	that	
we	miss	the	‘little	people’	making	a	big	difference? 

 

Take	 Norman	 Borlaug	 for	 example.	 The	 unof:icial	 nick-
name	‘The	man	who	saved	a	billion	lives’	might	surprise	
those	who	have	never	heard	of	him.	Indeed,	not	until	he	

cropped	 up	 in	 sea-
son	two	of	The	West	
Wing	had	I	heard	of	
him!	Born	to	a	farm-
ing	 family	 in	 Iowa,	
Borlaug	 attended	
forestry	 school	 be-
fore	graduating	with	
a	 Master’s	 Degree	

and	PhD	in	plant	pathology.	In	1944	he	moved	to	Mexico	
to	direct	a	programme	looking	at	wheat	yields	and	plant	
breeding.	 It	 was	 during	 his	 time	 here	 over	 the	 next	 20	
years	 that	 he	 developed	 high	 yield,	 disease	 resistant	
wheat	varieties,	the	most	well	know	is	the	‘dwarf	wheat’,	
so	called	because	of	 its	relatively	small	size	that	enabled	
much	more	of	it	to	be	grown	without	the	use	of	additional	

that you probably have not heard of  … 

By Mr Shergold 

Known as one of  the fathers of  the ‘Green Rev-

olution’, Borlaug’s work is said contributed to the 

aversion of  famines in countries such as India, 

Pakistan and Bangladesh 

People who changed the world 

Norman Borlaug with one of his ‘dwarf’ wheat strains 
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farmland.	Known	as	one	of	the	fathers	of	the	‘Green	Rev-
olution’,	 Borlaug’s	 work	 is	 said	 to	 have	 contributed	 to	
the	aversion	of	famines	in	countries	such	as	India,	Paki-
stan	and	Bangladesh	and	give	hope	 that	 farmers	 in	de-
veloping	 countries	 could	 use	 these	 new	 crops	 to	move	
out	of	poverty	and	start	an	agricultural	revolution.	Bor-
laug’s	work,	 like	all	great	historical	 :igures,	 is	not	with-
out	 debate.	 Some	 argue	 that	 his	 reliance	 on	 fertilisers	
and	 modi:ication	 led	 to	 a	 distortion	 of	 natural	 crop	
yields	 and	 that	 his	methods	 led	 to	 greater	 demand	 for	
water,	 which	 some	 countries	 were	 unable	 to	 supply	
without	detrimental	social	impacts	elsewhere.	Neverthe-
less,	 that	 nickname	 alone	 would	 suggest	 that	 he	 had	 a	
profound	 impact	on	our	world,	 for	good	or	 ill,	and	 that	
his	name	should	be	more	recognisable	to	us	all.	Borlaug	
won	the	Nobel	Peace	Prize	 in	1970	for	his	contribution	
to	easing	the	world	food	supply	crisis,	and	died	in	2009. 
 

Sarah	 Weddington	 was	 admitted	 to	 the	 University	 of	
Texas:	 School	 of	 Law	 in	 1965.	 In	 the	 third	 year	 of	 law	
school	she	became	pregnant	and	opted	to	have	a	termi-
nation	as	she	and	the	father	(her	 future	husband)	were	
not	ready	for	marriage	and	children.	At	 this	time,	abor-
tion	was	illegal	in	Texas,	so	they	had	to	travel	to	Mexico	
for	 the	 procedure.	 By	 1970,	 Weddington	 was	 working	
for	 a	 women’s	 group	 supporting	 pregnant	 women	 in	
Texas	who	were	 considering	 terminations.	They	 feared	
that	their	work	may	lead	to	prosecution,	so	Weddington,	
in	conjunction	with	a	 friend	who	was	a	lawyer	in	Texas	
found	a	case	that	would	let	them	challenge	the	abortion	
law	 in	 Texas.	 The	 case,	which	would	 become	world	 fa-
mous,	was	Roe	vs	Wade.	Arguing	that	a	woman’s	right	to	
privacy	 was	 being	 violated	 by	 the	 abortion	 law,	 Wed-
dington	 fought	 a	 class	 action	 against	 the	Dallas	 County	
D.A.,	Henry	Wade.	Jane	Roe	was	the	pseudonym	given	to	
the	 women	 on	 whose	 behalf	 the	 case	 was	 brought,	 to	
protect	 her	 identity.	 The	 case	 was	 heard	 in	 June	 1970	
and	the	district	court	overturned	the	Texas	law.	The	Dal-
las	 County	 D.A.	 appealed	 and	 the	 case	 made	 its	 way	
through	the	system	to	the	United	States	Supreme	Court.	
The	 case	 was	 heard	 in	 1971	 and	Wade’s	 attorney,	 Jay	
Floyd,	made	possibly	the	worst	mistake	in	the	history	of	
the	 Supreme	 Court	when	 he	 opened	with	 a	 joke	 about	
how	the	‘two	beautiful	women	opposing	me	today	were	
bound	to	have	the	last	word’.	A	stony	silence	fell	across	
the	courtroom	and	perhaps	it	was	no	surprise	that	Wed-
dington	won	the	case,	and	the	second	hearing	of	the	ar-
gument	 in	 1972,	 leading	 to	 the	 7-2	majority	 verdict	 of	
Roe	vs	Wade	in	January	1973	that	led	to	the	overturning	
of	 the	 Texas	 abortion	 ban	 and	 changed	 the	 laws	 in	 46	
other	 states.	Weddington	 returned	 to	Texas,	where	 she	
was	elected	to	the	Texas	House	of	Representatives,	was	
an	assistant	in	Jimmy	Carter’s	White	House	and	became	
a	law	professor	at	Texas	University.	Roe	vs	Wade,	and	its	
implications,	 rumble	 on	 to	 this	 day	 –	 encompassing	 a	
whole	area	of	moral	and	spiritual	politics	as	well	as	con-
tinuing	 to	sharply	divide	conservatives	and	 liberals,	 re-
publicans	and	democrats	in	modern	day	America. 
 

Lastly,	 Gunther	 Schabowski	 was	 an	 East	 German	 state	
of:icial	and	member	of	the	ruling	Socialist	Unity	Party	of	
Germany	(SED).	Although	a	party	member	for	nearly	40	
years,	 by	 the	 late	 1980s	 he	 had	 become	 disillusioned	
with	the	leadership	of	Erich	Honecker	and	forced	him	to	

step	down	in	October	1989.	As	the	political	chaos	of	the	
time	 began	 to	 engulf	 Eastern	 Europe,	 Schabowski	 be-
came	 a	 spokesman	 for	 the	 party,	 holding	 press	 confer-
ences	as	the	situation	developed.	On	November	6th	1989,	
the	 SED	 decided	 to	 relax	 some	 travel	 restrictions	 on	
those	wishing	to	 leave	the	GDR	permanently.	When	de-
monstrators	 in	 German	 cities	 marched	 for	 more	
measures	 the	 SED	 reviewed	 their	 policy	 and,	 on	 the	
morning	 of	 the	 9th	 November	 1989,	 decided	 to	 pass	
measures	 that	 relaxed	 private	 travel	 across	 the	 border	
by	 issuing	 travel	 visas	 with	 no	 waiting	 time.	 Step	 for-
ward	Gunther	 Schabowski	 for	 your	moment	 in	 history.	
Just	before	7.00pm,	Schabowski,	under	pressure	from	a	
room	 full	 of	 journalists,	 announced	 the	 new	 travel	
measures	earlier	 than	planned.	When	pressed	on	when	
these	 measures	 came	 into	 force,	 he	 replied	
‘immediately’.	 This	 included	 private	 trips	 and	 visits	
without	proof	of	 identity	and	applied	to	the	Berlin	bor-
der	 crossings.	 By	 8.00pm,	 it	 was	 the	 lead	 story	 on	 the	
news	 and	within	 a	 few	hours	 citizens	were	 :looding	 to	
the	wall,	where	 confused	 and	 compliant	 border	 guards	
allowed	 Berliners	 to	 cross	 the	 divide.	 The	 end	 of	 the	
Cold	War	 had	 begun.	 Post	 reuni:ication,	 Schbowski	 de-
nounced	 the	party	he	had	 served	 for	40	 years	but	was	
still	 tried	 in	 1997	 for	 the	murders	 of	 citizens	 trying	 to	
:lee	the	GDR.	He	was	found	guilty	and	sentenced	to	three	
years,	 of	 which	 he	 served	 one	 before	 being	 pardoned	
and	released. 
 

So	there	it	is;	three	examples	of	relatively	unknown	peo-
ple	who	‘changed	the	world’	–	for	good	or	for	ill	is	for	us	
to	debate	and	you	to	decide.	What	it	does	show	us	is	that	
seemingly	ordinary	people	do	extraordinary	 things	that	
alter	the	way	we	live	our	lives.	Either	by	genius,	by	prin-
ciple	or	by	mistake.	Changing	the	world	is	perhaps	more	
common	than	we	think	… 

Protesters outside the Roe vs. Wade Trial 
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D 
it-dit	 dit-dit-dit	 dot-dit-dot	 dot-dot	 dot...	 I	
digress.	1838.	The	year	in	which	the	:irst	of:i-
cial	 horse	 race	 took	 place	 in	 Adelaide.	 Also	
the	year	in	which	the	:irst	US	marine	expedi-

tion	 set	 sail.	 Perhaps	 more	 relevant	 to	 this	 article:	 the	
year	 in	which	Samuel	Finley	Breese	Morse	 :irst	demon-
strated	 use	 of	 a	 new	machine	 that	 would	 revolutionize	
the	way	the	world	communicated—the	telegraph.	
	
In	the	year	1838,	these	series	of	dots	and	dashes	sudden-
ly	mattered,	for	Morse	had	founded	a	code	that	would	be	
utilised	 for	 decades	 to	 come.	 The	 telegraph	 along	 with	
Morse	code	is	arguably	one	of	the	most	in:luential	inven-
tions	of	the	19th	century.	The	concept	itself	is	simple	but	
extremely	effective.	Letters	and	numbers	are	represent-
ed	 by	 a	 series	 of	 dots	 and	 dashes	 -	 a	 dash	 lasts	 three	
times	 longer	 than	 a	dot	with	 the	dot	 still	 lasting	 longer	
than	 the	 England	 Rugby	 team’s	 World	 Cup	 hopes.	 Jest	
aside,	 the	 impact	 of	 the	 discovery	 of	 this	 revolutionary	
code	was	unfathomable.	
	
Since	the	topic	of	this	magazine	issue	centres	on	‘people’	
who	changed	 the	world	as	we	know	 it	 today,	 I	 feel	 it	 is	
important	to	focus	on	the	Morse	himself	before	evaluat-
ing	his	invention.	What	many	people	do	not	know	about	
Morse	is	that	he	had	an	earlier	career	as	an	accomplished	
painter.	Initially	studying	philosophy	and	mathematics	at	
Yale,	he	turned	his	interest	to	arts	and	returned	to	Eng-
land	to	try	his	hand	at	painting.	Before	long,	the	aspiring	
artist	 had	 received	 commissions	 to	 paint	 portraits	 for	
former	 presidents	 John	 Adams	 and	 James	 Monroe.		
Morse	was	an	 impassioned	nationalist	 and	so	naturally,	
an	offer	 in	1825	to	paint	 the	Marquis	de	Lafayette	 -	 the	
in:luential	French	nobleman	-	was	 likely	the	pinnacle	of	
his	 career.	 Per	 contra,	 he	 was	 not	 destined	 to	 stay	 a	
painter	his	whole	life.	
	
Deep	into	his	painting	career,	Morse	suffered	the	person-
al	tragedy	that	changed	his	life	forever.	Morse	received	a	
letter	 from	 his	 father	 that	 his	wife	 was	 gravely	 ill.	 The	
letter	was	delivered	via	the	horse	messengers	who	were	
extremely	 slow	at	 the	 time.	 Immediately,	 he	 left	 for	his	
Connecticut	 home.	 Upon	 arriving,	 he	was	 distraught	 to	
:ind	his	wife	was	not	only	dead	but	she	had	already	been	
buried.	Grief-stricken,	Morse	was	inconsolable	and	real-
ised	that	if	he	had	known	sooner,	he	may	have	been	able	
to	 reach	 her	 before	 her	 untimely	 death.	 Subsequently	
and	rather	:ittingly,	after	this	terrible	event,	he	dedicated	
himself	 to	 improving	 the	 state	of	 long-distance	commu-
nication.	
	
Text-messaging	 in	1843	was	unheard	of.	However,	with	
the	 invention	 of	 the	 telegraph,	 early	 signs	 of	 what	 we	
now	know	as	 ‘texting’	began	to	take	place.	How	did	this	
strange	 new	 machine	 actually	 function?	 It	 worked	 by	
transmitting	electrical	signals	over	a	wire	which	 lay	be-
tween	 stations.	 In	 addition	 to	 helping	 invent	 the	 tele-
graph,	 Samuel	 Morse	 developed	 a	 code	 (bearing	 his	

name)	that	assigned	a	set	of	dots	and	dashes	to	each	let-
ter	 of	 the	 English	 alphabet	 and	 allowed	 for	 the	 simple	
transmission	 of	 complex	 messages	 across	 telegraph	
lines.	Before	the	invention,	information	had	to	be	sent	by	
horses,	boats,	trains	and,	if	you	were	into	your	ornitholo-
gy,	even	pigeons.	The	process	would	often	be	tedious	and	
protracted.	 One	 of	 the	 main	 problems	 was	 that	 train	
times	 would	 often	 :luctuate	 and	 people	 would	 end	 up	
being	 delayed	 because	 of	 lack	 of	 information.	 The	 tele-
graph	 revolutionised	 travel	 as	 stations	would	 :inally	 be	
able	to	tell	when	the	train	was	approaching.	Usually	the	
telegraph	 wires	 ran	 along	 the	 railroads	 making	 things	
even	more	ef:icient.		
	
The	government	also	used	the	telegraph	for	military	pur-
poses	 too.	 Frequently	used	 to	 send	 information	 and	 se-
cret	messages	 to	 other	 cities	 during	wars,	 the	machine	
changed	how	quickly	 information	was	distributed.	Hav-
ing	said	this,	it	also	allowed	for	interception	of	messages	
and	very	quickly,	countries	had	to	design	their	own	code	
with	 which	 to	 communicate	 with.	 A	 prime	 example	 of	
this	 is	Germany’s	enigma	machine	which	 took	cryptolo-
gists	years	to	crack.			
	
By	 the	 late	 1800s,	 telegraph	 wires	 covered	 the	 world:	
underwater	cables	connected	the	Middle	East	with	India,	
and	Singapore	with	Australia.	As	you	can	 imagine,	com-
munication	 was	 easier	 than	 ever	 before.	 Rewind	 time	
back	 to	 1843,	 just	 a	 few	 decades	 before	 and	 the	 most	
common	 way	 to	 send	 a	 message	 was	 via	 horse-back.	
Nowadays,	 we	 don’t	 think	 twice	 about	 sending	 a	 mes-
sage	to	one	of	your	friends	organising	weekend	plans	or	
telling	mum	 that	 you	 are	 still	 alive	 and	will	 be	back	 by	
twelve.	 In	my	view,	we	 should	not	 take	 communication	
lightly	because	without	 it,	 it	 is	 arguable	 that	despite	 all	
its	inhabitants,	the	world	might	be	a	very	lonely	place.	
	
Furthermore,	 Morse’s	 other	 creation,	 Morse	 code,	 will	
always	remain	a	viable	means	of	highly	reliable	commu-
nication	 during	dif:icult	 communication	 conditions.	 You	
might	assume	 that	after	 revolutionising	 the	way	people	
communicated,	 a	man	might	be	 able	 to	 relax	 and	 retire	
wealthy.	 This	 was	 not	 the	 case	 as,	 despite	 there	 being	
20,000	 miles	 of	 telegraph	 wire	 in	 the	 US	 alone,	 many	
governments	 refuted	Morse’s	 claim	 as	 the	 true	 sole	 in-
ventor	of	the	machine.	He	knew	it	was	only	right	that	his	
work	be	recognised	and	so	he	took	his	case	all	the	way	to	
the	Supreme	Court	where	it	was	:inally	decided	that	alt-
hough	many	 had	 created	 similar	 machines,	 he	 was	 the	
:irst	to	make	use	of	a	single-circuit,	battery-powered	ma-
chine.	 At	 last,	 he	was	 paid	 in	 full	 –	 about	 $2	million	 in	
today’s	money.	Perhaps	the	most	important	result	of	the	
saga	was	not	wealth,	but	the	fact	that	he	was	:inally	rec-
ognised	as	the	sole	inventor	of	the	:irst	telegraph.	
	
For	 better	 or	 for	 worse,	 Samuel	 Morse’s	 revolutionary	
invention	of	 the	 telegraph	and	code	suddenly	made	 the	
world	seem	a	whole	lot	smaller	

Samuel Morse  

By Austen Dunster, Year 12 
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W 
elcome	to	a	new	section	of	 the	magazine,	Alumni	Corner.	We	have	asked	 former	History	students	of	the	
school	to	contribute	to	the	magazine	by	writing	appropriately	themed	articles	and,	hopefully,	demonstrat-
ing	how	their	written	work	has	developed	in	the	years	since	they	left	us!	In	this	:irst	article,	Dan	Dunford	
writes	about	Genghis	Khan	and	his	impact	on	the	world.	Look	out	for	more	Alumni	Corner	features	in	com-

ing	editions	and	thanks	to	Dan	for	his	efforts	as	our	inaugural	contributor.		

Alumni Corner 

A 
fter	 testing	 the	DNA	of	Genghis	Khan’s	known	
descendants	 against	 a	 wide	 range	 of	 contem-
porary	 Asians,	 a	 renowned	 2003	 study	 esti-
mated	that	Khan’s	genetics	were	present	in	8%	

of	men	 living	 in	 the	 former	Mongol	 Empire	 he	 reigned	
over	 –	 sixteen	million	 individuals,	 over	 0.5%	of	men	 in	
the	 entire	 modern	 world.	 This	 incredible	 statistic	 indi-
cates	 an	 impressive	 legacy	 that	 not	 just	 Khan,	 but	 his	
children	and	grandchildren	are	responsible	for.	The	rea-
sons	for	it	are	far	from	anything	worthy	of	pride,	but	in-
dicate	 just	
how	 much	
power	 and	
in:luence	
was	 concen-
trated	 in	 the	
Khan	dynasty	in	the	13th	Century.	
	
Khan	 (born	 Temüjin,	 Genghis	 Khan	 is	 a	 title	 meaning	
‘ruler	 of	 all’)	 was	 the	 founder	 of	 the	 Mongol	 Empire	
which,	after	his	death,	became	the	largest	contiguous	(all	
connected)	empire	in	history.	It	covered	land	from	Korea	
and	 the	Sea	of	 Japan,	 to	Romania	 in	Central	Europe,	 in-
cluding	 parts	 of	 Pakistan,	 Iran,	 Russia,	 Turkey	 and	 the	
vast	majority	of	China.	110	million	people	 fell	under	 its	
jurisdiction	in	the	late	13th	century,	equivalent	to	over	a	
quarter	of	the	world’s	population.	It	covered	23%	of	the	
planet’s	total	landmass	(33million	km2).	

		
Temüjin	 was	 born	 into	 relative	 nobility,	 as	 the	 second-
eldest	son	of	a	chieftain	of	 a	medium-sized	 local	 tribe	–	
Kiyad,	one	of	the	thirty-nine	tribes	(divided	amongst	:ive	
larger	confederations,	all	of	whom	were	rivals)	in	what	is	
now	Mongolia.	By	 the	age	of	9	he	was	 living	 in	poverty	
with	 his	 mother,	 three	 brothers,	 a	 sister	 and	 two	 half-
brothers,	after	his	 father	had	been	fatally	poisoned	by	a	
rival;	they	survived	by	hunting	and	foraging.	Aged	12	he	
killed	his	elder	brother	in	a	hunting	dispute,	to	take	over	

the	 role	 as	
leader	 of	 the	
family,	 and	 at	
15	he	was	cap-
tured	 and	 en-
slaved	 by	 the	

Tayichi’ud,	 a	 tribe	 that	 had	 been	 allies	 of	 Temüjin’s	 fa-
ther.	It	was	his	escape	from	the	Tayichi’ud	by	hiding	in	a	
ditch,	assisted	by	a	sympathetic	guard	and	future	general	
of	Genghis	Khan,	that	:irst	built	his	reputation	in	the	ar-
ea.	 At	 the	 age	 of	 16	 these	 various	 life	 experiences	 had	
made	 the	 importance	 of	 alliances	 vibrantly	 clear	 to	 Te-
müjin,	and	he	joined	forces	with	two	of	his	future	Gener-
als	and	married	his	future	Empress	Börte,	who	was	her-
self	 a	member	 of	 a	 rival	 tribe.	 He	 would	 have	 children	
with	 many	 other	 mistresses	 and	 secondary	 wives	 (as	
was	 Mongol	 tradition),	 but	 Börte’s	 four	 sons	 were	 the	
only	ones	included	as	formal	successors	to	Genghis,	and	

Genghis Khan 
By Dan Dunford 

Dan	Dunford	

	

Years	at	school:		 2005-2012.	
	
Roles	at	school:		 Editor	of	WTSSG	and	The	Suttonian,		
	 	 	 Head	of	Year	9	in	CCF,	1st	XI	football.	 	
	
University:		 	 BA	History	at	the	University	of	Birmingham,	
	 	 	 now	studying	for	MA	Journalism			
	 	 	 (Investigative)	at	City	University	London.	

ordinary Mongols longed for a return to Temüjin’s appar-

ently unsuccessful style of  open-minded, meritocratic 

and sympathetic rule 
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she	was	his	sole	Empress.	
	
Temüjin’s	 :irst	military	 conquest	 was	 to	 save	 Börte,	 as	
she	was	kidnapped	soon	after	their	1178	marriage	by	the	
rival	Merkit	clan.	He	united	with	a	‘sworn-brother’	of	his	
late	father,	belonging	to	the	friendly	Khereid	confedera-
tion,	 and	 rescued	 her	 with	 a	 force	 of	 20,000	 warriors,	
utterly	destroying	the	Merkits	in	the	process.	From	here	
Temüjin	developed	his	forces	by	adopting	an	unorthodox	
meritocratic	 promotion	 process,	 allowing	 a	 broader	
range	of	strikingly	loyal	lower-class	followers	to	join	him	
as	 he	 rose	 up	 the	 ranks	 in	 the	 Mongol	 clan.	 By	 1186,	
when	Temüjin	was	just	24,	he	was	elected	leader	(khan,	
lower	 case	 ‘k’)	 of	 the	 Mongols,	 frustrating	 his	 former	
‘sworn-brother’	 Jamukha,	 whom	 had	 helped	 rescue	
Börte	 alongside	 Temüjin	 eight	 years	 earlier.	 Jamukha’s	
approach	to	the	Mongol	leadership	was	to	target	the	sup-
port	 of	 the	 traditional	 aristocracy,	 and	 he	was	 also	 im-
mensely	powerful	within	the	confederation.	A	year	after	
Temüjin	rose	 to	power,	 Jamukha	 led	an	army	of	30,000	
against	 the	 man	 he	 had	 sworn	 a	 fraternal	 blood-pact	
with	as	a	teenager.	Temüjin	(now	khan)	rushed	to	gather	
his	 followers	 and	 stave	 off	 the	 attack,	 but	 was	 roundly	
defeated	and	slipped	back	out	of	power	within	the	Mon-
gol	confederation.	Jamukha	exiled	those	close	to	Temüjin	
and	asserted	his	strength	by	boiling	alive	seventy	young	
captives	of	war	in	battle-side	cauldrons.	Though	Temüjin	
drifted	 from	 signi:icance	 for	 the	 ten	 years	 to	1197,	 this	
act	of	horror	alienated	Jamukha	amongst	ordinary	Mon-
gols	 who	 longed	 for	 a	 return	 to	 Temüjin’s	 apparently	
unsuccessful	 style	 of	 open-minded,	 meritocratic	 and	
sympathetic	 rule,	 that	 rewarded	 loyalty	 and	 skill	 over	
family	ties	and	ancestry.	
	
In	 1197	 Temüjin’s	 followers	 were	 given	 the	 chance	 to	
return	him	to	power,	as	the	Chinese	Jin	Empire	solicited	
support	 from	 the	Khereids	 and	Mongols	 to	 take	 on	 the	
Tatars,	another	rival	confederation.	Thanks	to	Temüjin’s	
links	with	both	clans,	and	his	record	before	1187,	the	Jin	
bestowed	him	and	a	 friend	 (Toghrul,	who	had	been	ex-
iled	by	Jamukha)	with	the	responsibility	of	commanding	
the	 force.	Temüjin	and	Toghrul	 followed	 this	victory	by	
defeating	the	resurgent	Merkits	to	the	north,	the	Tangut	
confederation	to	the	south,	and	the	same	Jin	Empire	who	
had	restored	him	to	strength,	in	the	east	in	1200.	In	do-
ing	so	Temüjin	(now	Genghis	Khan	–	‘ruler	of	all’)	creat-
ed	a	secret	code	of	law	called	 ‘Yassa’,	the	rules	of	which	
were	never	made	public	but	were	believed	to	be	compre-
hensive	and	in	pursuit	of	three	simple	aims:	obedience	to	
Genghis	 Khan;	 a	 binding	 together	 of	 the	 nomad	 clans;	
and	the	merciless	punishment	of	wrongdoing.	It	was	up-
held	 implausibly	 strictly	 and	 concerned	 itself	with	 peo-
ples’	 wellbeing	 as	 opposed	 to	 property.	 Fundamental	
rules	included	an	obligation	to	share	food	with	travellers,	
tax	exemptions	 for	 teachers	and	doctors,	 forbidding	 the	
abduction	 of	women,	 and	 a	 right	 to	 religious	 and	 racial	
freedom.	 Though	 the	 laws	 appear	 progressive	 initially,	
even	 minor	 offences,	 like	 failing	 to	 pick	 up	 something	
someone	 in	 front	 of	 you	had	dropped,	were	punishable	
by	beheading,	with	only	those	preferred	by	Khan	allowed	
chances	to	make	mistakes.	
	
This	ruthless	 judicial	system	contrasted	with	Khan’s	so-
cialistic	 approach	 to	 those	 under	 his	 control.	 He	 prom-

ised	his	soldiers	and	civilians	the	wealth	from	war	spoils,	
and	 most	 signi:icantly,	 he	 integrated	 conquered	 tribes	
under	 his	 protection,	 instead	 of	 driving	 them	 away	 or	
slaughtering	them	as	his	contemporary	rivals	may	have.	
His	 mother	 would	 even	 adopt	 orphans	 of	 conquered	
tribes,	bringing	them	directly	into	Khan’s	family	in	a	way	
that	his	aristocratically	obsessed	predecessors	wouldn’t	
have	 dreamed.	 This	 innovative,	 progressive	 and	 im-
mensely	 forward-thinking	 approach	 to	 leadership	 in-
spired	 loyalty,	 not	 resentment,	 amongst	 the	 conquered	
peoples,	meaning	Genghis	 truly	 consolidated	 the	power	
gained	 from	 each	 victory,	 instead	 of	 creating	 enemies.	

The  expansion of the Mongol Empire during and after 

Khan’s rule 
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His	 military	 strategies	 were	 also	 before	 their	 time,	 fo-
cussed	 upon	 gathering	 intelligence	 and	 understanding	
his	opponents’	motivations,	ahead	of	brute	force	or	num-
bers.	He	also	appreciated	and	built	upon	the	 ‘Silk	Road’	
trade	 routes	 that	 linked	China	 to	Arabia,	Europe,	Africa	
and	the	Indian	subcontinent,	facilitating	the	maintenance	
of	his	vast	Empire.	
	
By	 1207	 Khan	 had	 united	 the	 :ive	main	 confederations	
under	his	sole	rule,	brutally	defeating	a	jealous	insurrec-
tion	by	Toghrul	and	Jamukha	in	the	process	(he	lined	up	
the	 opposition	 soldiers	 and	 beheaded	 all	 those	 taller	
than	the	axel	of	one	of	his	wagon	wheels).	Over	the	next	
two	decades,	until	his	death	in	1227,	he	extended	as	far	
as	he	could	east,	to	the	Sea	of	Japan;	and	doubled	his	ter-
ritory	west,	 to	 the	Caspian	Sea	bordering	modern	Azer-
baijan;	 also	 extending	 north	 into	Russia	 and	 south	 into	
Persia.	His	Empire	was	now	twice	the	size	of	the	Roman	
Empire	 and	Muslim	 Caliphate	 put	 together.	 He	 did	 this	
through	a	combination	of	 tactful	trade	alliances	and	ab-
solutely	devastating	military	conquests,	utilising	both	his	
massive	base	of	loyal	support	and	his	substantial	sphere	
of	in:luence	in	equal	measure.	
	
Aware	of	the	potential	for	a	succession	con:lict	amongst	
his	 sons,	 Khan	 named	 his	 third	 son	 OR gedei	 as	 his	 true	

successor	 but	 allocated	 a	 kingdom	 for	 each	 of	 his	male	
heirs	 to	 rule	 over	 separately.	 The	 Empire	 continued	 to	
grow	 under	 OR gedei	 until	 his	 death	 in	 1241;	 and	 again	
from	 1251	 after	 power	 struggles	 handed	 control	 to	 a	
different	 lineage	 of	 Temüjin.	 They	 peaked	 in	 1279,	 but	
the	leadership	was	never	as	congruous	as	under	Genghis	
Khan	or	his	immediate	successor.	
	
Having	described	how	Genghis	Khan	changed	the	world	
through	 his	 progressive	 but	 ruthless	 leadership	 style,	
that	 united	 the	 eternally	 warring	 Mongolian	 tribes,	 we	
should	 move	 back	 to	 Khan’s	 biological	 legacy.	 Khan’s	
eldest	 son	 is	 reported	 to	 have	 had	 forty	 sons	 (not	 to	
mention	 daughters),	 and	 his	most	 prominent	 grandson	
had	twenty-two	legitimate	heirs,	and	added	to	his	legacy	
by	adopting	thirty	mistresses	to	his	household	each	year.	
Khan	 himself	 is	 said	 to	 have	 ordered	 his	 followers	 to	
send	the	most	beautiful	women	of	each	conquered	city	to	
visit	him	 to	 celebrate	his	victory.	The	 legacy	of	Genghis	
Khan	 is	 testament	 to	 both	 his	 enlightened	 and	 tolerant	
leadership	style,	and	his	brutal	and	horri:ic	treatment	of	
insurgents.	His	still	growing	biological	legacy	is	evidence	
of	his	immense	power	and	in:luence	in	a	world	that	has	
thankfully	 now	 changed	 greatly,	 but	 it	 is	 his	 skill	 as	 a	
uni:ier	that	makes	Genghis	Khan	one	of	the	most	in:luen-
tial	individuals	this	planet	has	ever	seen	

Genghis Khan, the Supreme Khan of the Mongols 
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Mohandas Gandhi 
By Nathan Livingstone, Year 9  

A 
	small	 thin	 man,	 in	 a	 distinctive	 white	 robe,	
deserves	 the	 title	 of	 a	 person	 who	 changed	
history.	Not	only	did	this	man	inspire	a	whole	
generation	but	his	passion	for	non	violent	pro-

tests	set	an	example	that	was	to	be	followed	by	other	key	
historical	:igures.	
	
Mohandas	Karamchand	Gandhi	was	born	on	October	2nd	
1869	 in	 Porbander,	 India.	 He	 had	 a	 comfortable	 child-
hood,	cared	 for	by	his	 father,	who	was	Chief	Minister	 in	
Porbander	and	strongly	religious	mother.	They	belonged	
to	 the	 Vaishya	 caste,	 one	 of	 the	 lower	 social	 groups	 in	
Indian	society.	At	that	time	India	was	part	of	the	British	
Empire,	which	meant	 India’s	 laws,	 government	 and	 re-
sources	were	monopolised	by	Britain.	By	13,	Gandhi	was	
married	to	Kasturban	Makaji	and	by	18	he	had	left	India	
to	study	in	London.	The	young	man	who	studied	in	Eng-
land	 was	 very	 different	 from	 the	 image	 of	 Gandhi	 we	
have	today,	with	humble	attire.	For	the	:irst	two	years	he	
indulged	 himself	 in	 a	 western	 lifestyle	 wearing	 expen-
sive	English	suits	and	adopting	English	manners.	Howev-
er,	 during	 his	 :inal	 year	 of	 study,	 he	 became	 absorbed	
with	 learning	 about	world	 religions.	 Returning	 to	 India	
in	1891,	Gandhi	was	now	a	fully	quali:ied	lawyer.	
	
After	 struggling	 to	 :ind	 employment	 in	 India,	 Gandhi	
sought	work	in	South	Africa.	Sailing	there	in	1893,	imme-
diately	 he	 faced	 discrimination.	 Impassioned	 by	 the	
plight	 of	 the	 Indian	 workforce	 in	 South	 Africa,	 Gandhi	
started	to	make	his	:irst	mark	on	history,	determined	to	
:ight	the	‘deep	disease	of	colour	prejudice’.	This	decision	
was	 to	 ultimately	 lead	 to	 his	 life	 long	 commitment	 and	
world	wide	recognition	as	a	civil	rights	campaigner.	
	
During	the	twenty	years	that	Gandhi	lived	in	South	Africa	
he	championed	many	key	causes	 including	 the	right	 for	
Indians	to	vote	in	South	Africa	and	recognition	for	Hindu	
marriages.	The	latter	prompted	Gandhi’s	mass	civil	diso-
bedience	campaign	in	1906,	termed	‘Satyagrha’	meaning	
truth	 and	 :irmness,	 for	which	he	was	 imprisoned	 along	
with	hundreds	of	other	Indians.	This	campaign	coincided	
with	changes	to	Gandhi’s	lifestyle.	Choosing	a	more	sim-
ple	way	of	living,	Gandhi	began	carrying	out	his	own	do-
mestic	 tasks,	 traditionally	 performed	 by	 the	 untoucha-
bles.	
	
Gandhi	returned	to	India	in	1915,	with	a	new	found	de-

termination	 to	 :ight	 for	 independence	 for	 India.	 He	 es-
tablished	 an	 ashram	 (communal	 farm)	 in	 Ahmedabad,	
which	was	 open	 to	 all	 castes.	 Initially,	 he	 led	 a	 humble	
life,	which	was	devoted	to	prayer,	fasting	and	meditation.	
This	 lifestyle	choice	endeared	him	to	people	at	 the	 time	
and	 also	 contributed	 to	 his	 popularity	 beyond	 death.	 It	
was	during	 this	 time	that	 the	 Indian	poet	Rabindranath	
Tagore,	 gave	 him	 the	 nickname	 ‘Mahatma’,	 meaning	
great	soul.	
	
Following	 this,	Gandhi	became	 involved	 in	a	number	of	
high	 pro:ile	 campaigns,	 whilst	 adhering	 to	 his	 non-
violent	 principles.	 One	 of	 the	 most	 famous	 campaigns	
was	the	Salt	March,	where	Gandhi	led	thousands	of	peo-
ple	to	a	beach	to	collect	salt	deposits,	 in	protest	against	
Britain’s	tax	on	salt.	There	was	widespread	civil	disobe-
dience	across	 India,	with	Gandhi	amongst	 those	 impris-
oned	 as	 a	 result.	 Gandhi’s	 status	 as	 a	 signi:icant	world-
wide	:igure	was	established	as	he	was	named	Time	Mag-
azine’s	Man	of	The	Year	in	1930.	
	
For	 the	 remainder	of	Gandhi’s	 life,	he	 strove	 for	 India’s	
independence	and	equal	rights	for	all.	He	was	repeatedly	
incarcerated,	 though	 this	 did	not	deter	his	 efforts.	Gan-
dhi,	 distressed	 at	 the	 violent	 outbursts	 that	 erupted	 as	
Hindus	 and	Muslims	 argued	over	 independence,	 toured	
areas	of	violence,	appealing	for	peace	and	fasting.	It	was	
in	1947	that	the	British	government	:inally	relented	and	
agreed	 that	 Britain	 would	 leave	 India	 by	 June	 1948.	
However,	the	new	Indian	:lag	was	raised	by	the	National	
Congress	in	August	of	the	same	year.	
	
Tragically,	 the	 non-violent	 Gandhi	 was	 assassinated	 on	
the	 20th	 January	 1948.	 All	 of	 his	 adult	 life,	 Gandhi	
showed	deep	commitment	to	non-violence	and	a	simple,	
fair	way	of	 living.	He	 is	remembered	and	revered	today	
equally	for	what	he	achieved	as	for	how	he	achieved	it.	I	
consider	 Gandhi	 an	 inspirational	 :igure	 as	 he	 was	 not	
only	at	the	forefront	of	:ighting	against	discrimination	in	
South	 Africa	 and	 for	 independence	 in	 India,	 but	 also	 a	
role	 model	 for	 human	 rights	 movements	 around	 the	
world.	 In	 India,	 Gandhi	 is	 still	 known	 as	 the	 “Father	 of	
the	Nation,”	inspiring	contemporary	politicians	including	
Arvind	Kejriwal,	the	Chief	Minister	of	Delhi.	 	Beyond	In-
dia,	 two	other	key	 ‘world	changers’,	Martin	Luther	King	
Jr.	and	Nelson	Mandela,	were	both	 inspired	by	Gandhi’s	
non	violent	model	for	civil	rights	movements	
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T 
he	 statement	 ‘history	 is	 herstory	 too’	 has	 be-
come	the	cliché	phrase	 to	represent	 the	 lack	of	
gender	 balance	 in	mainstream	historical	 study.	
The	catchphrase	has	never	 really	sat	right	with	

me,	not	least	because	the	etymology	of	the	word	‘history’	
really	has	little	to	do	with	gender	bias,	but	there	is	an	ele-
ment	of	truth	to	it	–	we	:ind	ourselves	as	historians	large-
ly	studying	the	actions,	words,	adventures	and	misadven-
tures	of	men	and	it	is	less	frequently	that	we	focus	on	the	
deeds	of	women.	Of	course	the	argument	exists	that	men	
are	responsible	for	the	vast	majority	of	signi:icant	histori-
cal	events	and	changes,	and	this	is	valid	to	a	point,	but	it	
is	also	true	to	acknowledge	 that	this	 focus	comes	from	a	
discipline	which	has	been	historically	dominated	by	male	
writers.	
	
I	struggled	to	narrow	my	choice	of	who	to	write	about	to	
one	person,	so	I	present	to	you	three	women	who	certain-
ly	‘changed	the	world.’	One	who	set	the	tone	for	the	com-
puter	 age	 to	 come,	 the	 second	 who	 demonstrates	 that	
lack	 of	 acclaim	does	 not	 diminish	 an	 act	 of	 bravery	 and	
the	 third	who	 shows	 that	 courage	of	 conviction	 and	 de-
termination	are	among	the	most	important	traits	we	can	
possess.			
	

Ada	Lovelace		

Ada	 Lovelace	 was	 born	 Augusta	 Ada	 King,	 Countess	 of	
Lovelace	 in	 1815.	 She	 was	 the	 only	 legitimate	 child	 of	
Lord	Byron,	 the	 acclaimed	 poet,	 but	his	marriage	 to	her	
mother	 imploded	about	a	month	after	her	birth,	making	
her	upbringing	somewhat	turbulent.	Her	mother	was	fair-
ly	 bitter	 towards	her	 father	 and	pushed	Lovelace	 to	de-
velop	her	 interests	 in	mathematics	and	logic,	 in	order	to	
stave	off	the	madness	that	she	felt	plagued	her	estranged	
husband.	 Through	 familial	 connections,	 Lovelace	 was	
educated	 by	 a	 variety	 of	 former	 Cambridge	 University	
professors	 in	 classics,	 philosophy,	 science	 and	maths.	 It	
was	 these	 connections	 that	 lead	 to	 the	 most	 important	
relationship	of	her	professional	life	which	started	in	1833	
–	her	working	relationship	with	the	‘father	of	computers’	
Charles	 Babbage,	 who	 referred	 to	 Lovelace	 as	 the	
‘Enchantress	 of	
Numbers.’	
	
At	 that	 time,	 Bab-
bage	 was	 working	
on	 the	 develop-
ment	of	a	mechani-
cal	 adding	machine	
known	 as	 the	
‘Difference	 Engine.’	 His	 idea	 was	 to	 create	 a	 machine	
which	would	be	able	to	calculate	logarithmic	and	trigono-
metric	calculations,	which	up	to	 that	point	had	been	cal-
culated	 using	 huge	 tables	 of	 numbers	 which	 had	 been	
created	 by	 human	hand	 and	were	 very	 prone	 to	 errors.	
His	vision	was	a	machine	that	would	calculate	these	:law-
lessly.	 His	 plans	 moved	 on	 to	 the	 more	 complex	

‘Analytical	 Engine’	 which	 was	 essentially	 a	 very	 basic	
computer	 –	 it	 had	 an	 arithmetical	 unit	 and	 integrated	
memory	and	could	be	programmed	to	complete	complex	
computations.	
	
An	Italian	engineer	wrote	an	article	celebrating	Babbage’s	
design	 which	 Lovelace	 was	 commissioned	 to	 translate	
and	add	to	 it	her	own	notes.	The	notes	she	added	ended	
up	tripling	the	length	of	the	original	paper	and	went	way	
beyond	 the	 ideas	 it	 presented.	 Her	 notes	 explained	 the	
workings	 of	 the	 ‘Analytical	 Engine’	 in	 a	 way	 that	 many	

other	 scientists	
couldn’t	 compre-
hend.	 Indeed,	 Mi-
chael	 Faraday	 com-
mended	 her	 on	 her	
explanation.	 Even	
more	 signi:icantly,	
the	latter	part	of	her	
notes	 included	 an	

algorithm	that	if	programmed	into	the	Engine	would	cal-
culate	 a	 sequence	 of	 Bernoulli	 numbers.	 This	 algorithm,	
the	:irst	of	its	kind,	made	Lovelace	the	:irst	computer	pro-
grammer	 and	 her	 method	 the	 :irst	 computer	 program,	
paving	the	way	for	a	future	of	developments	in	computer	
science.	She	also	re:lected	on	the	ability	of	a	computer	to	
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go	beyond	numbers	–	anticipating	 the	potential	of	com-
puters	 a	 hundred	 years	 before	 they	 were	 realised.	 She	
was	 highly	 regarded	 by	 her	male	 peers	 and	 indeed	 her	
notes	later	inspired	Alan	Turing’s	work	on	the	:irst	mod-
ern	computers	 in	 the	1940s.	Her	vision	and	passion	 for	
her	 discipline	 have	 made	 her	 a	 powerful	 symbol	 for	
women	in	technology.	
 

Claudette Colvin 

The	story	is	familiar	to	most	of	us	–	a	black	woman	refus-
ing	to	give	up	her	seat	on	the	bus	 to	a	white	passenger,	
sparking	off	a	court	case	which	challenged	racial	discrim-
ination.	The	brave	story	of	Rosa	Parks	is	well	known	and	
deservedly	 so,	but	 she	was	not	 the	only	woman	 to	 take	
this	stand	and	certainly	not	the	:irst.	
	
Claudette	Colvin	grew	up	in	Montgomery,	Alabama,	born	
in	1939	when	the	Jim	Crow	laws	were	in	full	force	in	the	
Southern	US	states.	These	laws	dictated	that	public	facili-
ties	for	whites	and	blacks	should	be	‘separate	but	equal’	
and	 certainly	 facilities	 such	 as	 restaurants,	 waiting	
rooms,	 restrooms	and	 schools	were	 segregated,	 but	 the	
quality	 was	 far	 from	 equal.	 Jim	 Crow	meant	 that	 black	
Americans	experienced	a	much	lesser	standard	of	 living	
than	 white	 Americans,	 as	 well	 as	 facing	 regular	 racial	
persecution.	The	bus	system	in	Montgomery	epitomised	
this	segregation	–	black	Americans	were	 told	 they	must	

sit	at	the	back	and	if	the	bus	became	so	crowded	that	all	
the	‘white’	seats	were	:illed,	then	black	Americans	had	to	
give	up	their	seats	and	stand.	
	
Colvin	 had	 experienced	 the	 impacts	 of	 segregation	 for	
much	 of	 her	 life,	 attending	 a	 segregated	 high	 school	
which	she	travelled	to	by	bus.	She	was	a	member	of	the	
NAACP	 youth	 council	 (National	 Association	 for	 the	 Ad-
vancement	of	Coloured	People)	and	she	had	learnt	about	
the	progress	of	the	civil	rights	movement	at	school.	This	
awareness	 probably	 inspired	her	 actions	on	2nd	March	
1955.	 15-year-old	 Colvin	 was	 on	 the	 bus,	 sitting	 in	 the	
‘coloured’	 section	when	 a	white	woman	 got	 on	 the	 bus	
and	was	left	standing.	The	bus	driver	ordered	Colvin	and	
3	other	black	women	to	move	to	the	back,	which	the	oth-
ers	did,	but	a	pregnant	woman	named	Ruth	Hamilton	sat	
down	next	to	Colvin.		
	
Colvin	explained	the	events:	‘he	asked	us	both	to	get	up.	
Mrs	Hamilton	said	she	was	not	going	to	get	up	and	that	
she	had	paid	her	fare	and	that	she	didn’t	feel	like	stand-
ing.	 So	 I	 told	him	 I	was	not	going	 to	get	up	 either.’	 The	
driver	called	a	policeman	and	they	forced	a	black	man	to	
give	 his	 seat	 to	 Mrs	 Hamilton	 further	 back,	 but	 Colvin	
still	refused	to	move.	Colvin	later	said	‘I	knew	then	and	I	
know	now	that,	when	it	comes	to	justice,	there	is	no	easy	
way	 to	get	 it.	 You	can't	 sugarcoat	 it.	 You	have	 to	 take	 a	

Racial segregation on board an Alabama bus, enforced by the Jim Crow Laws, 1955 
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stand	and	say,	 "This	 is	not	 right.”’	Colvin	was	 forced	off	
the	bus	and	arrested,	taken	to	juvenile	court	and	convict-
ed	of	disturbing	the	peace,	violating	the	segregation	law	
and	 assault.	 In	 1956	 she	 became	 one	 of	 four	 female	
plaintiffs,	 all	 of	whom	 challenged	 bus	 segregation	 laws,	
in	Browder	vs.	Gayle	which	ruled	that	bus	segregation	in	
Alabama	was	unconstitutional.	
	
Colvin’s	story	is	relatively	unknown,	despite	the	fact	that	
her	 act	 of	 courage	 occurred	 a	 full	 nine	 months	 before	
Rosa	 Parks	 also	 took	 a	 stand	 on	 bus	 segregation.	 The	
reason	for	the	lack	of	attention	surrounding	Colvin’s	ac-
tions	is	due	to	her	status	at	the	time	–	she	became	preg-
nant	around	the	time	of	her	arrest	and	the	NAACP	decid-
ed	that	an	unwed	pregnant	teenager	would	not	be	good	
for	 gaining	 support	 for	 the	 cause	 and	 certainly	 Rosa	
Parks	did	gain	a	huge	amount	of	 support	 for	 the	move-
ment	by	being	‘respectable.’	Colvin	was	not	bitter	about	
her	lack	of	publicity	and	her	actions	still	stand	as	a	true	
act	of	bravery.	
	

Eleanor	Roosevelt	

Nicknamed	by	Harry	S.	Truman	as	the	‘First	Lady	of	the	
World’,	Eleanor	Roosevelt	was	an	extraordinary	woman	
who	showed	that	courage	of	conviction	is	a	valuable	as-
set,	even	when	disagreeing	with	your	husband.	She	is	the	
longest	 standing	 First	 Lady,	 serving	 alongside	 Franklin	
Delano	Roosevelt	 from	1933	until	his	death	in	1945.	He	
is	 widely	 regarded	 as	 one	 of	 the	 :inest	 presidents	 the	
USA	has	ever	seen,	but	it	would	be	unfair	to	acknowledge	
this	achievement	without	also	acknowledging	 the	wom-
an	who	drove	him	onwards.		
	
Eleanor	Roosevelt	was	key	in	supporting	her	husband	in	
his	 bid	 to	 become	President,	 persuading	 him	 to	 stay	 in	
politics	 after	 he	 became	 partially	 paralysed	 from	 polio.	

She	even	made	speeches	on	his	behalf	when	he	was	un-
well	 and	 campaigned	 in	his	 absence.	When	 she	became	
First	 Lady	 in	 1933,	 Roosevelt	 refused	 to	 adhere	 to	 the	
limitations	of	 the	 role	 that	 had	previously	 existed	 –	 es-
sentially	 as	 a	 homemaker	 and	 hostess	 –	 and	 set	 about	
rede:ining	 the	 position	 of	 First	 Lady.	 She	 was	 an	 out-
spoken	woman,	holding	her	own	press	conferences,	writ-
ing	a	newspaper	column	called	‘My	Day’	and	even	daring	
to	 publicly	 disagree	 with	 a	 few	 of	 FDR’s	 policies	 –	 un-
heard	of	for	a	First	Lady.	

	
She	was	 a	 key	 advocate	 for	 supporting	workers	 during	
the	Great	Depression.	She	often	visited	 labour	meetings	
to	demonstrate	 that	 the	White	House	was	 aware	of	 the	
plight	 of	 struggling	 Americans.	 When	 war	 veterans	
marched	on	the	White	House	to	demand	their	bonus	cer-
ti:icates	 for	 :ighting	 in	World	War	One	be	awarded,	she	
was	 key	 in	 :ixing	 this	 dif:icult	 situation.	 They	 had	
marched	 on	 the	 White	 House	 when	 Hoover	 had	 been	
president	and	he	had	used	the	army	and	tear	gas	to	dis-
perse	them.	Eleanor	Roosevelt	went	to	visit	the	veterans,	
spoke	with	 them	and	 sung	war	 songs	with	 them	which	
acted	to	diffuse	the	tension.	
	
Eleanor	Roosevelt	also	was	very	vocal	in	her	support	for	
the	African	American	Civil	Rights	movement.	FDR	did	not	
voice	 his	 support	 for	 the	 movement	 in	 his	 presidency,	
largely	 because	 he	 needed	 to	 maintain	 the	 support	 of	
Southern	senators	for	his	‘New	Deal’	economic	program.	
However,	 his	 wife	 spoke	 out	 against	 discrimination	 in	
the	New	Deal	which	meant	that	black	Americans	did	not	
receive	 as	 many	 bene:its,	 and	 argued	 that	 the	 bene:its	
should	 be	 extended	 equally,	 regardless	 of	 race.	 She	 se-
cretly	 supported	 the	 bill	 to	 make	 lynching	 a	 federal	
crime,	 lobbying	 politicians	 to	 gain	 their	 support	 even	
when	FDR	refused	to	support	the	bill.	Eleanor	Roosevelt	
was	also	key	 in	promoting	women’s	 rights	 –	 :ighting	 to	
gain	better	wages	for	women	and	more	opportunities	in	
white	 collar	 jobs.	 She	pushed	 for	more	women	 to	enter	
the	war	 effort	 in	World	War	 Two,	 even	 before	 this	 be-
came	common	practice.	
	
Following	 the	 death	 of	 her	 husband,	 Eleanor	 Roosevelt	
remained	 in	 politics	 and	 President	 Truman	 appointed	
her	 as	 a	 delegate	 to	 the	UN	General	 Assembly.	 In	 1946	
she	became	the	:irst	chairperson	of	the	UN	Commission	
on	Human	Rights	and	was	key	 in	drafting	 the	Universal	
Declaration	of	Human	Rights	which	was	adopted	by	the	
UN	in	1948.	Her	work	in	politics	and	activism	continued	
until	the	end	of	her	life	–	she	resigned	from	the	UN	when	
Eisenhower	became	president	but	 re-joined	under	Ken-
nedy	in	the	60s.	Eleanor	Roosevelt	certainly	is	someone	
to	be	admired	–	a	woman	with	a	strong	sense	of	respon-
sibility	 and	 determination	 to	 try	 to	 make	 the	 world	 a	
better	place	
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I 
magine	a	planet	where	patriotism	is	King	and	people	
are	 discriminated	 against	 because	 of	 their	 religion,	
as	 well	 as	 the	 social	 hierarchy	 being	 completely	
based	on	the	family	you	live	 in	rather	than	the	per-

son	you	are.	 Imagine	a	planet	where	 the	Nazis	 lead	and	
children	 are	 forced	 to	 train	 for	 war	 rather	 than	 live	 a	
normal,	 relaxed	 childhood.	 That	 is	 what	 Planet	 Earth	
could	 have	 become	 had	 the	 great	 mind	 of	 Winston	
Churchill	not	led	England	and	inspired	the	people	to	:ight	
that	 little	 bit	 harder	 in	 order	 to	 instate	 some	 sense	 of	
equality	 and	 faith	 into	 the	 planet.	 Churchill	 could	 be	
called	 the	 personi:ication	 of	 good	 sense	 and	 one	 of	 the	
best	 Prime	 Ministers	 ever	 known	 and,	 to	 me,	 Winston	
Churchill	 is	 inspirational	 in	 almost	 every	 area	 possible.	
Winston	 Churchill	 managed	 to	 get	 England	 through	
World	War	Two,	he	is	a	great	example	of	an	inspirational	
person	 and	 he	 was	 much	 more	 than	 a	 Prime	 Minister.	
However,	I	shall	be	telling	you	:irst	about	Churchill’s	out-
rageous	wit	 and	 how	 these	 jokes	made	 Churchill	 more	
human.	

	
Nowadays,	we	see	politicians	as	uptight	people	who	be-
lieve	they	are	above	us	but	are	trying	to	 look	as	though	
they	 are	 “down	 with	 the	 kids”.	 Winston	 Churchill	 was	
quite	the	opposite.	He	is	admired	for	his	ingenuity	when	
it	 comes	 to	 battle	 strategy	 however	 many	 people	 have	
been	able	to	relate	to	Churchill	due	to	his	quick	thinking	
humour	 and	wit.	 Churchill	was	known	 to	be	depressed,	
naturally	as	leading	the	country	is	very	hard,	and	conse-
quently	he	turned	to	drink.	Through	this,	came	one	of	his	
most	 famous	 jokes,	 to	Lady	Astor	 in	Parliament	as	a	re-
sponse	 to	 her	 accusing	 him	 of	 being	 drunk:	 	 ‘Yes,	 I	 am	
drunk,	but	tomorrow	I	will	be	sober,	and	you	will	still	be	
ugly.’	 Despite	 being	 funny,	 this	 got	 the	 Prime	 Minister	
into	some	trouble	as	his	cruel	humour	often	did.	This	 is	

another	reason	why	the	British	public	liked	him	and	the	
fact	 that	 he	 had	 a	 darker	 side	 to	 him	 made	 the	 Prime	
Minister	 easier	 to	 relate	 to	 and	 empathise	 with.	 This	
must	have	helped	Churchill	change	the	world	dramatical-
ly	because	it	is	very	hard	to	keep	faith	in	yourself	during	
a	 crisis	 like	 the	 war,	 however	 with	 millions	 of	 people	
backing	 you,	 con:idence	 will	 be	 born.	 Also,	 this	 light	

hearted	humour	probably	made	the	House	of	Commons	a	
bit	more	at	ease	than	it	may	have	been.	Quotations	such	
as	‘If	Hitler	invaded	Hell,	I	would	at	least	make	a	favoura-
ble	 reference	 to	 the	 Devil	 in	 the	 House	 of	 Commons,’	
would	have	certainly	made	the	future	look	less	bleak	.	If	
one	is	joking	in	such	a	way	about	the	war	it	can’t	be	too	
bad.	So	con:idence	helped	Churchill	change	the	World.	
	
Winston’s	years	of	inspiration	did	not	begin	when	he	was	
Prime	 Minister,	 they	 began	 from	 a	 very	 young	 age.	
Churchill	had	a	relatively	hard	childhood	and	start	to	his	
career	 as	 a	 politician.	 Firstly,	 Churchill	 was	 sent	 to	
boarding	school	at	a	very	young	age	so	consequently	he	
struggled	with	feelings	of	rejection	from	his	parents	and,	
being	a	nervous	person	 in	his	younger	years,	 this	 could	

Yes, I am drunk, but tomorrow I will 

be sober, and you will still be ugly 

Winston  
Churchill 

By Jed Heffernan, Year 8 
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not	have	helped	him	with	his	self-con:idence.	As	well	as	
this,	 when	 he	 was	 a	 boy	 Churchill	 had	 a	 stutter	 so	 the	
fact	 that	he	became	 the	amazing	public	 speaker	 that	he	
was	 is	 truly	outstanding.	 In	a	 time	when	 television	sets	
were	 rarely	used,	you	had	 to	be	a	good	speaker	 for	 the	
wireless	as	this	was	the	main	way	to	communicate	with	
the	public.	Also,	being	the	eldest	child	of	a	Lord	and	the	
nephew	of	a	Duke	must	have	put	a	great	deal	of	pressure	
on	him.	
	
Before	 becoming	 a	 politician,	 Churchill	 joined	 the	 4th	
Hussars	and	served	his	country	in	India	and	on	the	North

-West	Frontier	as	well	as	in	the	Battle	of	Omdurman.	Af-
ter	 this,	 Winston	 became	 a	 news-	 reporter	 during	 the	
Boer	War	 before	 entering	 Parliament	 in	 1900	with	 the	
Conservative	Party.	Churchill	made	his	way	up	the	ranks,	
however,	in	1915,	he	was	blamed	for	failures	in	both	the	
Dardanelles	 and	 Gal-
lipoli	 which	 led	 to	 an	
unfortunate	 resigna-
tion.	 Churchill	 then	
spent	time	in	the	army	
once	 more	 before	 re-
turning	 to	 his	 true	
calling	 and	 becoming	
Prime	Minister	in	1940.	The	fact	that	the	Prime	Minister	
managed	to	overcome	so	many	barriers,	whether	smaller	
ones	 like	 a	 stutter	 or	 the	 guilt	 for	 causing	 lost	 lives,	
Churchill	came	back	and	saved	many	people	.	
	
Winston	 Leonard	 Spencer	 Churchill	 is	 remembered	 for	
many	 things,	 however	 the	 fact	 that	 he	 was	 the	 Prime	

Minister	to	get	England	through	World	War	II	by	emerg-
ing	victorious	over	 the	Nazis	 is	what	he	 is	known	most	
for	 –	 unsurprisingly.	 Churchill	managed	 to	mastermind	
genius	 tactics	as	well	as	keeping	 the	moral	high	ground	
by	motivating	the	soldiers	representing	the	British	army.	
By	giving	 incredible	speeches	 like,	 ‘We	shall	defend	our	
island,	whatever	 the	 cost	may	 be,	we	 shall	 :ight	 on	 the	
beaches,	we	shall	 :ight	on	the	 landing	grounds,	we	shall	
:ight	in	the	:ields	and	in	the	streets,	we	shall	:ight	in	the	
hills;	we	shall	never	surrender,’	in	order	to	motivate	and	
inspire	 the	 public,	 soldiers	 began	 to	 realise	 how	 im-
portant	their	role	was.	Also,	Churchill	himself	was	able	to	

use	the	powers	of	experience	to	help	get	him	through	the	
war.	Churchill	was	able	to	win	the	war	alongside	the	sol-
diers	because	he	simply	knew	what	to	say,	when	to	say	it	
and	led	his	troops	to	victory	with	amazing	battle	tactics.	
	

Churchill	 certainly	
altered	 this	 planet	
with	 his	 words	 and	
with	 his	 ways.	 Along-
side	 being	 an	 incredi-
ble	 Prime	 Minister,	
Churchill	 was	 one	 of	
six	 British	 people	 to	

achieve	the	Nobel	Prize	 in	Literature	showing	that	he	 is	
talented	across	the	board.	However,	the	thing	that	stands	
out	the	most	about	Churchill	to	me	is	not	his	life	but	his	
death.	The	fact	that	a	whole	nation	attended	his	 funeral	
and	 cranes	 lowered	 their	 necks	 in	 his	 honour	
is		testament	to	this	great	man	whose	legacy	remained	in	
Britain	after	death	and	still	does	today	

Winston Churchill in the 4th Hussars, 1895 
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I 
f	 you	were	 asked	who	were	 the	 greatest	 and	most	
successful	 men	 in	 history,	 I	 doubt	 that	 Hitler’s	
prized	 Field-Marshall,	 Erwin	 Rommel,	 would	 come	
close	 to	winning	a	place	on	most	people’s	shortlist.	

After	all,	Rommel,	the	‘Desert	Fox’,	was	a	principal	:igure	
in	Hitler’s	Third	Reich.	However,	Rommel	was	also	a	dy-
namic,	 inspirational	 and	 fair	military	 leader,	whose	 tal-
ent	has	been	 largely	 overlooked	because	of	 his	German	
nationality.	 If	 Rommel	 had	 been	 an	 Allied	 national,	 he	
would	undoubtedly	have	been	celebrated.	
	
Rommel,	who	was	born	 in	1891,	was	 indisputably	a	su-
perb	 military	 commander	 and	 tactician;	 perhaps,	 even	
one	of	the	best	 in	history.	As	the	commander	of	 the	7th	
Panzer	 Division	 in	 1940,	 Rommel	 displayed	 his	 ability	
during	 the	 destruction	 of	 France	 and	 their	 defences,	
which	ultimately	led	to	the	humiliating	French	surrender	
after	only	four	days.	Rommel	was	rewarded	for	his	skill	
shortly	 after	 the	 Nazi	 domination	 of	 Western	 Europe,	
when	he	was	promoted	to	Commander	of	the	entire	Afri-
ka	 Korps	 in	 1941.	 Before	 1941,	 the	 Germans	 had	 two	
main	 fronts:	 the	 African	 Front	 and	 the	 Home	 Front	
(maintaining	 order	 in	 conquered	 countries	 and	 dealing	
with	 bombing	 raids).	 However,	 in	 June	 1941,	 the	 Ger-
mans	opened	another	front,	with	the	commencement	of	
Operation	Barbarossa.	Despite	Germany	now	:ighting	on	
multiple	 fronts,	Rommel	still	enjoyed	great	successes	 in	
Africa.	 This	 was	 even	 more	 remarkable	 given	 the	 fact	
that	 the	 Americans	 joined	 the	 Allied	 :ight	 in	 December	
1941,	resulting	in	Rommel	now	facing	the	world’s	great-
est	power	too.		
	
The	most	spectacular	of	all	of	Rommel’s	great	successes	
in	 Africa	 epitomises	 his	 skilful	 leadership.	 On	 the	 26th	
May	 1942,	 Rommel	 started	 the	 Battle	 of	 Gazala,	 a	 :ight	
for	 the	 Libyan	 port	 of	 Tobruk	 and	 this	 was	 a	 battle	 he	
had	 won	 by	 the	 21st	 June.	 This	 victory	 alone	 displays	
how	Rommel	clearly	was	the	best	commander	in	World	
War	II.	Whilst	the	Allies	had	843	tanks	and	175,000	men	
at	their	disposal,	Rommel	had	only	a	mere	560	tanks	and	
90,000	men.	Moreover,	 the	Allied	 forces	 had	 long	 been	
stockpiling	 resources	 for	 a	 summer	 offensive	 of	 their	
own	 and	 thus	 were	 well-supplied,	 in	 stark	 contrast	 to	
Rommel’s	 forces,	 which	 were	 heavily	 under	 resourced	
and	still	awaiting	reinforcements	after	the	campaigns	of	
1941.	 Furthermore,	 Tobruk	was	 very	well	 protected	 by	
the	 Gazala	 Line,	 which	 consisted	 of	 inland	 keeps	 and	
massive	mine:ields	(one	stretched	 inland	43	miles	 from	
the	coast),	only	making	the	task	of	capturing	Tobruk	ap-
pear	even	 less	conceivable.	Yet,	 seriously	outnumbered,	
with	almost	all	resources	being	sent	by	Hitler	to	the	East-
ern	 Front,	 Rommel	won	 an	 astounding	 victory,	 as	 a	 re-
sult	of	his	willingness	to	go	on	the	offensive	and	his	stra-
tegic	 brilliance.	With	his	 triumph	 in	 the	 battle,	Rommel	
struck	 a	big	blow	against	 allied	morale,	 gained	 a	useful	
seaport	directly	south	of	Crete,	seized	many	British	sup-
plies	 in	the	city	and	caught	33,000	defenders	of	the	city	

(which	 mainly	 comprised	 of	 men	 from	 the	 2nd	 South	
African	 Infantry	 Division).	 Only	 at	 the	 fall	 of	 Singapore	
earlier	 in	1942	had	more	British	Commonwealth	troops	
been	 captured	 at	 one	 time.	 	 For	 this	 splendid	 victory,	
Hitler	promoted	Rommel	to	the	rank	of	Field-Marshall.	

	
In	March	1943,	Rommel	 left	Africa	 for	Europe,	with	 the	
Axis	 powers	 completely	 defeated	 following	 the	 second	
battle	of	El	Alamein.	However,	when	judging	Rommel	as	
a	 military	 man,	 it	 is	 impossible	 for	 one	 to	 read	 at	 all	
deeply	 into	this	defeat.	This	 is	because	Hitler	had	never	
concentrated	much	 on	 the	 African	 Front,	 leaving	 it	 ex-
tremely	under	resourced	and	Rommel	to	his	own	devic-
es.	This	ultimately	left	the	Axis	powers	secluded	and	sur-
rounded	and	no	commander	in	history	would	have	had	a	
chance	of	victory	in	Rommel’s	position,	with	Britain	and	
America	 relentlessly	 pouring	 in	 men	 and	 supplies.	 By	
contrast,	 the	 Third	 Reich’s	 power	 had	 started	 to	 wane,	
with	the	Nazis	now	losing	in	Russia	and	Allied	bombing	
remaining	heavy.	

Erwin Rommel 
      The Desert Fox 

By James Hudson, Year 12 

Erwin Rommel,, 1942 
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Nonetheless,	what	is	so	signi:icant	about	Rommel	is	that	
whilst	he	was	heavily	lauded	by	his	own	side	for	his	abili-
ties,	 he	 was	 likewise	 hugely	 admired	 and	 respected	 by	
the	opposition,	Britain	and	the	USA.	In	fact	his	nickname,	
the	 ‘Desert	 Fox’,	was	 given	 to	him	by	 the	 allies	 :ighting	
against	 him	 in	 Africa,	 because	 he	 was	 so	 crafty	 and	
shrewd	when	successfully	leading	the	depleted	Germans	
against	 overwhelming	 odds.	 The	 Allies	 so	 strongly	 be-
lieved	 in	Rommel’s	 capabilities,	despite	 their	own	over-
powering	 strength,	
that	 General	 Auch-
inleck	 (before	 he	
was	 sacked	 by	
Churchill)	 sent	 a	
note	 around	 to	 his	
senior	 commanders	
reminding	 them	
that,	 “…(you	must)	

dispel	by	all	possible	means	 the	 idea	 that	Rommel	 repre-

sents	anything	other	 than	 the	ordinary	German	general”,	
as	the	Allied	troops	were	overawed	by	Rommel.	
	
Whilst	 Rommel’s	 military	 prowess	 immediately	 marks	
him	as	 an	 extremely	powerful	 and	 in:luential	man,	 it	 is	
his	decency	 in	 the	most	 lethal	aspect	of	 life,	war,	which	
stands	him	out	 as	 a	 great	man	 in	history.	Rommel	pos-
sessed	a	categorical	belief	that	Prisoners	of	War	(POWs)	
should	 be	 treated	 well	 and	 fairly,	 not	 neglected	 and	

harmed.	 For	 example,	 when	 Rommel	 discovered	 that	
Italian	soldiers	had	been	pilfering	valuables	from	British	
POWs,	he	ordered	that	they	all	be	immediately	returned.	
Additionally,	 when	 Rommel	 was	 ordered	 by	 Hitler	 to	
:ight	to	the	last	bullet	during	the	second	battle	of	El	Ala-
mein,	Rommel	disobeyed	this	direct	order,	for	he	valued	
the	lives	of	his	own	men	and	protected	them,	preventing	
more,	unnecessary	loss	of	life.	These	two	instances	alone	
demonstrate	how	Rommel	tried	to	restrict	the	loss	of	life	
and	 this	 is	why	many	British	 ‘desert	 rats’	 believed	 that	
Rommel	took	a	gentleman’s	approach	to	warfare.			
Even	before	Rommel’s	departure	from	Northern	Africa	in	
1943,	 his	 faith	 in	 the	 Führer	 had	 substantially	 dimin-
ished,	 because	 of	 Hitler’s	 lack	 of	 care	 surrounding	 the	
survival	 of	Rommel’s	 soldiers.	When	he	 arrived	back	 in	
Germany,	Rommel	was	saddened	by	the	devastation	suf-
fered	 by	 his	 home	 country.	 At	 the	 same	 time,	 Rommel	
:irst	 learnt	 of	 the	 extermination	 programme	 being	 un-
dertaken	by	 the	Nazis.	Rommel	was	horri:ied	by	 this	as	

he	did	not	agree	with	the	extreme	Nazi	politics	and	ideol-
ogy.	He	was	just	a	military	man	whose	prominence	grew	
through	 World	 War	 One.	 Ultimately,	 it	 culminated	 in	
Rommel	becoming	part	of	the	conspiracy	for	the	Western	
Allies	 against	 Hitler,	 and	 he	 became	part	 of	 the	 rapidly	
growing	group	of	people	that	sought	to	end	Hitler’s	reign	
and	 the	 war.	 Despite	 being	 in	 a	 privileged	 position	 in	
Hitler’s	Third	Reich,	Rommel	 turned	against	Hitler’s	 re-
gime,	 once	 he	 realised	 the	 atrocities	 it	 had	 committed	

and	 the	 shame	 it	
would	bring	to	Ger-
many.	 Rommel	
became	 implicated	
in	 the	 Stauffenberg	
Bomb	 Plot	 of	 the	
20th	July	1944,	but	
whether	 he	 had	
any	 real	 direct	 in-

volvement	 in	 this	 particular	 scheme	 is	 not	 fully	 known.	
However,	 the	 suspicions	 combined	 with	 his	 ‘defeatist	
attitude’	 led	 to	Rommel	being	 forced	 to	 commit	 suicide	
on	the	14th	October	1944.	Rommel	ultimately	ended	up	
giving	 his	 life	 for	 his	 beliefs,	 as	 part	 of	 the	 conspiracy	
against	Hitler,	and	through	his	death,	the	Allies	de:initely	
had	an	easier	time	liberating	Europe,	with	the	best	mili-
tary	commander	no	longer	in	action.		
	
To	conclude,	Erwin	Rommel,	the	‘Desert	Fox’,	was	a	dar-

ing,	hugely	admired	and	extremely	effective	general,	who	
emerged	victorious	on	many	occasions,	even	if	 the	odds	
were	 hugely	 stacked	 against	 him,	 like	 in	 the	 Battle	 of	
Gazala.	Even	in	the	cruel	theatre	of	war,	Rommel	treated	
his	 Prisoners	 of	 War	 with	 dignity,	 whilst	 other	 POWs	
caught	 by	 the	 Axis	 powers	 were	 brutally	 worked	 to	
death,	which	 gained	him	respect	 from	both	sides	of	 the	
con:lict.	He	was	the	greatest	commander	in	World	War	II	
and	 a	 person	who	 lost	 his	 life	 in	 the	 resistance	 against	
Hitler.	Furthermore,	by	him	giving	his	 life,	he	no	 longer	
commanded	 large	 parts	 of	 the	 German	 military.	 This	
means	 that	 Rommel	 greatly	 shortened	 the	war’s	 length	
(for	he	was	the	best	commander),	reduced	the	amount	of	
bloodshed	caused	by	 the	con:lict	and	signi:icantly	aided	
the	Allies	liberation	of	Europe.	Therefore,	Erwin	Rommel	
was	 undeniably	 a	 great	 and	 successful	 man	 in	 history,	
who	certainly	changed	the	world	and	course	of	history	

The ‘Wolf’s Lair’ in the aftermath of the July 20th plot, 1944 

Whilst Rommel’s military prowess immediately 

marks him as an extremely powerful and influential 

man, it is his decency in the most lethal  aspect 

of  life, war, which stands him out as a great man 
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T 
he	 start	 of	 this	 tale	 begins	 in	 the	 summer	 of	
1942.	 It	 is	 important	 to	understand	how	bleak	
the	 situation	was	 for	 the	Allies	at	 this	 point	 in	
World	 War	 Two.	 Operation	 Barbarossa	 had	

pushed	the	Russians	back	in	the	East;	Nazi	U-boats	were	
causing	huge	damage	to	British	supplies	 in	the	Battle	of	
the	 Atlantic	 and	Western	 Europe	 was	 fully	 under	 Nazi	
control.	The	Allies	were	certainly	on	the	back	foot	in	Eu-
rope.	
	
This	increased	the	importance	of	the	war	in	North	Africa.	
If	the	Afrika	Korps	reached	the	Suez	Canal,	Allied	supply	
lines	 would	 be	 damaged	 further	 and	 German	 troops	
would	have	free	access	to	oil	in	the	Middle	East,	allowing	
them	 to	 strengthen	 further	 in	 Europe.	 German-Italian	
victories	across	North	Africa	had	been	due	to	the	genius	
of	 Erwin	 Rommel,	 a	man	 I	 am	 sure	 James	 Hudson	 will	
have	said	a	 lot	about.	Having	risen	 to	prominence	com-
manding	 a	 tank	 unit	 in	 France	 in	 1940,	 he	 was	 made	
leader	 of	 the	 Afrika	 Korps,	 and	 using	 Blitzkrieg	 tactics	
he’d	 swept	 across	 North	 Africa	 and	 pushed	 the	 Allies	
back	to	El	Alamein.	
	
El	 Alamein	was	 the	
last	 stand	 for	 the	
Allies	 in	North	Afri-
ca,	 and	 at	 just	 150	
miles	 from	 Cairo	 it	
was	 one	 of	 the	 last	
places	 the	 Allies	
could	 feasibly	 stop	
the	 Germans	 reaching	 the	 Suez	 Canal.	 The	 town	was	 a	
natural	 bottleneck,	 which	 prevented	 Rommel	 from	
sweeping	 in	 from	the	 rear.	Under	General	Auchinleck,	 a	
man	who	wasn’t	well	respected	by	his	troops,	 the	Allies	
held	the	town	against	a	Rommel	attack	in	July	1942,	but	
Churchill	 was	 becoming	 impatient.	 The	 Allies	 had	 won	
no	major	victories	in	Europe	and	he	was	facing	a	vote	of	
no-con:idence	 in	 Parliament.	 Churchill	 :ired	 Auchinleck	
and	brought	in	General	Bernard	Montgomery.	
	
‘Monty’,	like	Churchill,	was	a	man	focused	on	winning	the	
respect	of	his	men,	and	conducting	what	he	needed	to	do	
with	maximum	determination:	
	
“Bernard	 Montgomery	 was	 uncompromisingly	 single-
minded.	The	most	conspicuous	of	all	his	attributes	was	his	

unshakable	con2idence	in	himself”	-	Norman	Kirby	
	
He	allowed	his	men	easy	access	to	cigarettes	to	raise	mo-
rale	and	he	went	out	of	his	way	to	meet	the	men	under	
his	command.	He	also	lived	in	a	caravan	in	the	back	gar-
den	 of	 his	 luxurious	North	 Africa	 home.	 He	was	 clearly	
“one	of	the	lads”,	unlike	most	of	the	aloof	generals	of	his	
time,	 and	 the	men	 of	 the	 Eighth	 Army	 respected	 him	 -	
some	even	called	him	 ‘Master’	 in	private.	 In	many	ways	

Montgomery	 was	 the	 physical	 embodiment	 of	 what	
Churchill	 wanted	 from	 his	 generals:	 vigour,	 single-
mindedness	and	genuine	leadership.	Think	not	of	Mont-
gomery	as	your	average	general	but	as	somebody	genu-
inely	special,	more	 in	 the	 league	of	Sir	Alex	Ferguson,	a	
phenomenal	motivator	of	men.	And	 like	Sir	Alex	Fergu-
son,	a	man	who	conquered	an	invincible	foe	on	that	Man-
chester	 evening	 in	 2004,	 Montgomery	 would	 do	 the	
same	in	the	deserts	of	North	Africa.	
	
Upon	his	 installment,	Montgomery	 restructured	 the	8th	
Army	and	secured	a	better	relationship	with	 the	RAF	in	
the	region.	The	infantry	under	his	command	were	double	
the	size	of	his	foe,	and	he	had	ten	times	more	tanks	and	
aircraft	than	Rommel.	Montgomery	also	guessed	correct-
ly	that	Rommel	would	attack	from	the	south	based	on	his	
previous	 attacks	 and	 his	 troop	 build-up.	 Also,	 Alan	 Tu-
ring	helped	out	by	building	 the	Enigma	machine,	which	
was	able	to	decipher	the	route	of	Rommel’s	supply	lines.	
By	August	1942	only	33%	of	what	Rommel	needed	was	
getting	 through	to	him.	 It	 is	clear	 that	Montgomery	had	
an	advantage	going	 into	 the	battle	and	a	 lot	of	 this	was	

due	 to	 Rommel’s	
bad	 luck	 as	 op-
posed	to	Montgom-
ery’s	 genius.	 Hitler	
starved	 Rommel	 of	
supplies	 while	 the	
Wehrmacht	pushed	
into	 the	 Soviet	 Un-
ion,	 and	due	 to	 the	

lack	of	British	forces	in	Europe,	Churchill	could	afford	to	
give	Montgomery	adequate	resources.	
	
But	that	is	not	to	say	an	Allied	win	was	the	expected	re-
sult.	 Rommel	 had	 dealt	 with	 similar	 situations	 in	 both	
Europe	and	North	Africa	while	maintaining	an	unbeaten	
record,	making	him	Hitler’s	favourite,	and	arguably	best,	
general.	 Rommel	 also	 had	 a	 huge	 number	 of	 mines,	
which	made	the	 task	of	attacking	extremely	dif:icult	 for	
Montgomery.	 It	can	also	be	said	that	Montgomery’s	rec-
ord	 prior	 to	 El	 Alamein	 was	 far	 from	 perfect	 after	 the	
defeat	and	evacuation	at	Dunkirk	early	in	the	war.	
	
As	mentioned	previously	the	Allies	were	cutting	off	Rom-
mel’s	supplies.	Rommel	decided	to	attack	quickly	despite	
his	force	not	being	well-equipped.	By	August	1942	Mont-
gomery	was	 also	 ready.	He	 knew	Rommel	was	 short	 of	
fuel	 and	 the	 Germans	 couldn’t	 sustain	 a	 long	 attack.	
When	 Rommel	 attacked,	 Montgomery	 was	 asleep.	 It	 is	
said	that	when	he	was	woken	to	be	told	the	news	he	said	
“excellent,	excellent”	and	returned	to	sleep.			
	
The	Allies	 laid	mines	of	 their	own	south	of	the	town,	so	
German	 Panzers	 were	 hit	 and	 their	 movement	 slowed	
down,	allowing	Allied	planes	to	pick	them	off	easily.	The	

Bernard Montgomery 
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Afrika	 Korps	 were	 going	 to	 be	 wiped	 out	 so	 Rommel	
withdrew,	 fortunately	 at	 the	 same	 time	 as	 a	 sandstorm	
which	 gave	 him	 cover.	 Again	 though,	 the	 sandstorm	
cleared,	and	Allied	bombers	pounded	the	Germans,	who	
continued	to	fall	back.	Montgomery	chose	not	to	pursue	
with	 the	 Eighth	 Army	 and	 he	 instead	 held	 a	 defensive	
line,	 much	 to	 Rommel’s	 confusion.	 This	 was	 because	
Montgomery	 was	 waiting	 for	 300	 superior	 Sherman	
tanks	to	assist	the	Allies.	These	vehicles	could	penetrate	
a	Panzer	at	2000	metres,	and	they	were	obviously	inval-
uable.	To	counter	 this	arrival	Rommel	 retreated	behind	
‘Devil’s	 Garden’,	 a	 5	 mile	 wide	 mine:ield	 littered	 with	
both	anti-tank	and	anti-personnel	mines.	This	limited	the	
impact	of	all	Allied	forces	and	made	an	offensive	dif:icult	
for	Montgomery	to	mastermind.			
	
Much	like	a	plan	he	also	suggested	in	the	build	up	to	D-
Day	 to	 convince	 the	 Germans	 that	 the	 invasion	 would	
come	 at	 Calais,	 Montgomery	 launched	 ‘Operation	 Ber-
tram’.	 He	 was	 to	 convince	 Rommel	 the	 Eighth	 Army	
would	 attack	 from	 the	 south	 by	 erecting	 dummy	 tanks	
and	 a	 dummy	 pipeline	 that	 were	 convincing	 from	 the	
sky.	He	also	hid	his	army	 in	 the	north	by	disguising	his	
tanks	as	lorries.	The	plan	worked.	Montgomery	split	the	
Eighth	 Army	 in	 two,	 with	 a	 diversionary	
attack	in	the	south	and	what	was	supposed	
to	be	a	one	night	crushing	in	the	north.	The	
infantry	 attacked	 :irst	 so	 the	 anti-tank	
mines	 would	 not	 be	 tripped	 and	 as	 they	
attacked,	the	engineers	had	to	clear	24	feet	
gaps	 in	 the	mines	 to	get	a	 tank	 through	 in	
single	 :ile.	 This	 plan	 essentially	 failed	 but	
one	 cannot	 refute	 Montgomery’s	 determi-
nation:	
	
“All	 that	 is	necessary	 is	that	each	and	every	

of2icer	and	men	should	enter	this	battle	with	

the	determination	to	see	 it	 through,	to	 2ight	

and	 kill,	 and	 2inally	 to	 win.	 If	 we	 do	 this,	

there	 can	 be	 only	 one	 result	 –	 together,	we	

will	 hit	 the	 enemy	 for	 six	 out	 of	 Africa.”	 -	

Bernard	Montgomery	
	
Although	gaps	were	cleared,	if	one	tank	stopped	for	any	
reason	in	the	narrow	channels	the		whole	column	could-
n’t	move,	allowing	them	to	be	picked	off	by	German	artil-
lery.	The	attack	failed,	and	the	soldiers	had	to	dig	in.	On	
the	 second	 night	 the	 plan	 again	 failed.	 Montgomery	
blamed	 his	 chief	 of	 tanks,	 Lumsden,	 before	 eventually	
pulling	the	tanks	and	infantry	out	of	the	attack,	much	to	
the	fury	of	Churchill.	Despite	this	setback,	any	losses	the	
Allies	had	taken	were	worse	for	Rommel	and	the	Afrika	
Korps.	 They	 only	 had	 300	 tanks	 left	 compared	 to	 over	
900	 for	 the	 Allies.	 Seeing	 this	 advantage	 Montgomery	
ordered	 the	 Australians	 to	 attack	 to	 draw	 Rommel’s	
tanks	away	to	the	North.	The	valiant	Australians	suffered	
hugely,	 but	 this	 move	 by	 Montgomery	 allowed	 him	 to	
send	the	rest	of	the	Eighth	Army	from	the	south.	Rommel	
was	brie:ly	saved	by	yet	another	sandstorm,	but	the	Al-
lies	 overwhelmed	 the	 Afrika	 Korps,	 and	 by	 November	
2nd,	Rommel	knew	he	was	beaten.	On	the	4th	he	retreat-
ed	against	Hitler’s	orders	with	25,000	killed	or	wounded,	
to	 the	Allies	 13,000	 in	 the	 same	 category.	Montgomery	
had	won.	
	

This	battle	should	not	be	interpreted	as	an	inevitable	win	
for	Montgomery.	Yes,	he	had	more	resources	but	I	men-
tioned	several	factors	earlier	that	were	actually	in	Rom-
mel’s	favour	prior	to	the	battle.	I	would	also	like	to	point	
out	 that	 the	 level	 of	 adversity	Montgomery	 still	 had	 to	
face	 to	 win	 the	 battle	 demonstrates	 that	 Rommel	 was	
still	 a	 potent	 and	 perfectly	 functioning	 enemy	who,	 de-
spite	a	67%	reduction	 in	 supplies,	was	able	 to	hold	out	
for	a	long	period	of	time	and	:ight	with	an	effective	tacti-
cal	 approach.	 For	 two	 nights	 the	Afrika	Korps	 bore	 the	
full	brunt	of	the	Eighth	Army	and	held	on	fairly	comfort-
ably.	Rommel	 certainly	made	Montgomery	work	 for	his	
crucial	 win,	 which	 again	 shows	 just	 how	 important	 he	
was	to	saving	the	Allies.	
	
This	 victory	was	 to	 turn	 the	 tide	of	 the	war.	 It	was	 the	
:irst	major	 defeat	 the	 Germans	 had	 suffered	 anywhere,	
and	within	North	Africa	the	Germans	could	only	retreat	
before	quitting	the	region	in	May	1943.	The	importance	
of	the	victory	at	El	Alamein	is	dif:icult	to	overstate.	The	
Germans	couldn’t	reach	fuel	supplies	in	the	Middle	East,	
which	 had	 dire	 consequences	 for	 them	 in	 both	 Eastern	
and	Western	 Europe.	 Britain	was	 also	 able	 to	 continue	
receiving	supplies	via	the	Suez	Canal	to	remain	function-

al	as	a	:ighting	force.	The	sense	of	optimism	
created	 by	 the	 arrival	 of	 Montgomery	 in	
North	 Africa,	 and	 the	 clear	 positive	 steps	
he	 took	 towards	 victory,	 was	 one	 of	 the	
reasons	Churchill	won	the	vote	of	no	con:i-
dence	on	Parliament	on	July	2nd	1942.	Had	
Churchill	been	removed,	the	very	outcome	
of	the	war	may	have	changed	dramatically.	
	
After	his	resounding	success	in	North	Afri-
ca,	Montgomery	went	 on	 to	 command	 the	
British	 and	 Canadians	 on	 D-Day.	 His	 21st	
army	 also	 captured	 Antwerp	 in	 Belgium	
and	beat	back	the	Germans	in	the	Battle	of	
the	Bulge.	It	was	Montgomery’s	group	that	
crossed	the	Rhine	on	March	24th	1945	and	
it	was	he	who	accepted	the	German	surren-
der	at	Luneburg	Heath	on	May	4th	1945.	He	
died	in	1976.	

	
In	 the	 simplest	 terms,	 Montgomery	 saved	 the	 Allies.	
They	were	in	a	dire	state	in	Europe,	and	by	in:licting	up-
on	 the	Axis	 their	 :irst	 defeat	 of	 the	war,	 he	 started	 the	
sequence	 of	 events	 that	 led	 to	 their	 surrender.	 To	 this	
day	historians	 still	 argue	over	who	was	 the	 better	 gen-
eral	in	North	Africa,	Montgomery	or	Rommel.	But	for	me	
the	answer	 is	clear	 -	Montgomery.	He	won	the	Battle	of	
El	Alamein	 in	 a	decisive,	 brutal	 fashion	due	 to	both	his	
superior	 planning	 of	 ‘Operation	 Bertram’	 and	 his	 cool	
head	 -	 he	 did	 not	 pursue	 the	 :leeing	 Rommel,	 instead	
waiting	 for	 tanks.	 Rommel	 did	 the	 opposite,	 attacking	
while	under-equipped	and	he	also	rode	his	luck;	were	it	
not	for	two	sandstorms	Montgomery	may	have	annihilat-
ed	 the	 Afrika	 Korps	 on	 their	 :irst	 assault.	 I	 would	 also	
question	 the	 relevance	of	 this	 dispute.	Montgomery	 de-
feated	Rommel	comprehensively,	and	it	may	be	a	better	
use	of	time	for	historians	to	celebrate	Montgomery’s	nu-
merous	achievements	in	World	War	Two.	
	
Montgomery	 saved	 the	Allies,	 and	 he	 in	 turn	 saved	 the	
world	

Bernard Montgomery, 1942 
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Joan of  Arc

A 
	messenger	from	God	sent	to	save	her	country.	
A	 witch,	 guilty	 of	 heresy	 and	 sorcery.	 An	 en-
during	 symbol	 of	 French	 nationalism.	 Joan	 of	
Arc,	 the	patron	saint	of	France,	whose	 leader-

ship	 inspired	 France	 to	 defeat	 England	 in	 the	Hundred	
Years	War,	 and	a	girl	who	was	burnt	at	 the	 stake,	 aged	
just	19.	
	
Born	 in	 1412,	
Jeanne	 d’Arc	
spent	 her	 early	
life	 on	 her	 par-
ents’	 farm	 in	
northeastern	 France,	 where	 she	 neither	 learnt	 to	 read	
nor	write,	but	was	brought	up	by	her	pious	mother	with	
strong	 Catholic	 traditions	 and	 values.	 The	 country	
around	her	was	a	place	of	war	and	instability,	with	mon-
archs	 changing	 with	 dominance	 in	 battle,	 eventually	
leaving	 Henry	 VI	 ruling	 both	 England	 and	 France	 in	
1422.	Later	imaginatively	labelled	as	the	Hundred	Years	
War,	 the	 destructive	 con:lict	 of	 her	 childhood	 affected	
Joan	even	in	the	con:ines	of	her	farm,	as	her	village	was	
burnt	by	pro-Burgundian	English	allies,	 forcing	many	of	
her	friends	and	family	to	:lee.	
	
However,	Joan’s	willingness	to	join	the	:ight	did	not	start	
until	 she	was	13,	when	she	believed	she	was	spoken	to	
by	the	Archangel	Michael,	who	called	on	her	to	save	her	
nation	and	return	Charles	of	Valois	to	the	throne.	Origi-
nally	 choosing	 not	 to	 act	 on	 these	 summons,	 Joan	 then	
proceeded	to	hear	a	series	of	voices	and	to	have	visions	
over	 the	 next	 four	 years,	 slowly	 intensifying	 in	 impor-
tunity	until	Joan	could	no	longer	avoid	their	signi:icance.	
As	her	devoutness	blossomed,	she	took	a	vow	of	chastity	
and	 surprised	 her	 father	 by	 refusing	 his	 prearranged	
marriage	 for	her.	Eventually,	 Joan	 felt	 that	 the	 time	had	
come	 to	 act,	 and	 she	 visited	 Charles’	 commander,	
Baudricourt,	 dressed	 in	 men’s	 clothing	 to	 avoid	 detec-
tion.	At	:irst	sceptical,	Baudricourt	was	reluctant	to	trust	
this	young,	uneducated,	cross-dressing	peasant	girl,	and	
only	began	taking	her	seriously	once	she	was	able	to	pre-
dict	a	 French	 defeat	 at	 Herrings,	 later	 corroborated	 by	
messenger,	 which	 he	 felt	 could	 only	 have	 been	 due	 to	
Divine	revelation.	
	
After	dispelling	Baudricourt’s	doubts,	many	locals	began	
backing	Joan	as	the	prophesied	virgin	who	was	destined	
to	 save	France.	 Soon	 she	met	Charles	 and	pledged	 alle-
giance	to	him	along	with	a	commitment	to	restoring	him	
to	 the	 throne.	 Immediately	wishing	 to	make	 an	 impact,	
she	demanded	that	Charles	give	her	an	army	to	help	lift	
the	siege	at	Orleans,	where	the	English	were	threatening	
to	 capture	 the	 city.	 Despite	 the	 advice	 from	 ministers	
wary	of	Joan’s	in:luence,	Charles	granted	her	request.	At	
this	stage,	 letting	an	 illiterate	 farm	girl	of	16,	 reliant	on	
donations	 for	weapons	and	armour,	 lead	an	army	 in	an	
attempt	to	prevent	a	potentially	war	deciding	loss,	high-
lighted	France’s	absolute	desperation	as	they	had	turned	
from	the	orthodox	and	rational,	 to	the	religious	and	the	
speculative.	
	
From	 the	 moment	 she	 arrived	 at	 Orleans,	 Joan’s	 pres-
ence	seemed	to	inspire	the	French	in	their	efforts.	Within	
9	days,	 they	were	able	to	successfully	penetrate	the	cir-
cle	 of	 English	 forts	 surrounding	 Orleans	 which	 had	

thwarted	them	and	many	previous	military	leaders	dur-
ing	the	siege.	Emboldened,	they	then	rampaged	through	
local	 English	 positions,	 forcing	 them	 into	 a	 retreat	 and	
eventually	dispelling	them	from	the	region	of	Loire.	The	
whole	military	situation	had	changed.	Joan’s	unique	faith	
and	 leadership	had	proved	 to	be	a	dramatic	 change	 for	
the	better	after	years	of	defeats	under	stubborn	previous	

generals,	 and	
though	
wounded,	 her	
dedication	
shone	
through	 as	

she	carried	on	:ighting	until	the	end	of	her	campaign.	
	
Within	3	months	of	 Joan’s	victories,	 the	English	war	 ef-
fort	 had	 all	 but	 collapsed,	 as	 French	 soldiers	 returned,	
invigorated	 with	 new	 patriotism	 and	 belief,	 to	 emerge	
victorious	in	battles	which	had	troubled	them	for	years.	
In	 July	 1429,	 Charles	 VII	 was	 crowned	 King	 of	 France,	

A teenager who saved a nation
By Paddy Christy-Parker, Year 12 

At first sceptical, Baudricourt was reluctant to trust this 

young, uneducated, cross-dressing peasant girl 
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Joan of  Arc 

 

with	Joan	herself	standing	beside	him,	holding	the	royal	
banner,	her	 importance	 in	 securing	 this	 coronation	was	
indisputable.	
	

Discontent	with	the,	admittedly	dwindling,	English	forces	
which	 still	 remained	 around	 the	 country,	 Joan	 next	 set	
herself	 the	 target	 of	 securing	 Paris.	 However,	 now	 his	
gamble	 of	 allowing	 Joan	 to	 lead	 an	 army	 had	 paid	 off,	
Charles	began	listening	to	his	advisors	who	resented	her	
power.	He	 refused	 to	 allow	her	 on	her	mission,	 instead	
sending	her	to	defend	a	small	town	against	a	Burgundian	
assault.	However,	aware	of	her	involvement,	Burgundian	
troops	had	made	preparations	and	during	the	battle	she	
was	 pulled	 from	her	 horse	 and	 captured.	 The	King,	 de-
spite	owing	everything	to	her,	made	no	effort	to	save	her,	
whereas	 the	 English	 took	 the	 opportunity	 to	 discredit	
her	so	as	to	destroy	the	morale	of	 the	soldiers	who	had	
been	invigorated	by	her	leadership.	
	
Such	was	 the	 enormity	 of	 the	 trial,	 that	 she	was	 called	
before	the	Court	of	Inquisition,	where	she	was	ordered	to	
answer	 to	some	70	charges	 including	heresy,	witchcraft	
and	 cross-dressing.	 Despite	 extreme	 bias	 and	 illegality,	
Joan	remained	strong	throughout	the	trial,	often	outwit-
ting	 her	 highly	 trained	 prosecutors.	 Eventually,	 after	
maintaining	 her	 faith	 in	 the	 voices	 that	 she	 had	 heard	
and	her	plea	of	not	guilty,	she	was	sentenced	to	death	by	
burning.	
	
Aged	just	19,	Joan	of	Arc	was	burnt	at	the	stake,	clutching	
a	cross	and	calling	on	the	name	of	Jesus.	
	
Despite	 the	 fact	 that	 the	 war	 continued	 for	 another	 22	
years	after	her	death,	Joan	of	Arc’s	signi:icance	in	history	
cannot	 be	 underestimated.	 Not	 only	 did	 she	 lead	 her	
country	 to	victory	at	perhaps	 the	greatest	 turning	point	
in	the	war,	she	also	captured	the	initiative	for	the	French	
and	 inspired	 the	entire	nation	 to	 follow	her	 lead	and	 to	
:ight	 for	 freedom,	all	as	an	uneducated	teenage	peasant.	
She	 was	 a	 young	 woman	 who	 transformed	 the	 fate	 of	
Europe,	 in	 a	world	 dominated	 by	 the	 opposite	 sex,	 and	
she	continues	to	serve	as	a	positive	role	model	for	active	
and	 ambitious	 women	 across	 the	 world	 today.	 Despite	
failing	to	come	to	her	rescue	when	she	was	alive,	Charles	
VII	eventually	acted	and	cleared	her	name	with	a	retrial	
twenty	years	 later.	As	 the	weary	 footsteps	of	 time	have	
trudged	on,	Joan	of	Arc’s	mystic	and	legendary	status	has	
continued	 to	 grow,	 culminating	 in	 her	 canonisation	 in	
1920.	 Since	 then,	 she	 has	 become	 the	 patron	 saint	 of	
France	and	is	often	viewed	as	their	national	hero,	for	she	
was	 the	 woman	 who	 preserved	 France’s	 ability	 to	 be	
French,	 a	 triumph	 still	 celebrated	 from	 Toulouse	 to	
Tours	to	this	very	day		

A teenager who saved a nation 

Joan of Arc leading her troops at Orleans 
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‘T 
he	Negro	Soldier’	completely	 epitomises	 the	
importance	 of	 the	 Afro-Americans	 during	
World	 War	 Two.	 It	 perfectly	 represents	 the	
wide	 variety	 of	 achievements	 that	 members	

of	the	black	community	acquired:	whether	in	direct	com-
bat	or	 improving	morale.	For	people	 that	have	not	seen	
or	know	about	 ‘The	Negro	Soldier,’	 it	 is	a	1944,	govern-
ment	propaganda	:ilm,	directed	by	Stuart	Heisler,	speci:i-
cally	 targeted	 to	 celebrate	 the	 history	 of	 contributions	
made	by	black	Americans.	Described	as	‘one	of	the	:inest	
things	 that	ever	happened	to	America’,	 the	 :ilm	outlines	
the	importance	of	one	man:	James	Cleveland	Owens.	
	
Born	 in	 1913	 to	 black	 par-
ents,	James	was	the	youngest	
of	ten	children.	He	endured	a	
tough	 and	 troubled	 child-
hood,	with	the	Owens	family	
having	 to	 leave	 the	 racially	
segregated	 Southern	 states	
as	 part	 of	 the	 Great	 Migra-
tion	 and	 moving	 to	 Cleve-
land,	 Ohio.	 He	 was	 often	
looked	 upon	 as	 an	 outsider	
(which	 ultimately	 foreshad-
owed	 his	 later	 successes);	
due	to	him	being	a	Southern	
black	boy	in	a	predominately	
white	northern	state	and	this	
was	 shown	 when	 a	 teacher	
mistakenly	 took	 his	 initials-	
J.C	 -	 to	 be	 “Jesse”	 after	 mis-
hearing	his	 Southern	 accent.	
But	 the	 nickname	
stuck.	 	 Jesse	 attended	 Fair-
mount	 Junior	 High	 School	
and	 quickly	 established	 his	
passion	 for	 running,	 guided	
by	 his	 junior	 track	 team	
coach	Charles	Riley.	National	
attention	 soon	 followed	 in	
1933	 as	 he	 equalled	 the	
world	 record	 for	 100m	
dash	 and	 long	 jump.	 His	
athletics	 career	 kick-
started	from	there	with	four	world	records	and	a	record	
eight	individual	national	collegiate	championships	in	the	
next	 two	 years,	 leaving	 him	 at	 the	 peak	 of	 his	 powers	
coming	into	the	1936	Summer	Olympic	Games.	
	
When	 the	 modern	 Olympics	 Games	 were	 revived	 by	
Pierre	de	Coubertin	in	the	late	19th	century	under	a	ban-
ner	 that	 promoted	 equality	 and	 respect	 in	 sport,	 many	
people	 criticised	 the	 International	Olympic	Committee’s	
decision	to	award	the	right	to	host	the	1936	games	to	an	
anti-Semitic	Nazi	Germany.		Adolf	Hitler	saw	it	as	his	op-
portunity	to	promote	his	government’s	ideals	of	national	
socialism	and	racial	supremacy.	

The	 United	 States	 team,	 boasting	 Owens	 who	 was	 the	
world’s	greatest	renowned	athlete	at	the	time,	arrived	in	
Berlin	along	with	a	whirlwind	of	controversy	surround-
ing	 the	possibility	 of	 boycotting	 the	Berlin	Games.	 Jesse	
Owens,	 in	 particular,	 was	 subjected	 to	 abuse	 with	 the	
of:icial	 Nazi	 party	 paper-	 the	 Völkischer	 Beobachter-	
writing	in	the	strongest	terms	that	Jews	and	Black	people	
should	not	be	allowed	 to	participate	 in	 the	Games.	Only	
when	countries	threatened	to	pull	completely	out	of	 the	
Games	did	Hitler	relent	and	allow	Black	and	Jewish	ath-
letes	to	compete.				
	

Despite	 these	 controversies,	
Jesse	Owens	was	a	phenome-
non.	 Unfazed	 by	 the	
abuse		and	against	the	will	of	
the	home	nation,	he	defeated	
the	 Aryan	 athletes	 in	 both	
individual	 track	 sprints	
(100m	 and	 200m)	 and	 then	
pipped	 home	 favourite	 Lutz	
Long	 to	 the	 broad	 (long)	
jump	 title.	 If	 that	 was	 not	
enough,	 Owens,	 along	 with	
fellow	 black	 Ralph	 Metcalfe,	
defeated	 the	 German	
4x100m	relay	 team	 to	 clinch	
his	 fourth	 gold	 medal	 of	 the	
games.	 This	 humiliated	 the	
Nazi	 claim	 of	 the	 superior	
Aryan	Race.	
	
The	medal	 ceremony	 further	
increased	 the	 tension	 and	
proved	Hitler’s	shame	of	con-
sistently	losing	to	an	‘inferior	
race’	by	refusing	to	greet	any	
athlete	 after	 their	 event.	 He	
was	even	later	quoted	in	say-
ing:	 ‘their	 physiques	 were	
stronger	 than	 those	 of	 civi-
lized	 whites	 and	 hence	
should	 be	 excluded	 from	
future	 games.’	 This	 further	
compounded	his	discrimina-

tory	and	juvenile	personality.	Nonetheless,	Owens	main-
tained	 his	 humble	 nature,	 acknowledging	 the	 snub	 and	
saying:	‘When	I	came	back	to	my	native	country,	after	all	
the	stories	about	Hitler,	I	still	couldn’t	ride	in	the	front	of	
the	bus	[.	 .	 .]	I	wasn’t	invited	to	shake	hands	with	Hitler,	
but	 I	wasn’t	 invited	 to	 the	White	House	 to	 shake	hands	
with	the	President,	either.’	
	
Jesse	Owens’	story	epitomises	the	ideology	of	the	found-
ing	 fathers	 of	 the	 modern	 Olympic	 Games	 and	 showed	
the	 world	 that	 in	 the	 face	 of	 racial	 adversity	 from	 not	
only	 rival	 nations,	 but	 also	 your	 own,	 people	 can	 stand	
up	and	be	counted	 	

Jesse Owens  
By Luke Tinniswood, Year 11 

The man who outran Hitler (and the world) 

Owens on his way to a 200m gold medal at the Berlin Olympics 
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Margaret Thatcher 
By Adam Smith, Year 12 

 

“I 
f	you	set	out	to	be	liked,	you	would	be	prepared	to	

compromise	 on	 anything	 at	 any	 time,	 and	 you	

would	achieve	nothing.”	

 

The list of British leaders who have left a lasting impact 

on world history is a relatively small one, but none could 

argue that our ‘Iron Lady’ is not one of these select few. 

The way that she imposed her sometimes unpopular 

policies on the British people during her eleven year 

stint as Prime Minister has left a legacy like no other. 

‘Thatcherism’ was a metaphorical stone dropped in the 

pool of world 

politics and its 

effects have rip-

pled across the 

globe and are 

still being felt by 

us, 25 years lat-

er. In my opin-

ion, there are three main things that Thatcher did that 

changed British history forever; she killed society, she 

killed the trade unions and she kept the Falkland Islands 

as part of Britain. I hope to portray the lasting effects of 

these acts. 

 

“‘I'm	 homeless,	 the	 government	 must	 house	 me.'	 They're	

casting	 their	 problem	on	 society.	 And,	 you	 know,	 there	 is	

no	such	thing	as	society.”	

 

After a decade of two successive Labour governments 

that had implemented a vast array of socialist policies, 

but also plunged the country into massive debt and un-

employment, Thatcher’s Conservative government were 

taking a hard-line approach to try and get the country 

back on its feet. She famously proclaimed that there was 

“no such thing as society”, thus encouraging the British 

people to wash their hands of social responsibility. Car-

ing for the poor and needy, looking out for one another 

and being a decent human being were all traits that the 

‘Iron Lady’ thought unnecessary in a capitalist conserva-

tive Britain. 

 

One example of this was the short term and short sighted 

‘right to buy’ scheme that came into effect in 1980. This 

money-maker gave tenants in council housing the ability 

to purchase their home off the government and whilst it 

may have seemed like a liberating opportunity for those 

on low incomes to get onto the housing ladder, all it real-

ly did was create a housing shortage for those who could 

not afford to buy their homes. The government made 

quick money and the poor grew poorer; Thatcher was 

happy. In mod-

ern politics, 

George Os-

borne at least 

tries to say that 

his 

‘compassionate 

Conservatives’ 

will help the poor through other schemes, but Thatcher 

:illed the pool of poverty without a trace of guilt or at-

tempt to help them in other areas of their lives. 

 

Policies like this, along with her other policies of privat-

ising social care, changed British history and left their 

mark on society (what is left of it) today. The St. Helier 

estate in Rose Hill is an example of social housing that 

has now largely been bought up as part of the right to 

buy scheme. Whilst this has given many people who used 

the system a way of making the step onto the housing 

ladder, it has created a huge gulf between the availability 

of council housing and the demand for it in Sutton. With-

out Thatcher’s short-sighted and thoughtless policy, 

there would not be the constant pressure for any green 

space (whether it be a school :ield or a public park) to be 

converted into housing for the growing population. 

 

“I	am	extraordinarily	patient,	provided	I	get	my	own	way	

in	the	end.”	

 

there are three main things that Thatcher did that 

changed British history forever; she killed society, 

she killed the trade unions and she kept the Falk-
land Islands as part of  Britain 

The Iron Lady delivering a speech at the United Nations 
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The	 second	 and	 possibly	 most	 contentious	 part	 of	
Thatcher’s	 legacy	 was	 her	 assault	 on	 the	 trade	 unions.	
The	1970s	had	seen	Wilson	and	Callaghan’s	Labour	gov-
ernments	constantly	buckle	to	the	threat	of	frequent	in-
dustrial	 action.	 As	 a	 result	 of	 this,	 she	 came	 to	 power	
with	a	 steely	determination	 to	kill	 the	unions	and	 their	
power	off	 for	 good.	As	 the	British	 coal	 industry	 contin-
ued	 to	 cost	 the	 taxpayer,	 and	with	Arthur	 Scargill’s	Na-
tional	Union	of	Miners	demanding	a	pay	rise	for	the	min-
ers,	Thatcher	made	the	pivotal	decision	to	close	many	of	
the	mines	in	England	and	Wales.	With	the	NUM	threaten-
ing	industrial	action,	she	quickly	pushed	through	a	num-
ber	of	measures	to	limit	their	power	and	ability	to	strike.	
The	various	Employment	Acts	of	1980	and	1982	and	that	
Trade	 Union	 Act	 of	 1984	 put	 an	 end	 to	 the	 self-
perpetuating	power	of	the	unions	and	their	very	in:luen-
tial	 leaders.	 These	 original	 acts	 from	 the	 Conservative	
government	 in	 the	1980s	 inspired	 the	 future	Conserva-
tive	governments	to	come	down	hard	on	the	unions	too.	
For	example,	 Sajid	 Javid’s	new	plans	make	strike	action	

illegal	 unless	 50%	 of	 the	 potential	 strikers	 vote	 in	 the	
ballot.	
Article	 twenty-three	 of	 the	 Universal	 Bill	 of	 Human	
Rights	states	that,	“Everyone	has	the	right	to	form	and	to	
join	 trade	 unions	 for	 the	 protection	 of	 his	 interests.”	
Whilst	this	right	has	not	been	taken	away	from	anyone,	
the	ability	of	the	unions	to	organise	any	industrial	action	
to	 effectively	 protect	 their	 members’	 interests	 is	 being	
smothered	 by	 a	 government	 who	 is	 keen	 to	 enforce	
harsh	austerity	measures	without	resistance	from	those	
that	the	cuts	affect.	Without	Thatcherism,	the	workers	of	
Britain	might	still	have	an	effective	union	to	protect	their	
rights	 and	 campaign	 on	 their	 behalf.	 It	 seems	 very	 un-
likely	 that	 these	 measures	 will	 ever	 be	 relaxed,	 so	
Thatcher’s	 legacy	 really	 does	 live	 on.	 No	 more	 society	
and	no	more	way	for	workers	to	get	their	voice	heard.	
	
“We	knew	what	we	had	to	do	and	we	went	about	it	and	did	

it.	Great	Britain	is	great	again.”	

	
Although	 both	 of	 the	 aforementioned	 aspects	 of	
‘Thatcherism’	 have	 been	 negative,	 the	 third	 thing	 that	

she	will	be	remembered	for	(her	success	in	the	Falklands	
con:lict)	 is	 undoubtedly	 a	 positive	 from	 a	 British	 per-
spective.	After	Argentina	invaded	and	occupied	the	Falk-
land	 Islands	 in	 1982,	 claiming	 sovereignty	 over	 them,	
Britain	 was	 faced	 with	 a	 dilemma	 as	 to	 whether	 they	
would	reclaim	the	set	of	islands	over	8000	miles	from	its	
border.	 Thatcher	 was	 swift	 and	 decisive	 with	 her	 re-
sponse	and	the	task	force	that	was	sent	to	Islas	Malvinas	
(as	they	are	known	in	Argentina)	ensured	that	the	terri-
tory	was	back	in	British	control	within	three	months.	
	
Today,	 many	 Argentinians	 still	 think	 that	 the	 Islands	
should	be	a	part	of	Argentina,	but	the	actions	of	Thatcher	
in	1982	have	 left	 them	in	no	doubt	 that	no	British	gov-
ernment	 will	 surrender	 the	 Falklands	 if	 Argentina	 in-
vades,	unless	 the	 inhabitants	wish	 it.	Her	decision	set	a	
precedent	for	British	foreign	policy,	and	con:irmed	Brit-
ain’s	protective	nature	towards	its	own	overseas	territo-
ries.	If	Thatcher	had	abandoned	the	Falklands	in	1982,	it	
is	 likely	 that	 some	 other	 countries	 that	 have	 claims	 to	

other	 British	 overseas	 territories,	 namely	 Spain	 with	
Gibraltar,	 may	 have	 made	 attempts	 to	 take	 control	 of	
these	areas.	British	governments,	whether	 they	be	Con-
servative	or	otherwise,	know	that	 the	actions	of	Britain	
in	the	Falklands	con:lict	is	a	source	of	national	pride	and	
that	the	same	attitude	would	be	expected	in	other	parts	
of	the	globe,	where	British	territory	is	concerned.	
	
To	 conclude,	 Margaret	 Thatcher	 changed	 history	 and	
politics	 in	 Britain	 forever.	 Her	 policies	 of	 privatisation	
and	the	 ‘right	to	buy’	helped	her	achieve	her	mission	of	
damaging	Britain’s	socialist	welfare	state,	because	to	her,	
there	was	 “no	such	 thing	as	 society.”	 Secondly,	 the	way	
she	 combatted	 the	NUM	 in	 the	 early	 1980s	 set	 the	 ball	
rolling	 for	a	 relentless	Conservative	attack	on	 the	 trade	
unions	and	inspired	her	successors	to	turn	them	into	the	
powerless	organisations	 that	 they	are	 today.	Then,	con-
trary	 to	 those	 two	 damaging	 areas,	 her	 success	 in	 the	
Falklands	made	a	lasting	impression	on	Britain’s	foreign	
policy.	The	‘Iron	Lady’	is	a	contentious	and	widely	hated	
:igure	 in	British	history,	but	her	actions	will	be	remem-
bered	and	their	effects	felt	by	many	generations	to	come	

Police clash with miners at a riot in 1984 
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Karl Marx 
By Sam Groves and Dilan Moore, Year 8 

K 
arl	Marx	was	a	hugely	in:luential,	revolutionary	
thinker	 and	philosopher	who	developed	 a	po-
litical	concept	that	shaped	the	globe.	He	did	not	
live	 to	 see	 his	 ideas	 carried	 out,	 but	 his	 writ-

ings	 formed	 the	 theoretical	 base	 for	 communism.	 But	
how	did	his	idea	become	so	in:luential	in	today’s	world?	
	
Karl	Marx	was	born	on	5th	May	1818	in	Trier	in	western	
Germany,	the	son	of	a	successful	Jewish	lawyer.	He	stud-
ied	 law	 in	Bonn	and	Berlin	and	 in	1841	received	a	doc-
torate	in	philosophy	from	the	University	of	Jena.	In	1843,	
after	a	short	spell	as	editor	of	a	liberal	newspaper	in	Co-
logne,	Marx	and	his	wife	Jenny	moved	to	Paris.	There	he	
became	 a	 revolutionary	 communist	 and	 befriended	 his	
life	 long	 collaborator,	
Friedrich	 Engels.	 Marx	
spent	 two	 years	 in	
Brussels	 after	 being	
expelled	 from	 France	
for	 expressing	 contro-
versial	 views	 on	 the	
economy,	 where	 his	
partnership	 with	 Engels	 intensi:ied.	 They	 co-authored	
the	 book	 'The	 Communist	 Manifesto'	 which	 was	 pub-
lished	in	1848.	In	it,	Engels	and	Marx	argued	that	at	the	
basis	 of	 all	 historical	 and	 social	 con:lict	 is	 the	 struggle	
between	classes.	The	wealthier	class,	known	as	the	bour-
geoisie,	 were	 those	 who	 pro:ited	 from	 free	 trade	 and	
owning	private	property.		To	Marx	and	Engels,	the	bour-
geoisie	 made	 their	 money	 by	 using	 the	 proletariat,	 the	
wage-earning	poorer	class,	to	work	for	them.	In	order	to	
end	 this	 injustice	 where	 the	 rich	 got	 richer	 while	 the	
poor	got	poorer,	the	Communist	Manifesto	declared	that	
it	 was	 inevitable	 that	 the	 working-class	 proletariat	
would	 rise	 up	 in	 revolution	 against	 the	 bourgeoisie.	
However,	unlike	most	 revolutions	where	 the	 rebels	win	
and	take	over	 the	wealth	and	power	of	 those	who	have	
been	overthrown,	this	was	frowned	upon	in	the	book.	
	
Marx’s	 aim	 was	 get	 rid	 of	 inequality	 amongst	 the	 class	
systems.	 This	 revolutionary	 way	 of	 thinking	 may	 not	
have	had	an	 instant	effect,	but	 it	gradually	built	up	 to	a	
complete	 division	 between	 the	 way	 countries	 chose	 to	
work.	 Marx's	 theory	 was	 obviously	 altered	 in	 different	
ways	 along	 the	 path	 to	 its	 immense	 importance,	 but	 it	
was	 the	 foundation	 of	 communism,	 where	 everyone	
works,	 everyone	 gets	 paid	 the	 same	 amount,	 everyone	
gets	 taxed	 the	 same	amount,	 and	 the	government	owns	
everything	 and	 distributes	 it	 fairly.	 Marx	 spent	 the	 re-
mainder	of	his	 life	 in	London.	Gradually,	Marx	emerged	
from	his	political	and	spiritual	isolation	and	produced	his	
most	important	body	of	work,	'Das	Kapital.’	The	:irst	vol-
ume	of	this	'bible	of	the	working	class'	was	published	in	
his	 lifetime.	 It	 describes	 the	 capitalist	 system	 in	 highly	
critical	 terms	 and	 predicts	 its	 defeat	 by	 socialism.	 Karl	
Marx	 died	 on	 14th	 March	 1883	 and	 was	 buried	 at	
Highgate	 Cemetery	 in	 London.	 After	 his	 death,	 his	 col-
league	 Engels	 helped	 Marxism	 live	 on	 by	 :inishing	 Das	
Kapital's	 remaining	 volumes	 and	 publishing	 them.	 It	
went	on	to	in:luence	many	famous	and	infamous	charac-

ters	in	history.	
	
Communism,	 the	direct	symptom	of	Marxist	 theory,	has	
gone	 on	 to	 shape	world	 politics	 to	 such	 an	 extent	 that	
even	Confucius	would	be	left	speechless.	For	the	sake	of	
debate	Communism	shall	be	considered	to	be	the	idea	of	
a	society	without	rulers;	jobs,	pay	and	political	in:luence	
are	 all	 distributed	 to	 a	 singular,	 uniform	class.	Unfortu-
nately	 the	excuses	created	by	Marxism	have	meant	 that	
communist	 leaders	 found	 themselves	 in	 a	 position	 of	
unquestionable	power	with	 equally	paid	 and	willing	 la-
bourers,	both	skilled	and	plentiful.	
	
The	communist	USSR,	which	existed	between	1922	and	

1991,	 is	a	prime	example	
of	 this.	 Taking	 power	 af-
ter	a	bloody	civil	war,	the	
Bolshevik	 communists	
under	 Lenin	 formed	 a	
single	party	state	that	had	
immense	control	over	the	
lives	 of	 its	 citizens.	 Josef	

Stalin	took	power	from	the	mid	1920s	and	built	a	coun-
try	 based	 on	 ‘Marxism-Leninism’	 using	 the	 immense	
manpower	 of	 the	 Soviet	 Union’s	 proletariat	 to	 build	 a	
rapidly	 industrialised	 central	 economy.	 Unfortunately	
Stalin’s	brand	of	communism	also	meant	brutal	controls	
on	personal	 freedoms,	a	purge	of	any	one	who	even	re-
motely	 opposed	 Stalin,	 the	 imprisonment	 of	millions	 in	
labour	camps	(Gulags)	and	the	death	of	anywhere	up	to	
twenty	million	people.	
	
Another	communist	leader	to	interpret	Marx’s	vision	was	
Kim	Jong-Il,	who,	:inding	himself	in	the	grip	of	economic	
depression	and	horri:ic	:looding	in	the	1990s,	adopted	a	
“Military	 First”	 policy,	 strengthening	 the	 regime’s	 in:lu-
ence.	His	brand	of	communism,	Juche,	acted	as	a	variant	
of	Marxism-Leninism.	It	involved	strong	‘engagement’	of	
the	 public	 in	 political	 affairs	 meaning	 that	 the	 young	
were	 ‘introduced’	 to	 communism	 from	 an	 early	 age	 to	
build	a	strong	cult	of	personality	around	Kim	Jong-Il.	 In	
the	words	of	a	defector	of	the	regime,	 ‘To	(our)	childish	
eyes	and	to	those	of	all	my	friends,	Kim	Jong-Il	was	a	per-
fect	 being;	 untarnished	 by	 any	 base	 human	 function.	 I	
was	convinced,	as	we	all	were,	 that	neither	of	them	uri-
nated	 or	 defecated!	 Who	 could	 imagine	 such	 things	 of	
gods?’	His	PR	campaign,	involving	the	multiple	elections	
he	 won,	 was,	 to	 outsiders,	 unconvincing.	 For	 insiders,	
techniques	used	by	the	government	included	the	impris-
onment	 of	 political	 activists	 and	 the	 restriction	 of	 gov-
ernmental	critics.	
	
Thus,	 Marx	 has	 revolutionised	 political	 ideology.	 One	
thing	 is	 de:inite:	 one	man,	 with	 one	 pen,	 one	 notebook	
and	 a	 voice	 de:ined	 politics	 and	 global	 political	 land-
scapes,	 as	we	know	 them.	Unintentionally,	 he	 created	 a	
framework	 for	 some	 of	 the	most	 brutal	 and	 repressive	
regimes	the	world	has	ever	seen.	As	a	legitimate	system	
of	 government,	 communism	 seems	 to	 be	 fading,	 but	
Marx’s	ideas	will	live	forever	

Communism, the direct symptom of  

Marxist theory, has gone on to shape 
world politics to such an extent that even 

Confucius would be left speechless 
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Cesare Beccaria  
By Nick Veerapen, Year 11  

T 
he	 age	 of	 enlightenment,	 which	 began	 in	 the	
18th	 century,	 saw	a	 range	of	 new	philosophies	
and	scienti:ic	ideologies	revolutionise	the	state	
of	affairs	across	the	world.	The	product	of	this	

age	was	 the	modern	 society	which	we	 inhabit	 and	 per-
ceive	today.	The	ideals	we	hold	and	our	philosophies	are	
shaped	by	the	thinkers	of	this	period	and	their	in:luence	
on	the	intellectual	revolution.	The	goals	of	these	thinkers	
were	 liberty,	 progress	 and	 reason	 whilst	 vetoing	 the	
power	of	 the	church	and	monarchy	over	 the	 individual.	
The	accumulation	of	 these	 revolutionary	 thinkers	make	
up	our	society	today	and	among	them	was	Cesare	Becca-
ria.	
	
Beccaria	 has	 shaped	 the	 legal	 landscape	 which	 we	 be-
hold	today,	and	his	ideas	on	the	topic	of	crime	and	pun-
ishment	 expressed	 ideas	 which	 brought	 to	 form	 the	
modern	 justice	 system.	 Whilst	 his	 theories	 were	 ac-
claimed	 and	 admired	 by	 contemporary	 intellectuals	 at	
the	time,	they	were	released	far	too	early	in	the	timeline	
of	 our	 justice	 system	 to	 be	 implemented.	 Their	 impact	
lay	 further	 along	 the	 timeline,	 and	 :itted	 more	 closely	
within	 the	 nations	 who	 became	 part	 of	 the	 democratic	
revolution	 in	 subsequent	 centuries,	 not	 during	 a	 time	
when	the	monarchy	and	church	held	the	majority	of	the	
power.	
	
The	 essay	 written	 by	 Cesare	 in	 1764,	 ‘On	 Crimes	 and	
Punishments’,	 outlined	 his	 major	 policies	 and	 philoso-
phies	 and	 stirred	 the	 interest	 of	many	 intellects	 at	 the	
time.	He	believed	that	punishment	was	only	justi:iable	if	
it	 defended	 the	 social	 contract	which	 people	 enter	 into	
with	 their	 state,	 or	worked	 to	motivate	people	 to	abide	
by	it.	He	thought	that	a	punishment’s	purpose	shouldn’t	
be	vengeance,	as	was	believed	at	the	time,	but	a	means	to	
deter	 criminals	 from	 reoffending	and	 to	encourage	oth-
ers	 not	 to	 commit	 the	 crime.	 He	 believed	 punishment	
should	 serve	 the	 greatest	 public	 good.	 He	 believed	 the	

purpose	of	punishment	should	be	to	create	a	better	soci-
ety,	instead	of	revenge.		
	
These	particular	ideas	in:luenced	the	creation	of	utilitar-
ianism	and	created	the	groundwork	for	that	philosophi-
cal	 point	 of	 view	 to	 grow.	 	 This	 mind-set	 and	 point	 of	
view	seems	very	familiar	to	us	in	the	21st	century.	How-
ever,	 this	 is	 only	 because	 of	 Beccaria’s	 philosophies,	
which	 contradicted	 the	 common	 view	 at	 the	 time.	 He	
believes	creating	an	effective	judicial	system	requires	us	
to	consider	 that	 individuals	rationally	 look	out	 for	 their	
personal	self-interest,	and	by	evaluating	where	this	con-
tradicts	 the	 law,	 a	 more	 just	 system	 can	 be	 found.	 His	
theories	were	at	the	base	of	the	American	Declaration	of	
Independence,	a	document	which	has	impact	on	our	so-
ciety	 today.	 He	 also	 condemned	 the	 death	 penalty,	 be-
lieving	 that	 the	 state	had	no	 right	 to	 take	a	 life	and	 the	
process	 is	 neither	 useful	 in	 encouraging	 a	 prospering	
state	 or	 necessary.	 This	 philosophy	 encouraged	 a	 view	
that	had	never	before	been	considered	up	 to	 that	point	
and	 pioneered	 the	way	 for	 basic	 human	 rights	 such	 as	
the	right	for	life	and	the	right	to	not	be	tortured.	
	
Cesare’s	philosophies	formed	the	revolution	which	drove	
our	 society	 to	 the	 judicial	 system	 it	 adopts	 today.	 His	
in:luence	stretches	into	many	foundations	of	the	society	
we	inhabit.	His	theories	have	been	built	on	and	expand-
ed	 to	 materialize	 into	 our	 current	 landscape	 of	 beliefs	
about	justice.	Therefore,	he	was	a	very	important	man	in	
history	Cesare’s ground-breaking essay: ’On Crimes and Punishment’ 

Cesare Beccaria, painted in 1768 
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W 
hat	 do	 people	 think	 has	 been	 the	 single,	
biggest	 change	 or	 development	 in	 the	
world?	 Some	 may	 say	 the	 increase	 in	
world	con:lict	whereas	others	may	say	the	

improvements	 in	 medicine,	 the	 sharp	 rise	 in	 narcotics	
use	 or	 the	 growth	 of	 religious	 extremism.	 Yet	 I	 believe	
the	 invention	 of	 the	 Internet,	 also	 known	 as	 the	World	
Wide	 Web,	 by	 Tim	 Berners-Lee	 in	 1991	 has	 brought	
about	 the	 biggest,	 and	 some	 say,	 most	 unprecedented	
changes	in	our	world	today.	Whilst	the	Internet	has	de:i-
nitely	contributed	to	the	factors	listed	above,	it	has	also	
revolutionized	 many	 everyday	 aspects	 of	 life	 such	 as	
communication,	research,	global	news,	social	media	and	
many	others.		
	
Born	 on	 8th	 June	 1955,	 Tim	 Berners-Lee	 was	 an	 avid	
train	 spotter	 as	 a	 child	 and	 learnt	 initially	 about	 basic	
electronics	 by	 :iddling	 with	 a	 model	 railway	 set	 which	
helped	 him	 to	 develop	 an	 interest	 in	 electronics	 and	
physics.	 He	 then	 went	 on	 to	 study	 physics	 at	 Queen's	
College	in	Oxford,	where	he	achieved	a	:irst	class	physics	
degree	in	1976	and	became	a	software	engineer.	After	a	
brief	 employment	 as	 an	 engineer	 at	 a	 telecommunica-
tions	 company	 in	Dorset	 called	 ‘Plessey’	 and	 a	 short	 2-
year	 spell	 at	 ‘D.G	Nash’,	where	he	helped	develop	 type-
setting	 software	 for	 printers,	 Berners-Lee	 joined	

‘CERN’	(European	Organization	for	Nuclear	Research)	in	
1980	 as	 an	 independent	 contractor.	 It	 was	 there	 that	
Berners-Lee	 shared	his	 thoughts	 and	 dreams	about	 the	
concept	 of	 ‘hypertext’	 which	 would	 allow	 researchers	
and	 engineers	 globally	 to	 share	 their	 information	 and	
also	 where	 he	 developed	 a	 prototype,	 :ittingly	 named	
‘ENQUIRE’,	 which	 was	 the	 predecessor	 to	 the	 Internet.	
Having	 left	 CERN	 in	 December	 1980,	 he	 re-joined	 this	
organization	in	1984.	 In	1989	he	wrote	his	proposal	on	
‘hypertext’	 which	 was	 given	 the	 go	 ahead	 to	 be	 devel-
oped	by	CERN	in	1990.	The	following	year,	Berners-Lee	
published	 the	world’s	 :irst	website	 at	 the	web	address:	
http://info.cern.ch	containing	basic	text	information	and	
some	hyperlinks	which	 took	 the	 user	 to	 other	 pages	 of	
information.	 Now,	 24	 years	 later,	 there	 are	 over	
950,000,000	web	pages	online.	
 

So	what	have	been	the	key	positives	through	the	devel-
opment	of	the	Web?	Firstly,	the	Web	has	enabled	a	fast-
er,	more	ef:icient	way	to	globally	communicate	meaning	
that	families,	friends	and	relatives	can	connect	with	each	
other	over	multiple	platforms	at	the	same	time	–	some-
thing	that	was	impossible	before	the	Internet	age.	Simi-
larly,	the	creation	of	social	media	and	its	ability	to	spread	
news,	current	affairs	and	messages	to	millions	of	people	
instantly	mean	that	charities	and	governments	can	help	

Tim Berners-Lee:    
By Max Sinclair-Johnson, Year 11 

Tim Berners-Lee at hi s desk at CERN, 1994 
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:ight	 poverty	 and	 diseases	 and	 can	 respond	 to	 natural	
disasters	easier	and	faster.	For	example,	the	recent	image	
of	the	3	year	old	Syrian	boy	called	Aylan,	who	drowned	
at	 sea	 whilst	 attempting	 to	 reach	 Europe,	 was	 shared	
millions	of	times	on	the	web	and	had	so	much	of	an	affect	
on	David	Cameron	that	he	then	pledged	to	donate	further	
money	to	aid	the	refugee	crisis.	Without	the	Internet	and	
social	 media	 nobody	 would	 have	 learnt	 about	 the	
drowned	 Syrian	 boy	 and	 certainly	 Cameron	 would	 not	
have	donated	more	funds	to	the	crisis.	Furthermore,	en-
vironmental	issues,	such	as	global	warming	and	the	near	
extinction	 of	
rare	animal	and	
mammal	 spe-
cies	 can	 be	
broadcast	 and	
shared	 with	
powerful	 peo-
ple	 who	 have	
the	 power	 and	
in:luence	 to	prevent	 some	 of	 these	 atrocities	 from	hap-
pening.	 Education	 has	 bene:ited	 signi:icantly	 from	 the	
Internet	 because	 students	 can	 now	 research	 any	 topic	
online	 and	 :ind	 thousands	 of	 useful	 sites	 to	 gain	
knowledge	 from	 them	 -	 it	 combines	 the	 information	
found	 in	millions	of	books,	TV	and	other	 sources	 to	be-
come	unbeatable	as	an	information	source.		The	Internet	
also	 serves	 as	 a	 key	 component	 to	 international	 trade	
and	 commercial	 transactions	 and	 businesses	 can	 now	
effectively	 broadcast	 their	 advertisements	 to	 audience	
consisting	of	millions	around	the	world.		
	
Whilst	 there	 are	 many	 positive	 aspects	 of	 the	 Internet	
that	I	have	outlined	above,	there	are	potentially	as	many	
negatives,	if	not	more,	which	can	have	a	signi:icant	detri-
mental	effect	on	our	society.	For	example,	racial	and	reli-
gious	 extremist	 attacks	 can	 often	 emanate	 from	 views	
that	 have	 been	 formed	 and	 shared	 through	 radicalised	
online	content	or	by	reading	extremist	hate	propaganda	
which	has	been	published	on	the	Internet.	ISIS	has	been	

able	 to	 develop	 international	 fear	 of	 attacks	 purely	 by	
showing	the	atrocities	via	the	Internet,	without	physical-
ly	 attacking	 international	 targets	 outside	 of	 the	 Islamic	
State.		
	
Violent	 video	 games	 played	 online	 by	 teenagers	 across	
the	 globe	 have	 in	 some	 cases	 given	 children	 an	 aggres-
sive	mentality	and	 there	 is	 speculation	 that	 this	has	 led	
to	 several	 fatal	 attacks	 on	 innocent	 victims.	 The	 wide-
spread	availability	of	pornography	and	sexual	content	on	
the	web	can	lead	to	some	people	developing	an	interest	

and	 a	desire	 for	
some	of	the	non
-acceptable	 and	
illegal	aspects	of	
pornography.	
The	 rise	 of	 so-
cial	 media	 has	
also	 led	 to	 a	
dramatic	 de-

crease	 in	 the	number	of	people	verbally	communicating	
in	person,	and	sending	letters	to	one	another,	which	may	
have	 also	 negatively	 affected	 literacy	 rates	 within	 chil-
dren.	Cybercrime,	any	crime	that	involves	a	computer	or	
network,	is	an	increasing	issue	throughout	the	world	and	
is	especially	prominent	in	the	UK	at	the	moment,	for	ex-
ample	the	recent	 ‘TalkTalk’	hacking	scandal.	The	cost	of	
protecting	 the	 cyber	world	 runs	 into	 billions	of	 pounds	
every	year.	Addiction	to	the	Internet,	in	particular	social	
media,	is	another	increasing	problem	that	has	a	negative	
affect	 on	 the	 development	 of	 people’s	 social	 skills	 and	
their	ability	 to	 interact	with	other	humans	away	 from	a	
screen	-	recent	studies	suggest	that	as	many	as	15	million	
people	in	America	are	suffering	from	‘Internet	Addiction	
Disorder’.	Finally,	although	no	direct	link	has	been	estab-
lished	between	world	obesity	rates	and	new	technology	
fuelled	by	the	Internet,	it	seems	that	a	possible	reason	as	
to	why	people	are	becoming	‘fatter’	is	due	to	the	increase	
in	use	of	 the	 Internet	on	phones,	computers	and	tablets	
contributing	to	a	more	sedentary	lifestyle.	
	
The	Internet	holds	many	signi:icant,	valuable	opportuni-
ties	 that	 have	 the	 potential	 to	 transform	 our	world	 for	
the	 greater	 good.	 Although	 many	 people	 are	 using	 the	
Internet	with	 the	purpose	of	having	a	positive	 in:luence	
on	our	world,	many	are	also	using	the	Internet	to	spread	
discriminative	 content	 and	 to	 provoke	 violent	 attacks	
with	 the	 common	 aim	 of	 spreading	 hate	 and	 fear	
throughout	 our	 societies.	 Times	 have	 changed	 greatly	
since	Tim	Berners-Lee	created	 the	 :irst	ever	website,	as	
have	the	reasons	why	one	may	use	the	World	Wide	Web	
today.	Now,	 the	 Internet	 is	not	 just	used	by	 researchers	
in	order	to	share	their	:indings	and	information,	as	it	was	
in	1991.	 It	 is	 undeniable	 that	Tim	Berners-Lee	 changed	
the	world	 forever	 in	1991	when	he	 launched	 the	 Inter-
net,	 yet	 what	 remains	 to	 be	 seen	 is	whether	 his	 ‘great’	
invention	actually	turns	out	to	be	for	the	bene:it	of	socie-
ty	or	the	detriment	of	it.	Only	time	will	tell	

The Unknown Pioneer 
 

In 1991, Berners-Lee published the world’s first web-
site at the web address: http://info.cern.ch containing 
basic text information and some hyperlinks which took 
the user to other pages of  information. Now, 24 years 

later, there are over 950,000,000 web pages online. 

Jihadi John, whose extremist videos have been spread via 

the internet 
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G 
aius	Julius	Caesar	lived	from	July	13th	100BC	
to	March	 15th	 44BC	 and	 is	 undoubtedly	 one	
of	 the	 most	 in:luential	 :igures	 in	 history.	 He	
was	 an	 infamous	 General	 of	 the	 late	 Roman	

Republic	and	responsible	for	expanding	one	of	the	most	
powerful	 empires	ever.	Caesar	gave	us	our	modern	cal-
endar	 that	 has	 remained	 largely	 unchanged	 since	 and	
was	appointed	perpetual	dictator	for	the	Roman	Repub-
lic,	marking	 the	 start	 of	 the	 transition	 from	Roman	Re-
public	 to	Roman	Empire.	 Political	 enemies	 assassinated	
Caesar	 in	 44BC	 on	 the	 Senate	 steps.	 With	 his	 life	 cut	
short,	it	is	impossible	to	say	what	his	full,	in:luential	po-
tential	 was,	 but	 there	 are	 many	 arguments	 to	 suggest	
that	he	is	one	of	the	most	important	people	of	all	time. 
 

Caesar	began	as	a	politician	but	quickly	proved	his	worth	
and	 began	 to	 receive	 numerous	 promotions	 of	 a	 high	
magnitude.	 Rising	 rapidly,	 he	 campaigned	 successfully	
for	the	consulship	in	60BC	and	struck	a	deal	with	two	of	
Rome’s	 leading	 :igures,	 Pompey	 the	 Great	 and	 Crassus.	
Together	 the	 three	 of	 them	became	 known	 as	 the	 First	
Triumvirate	and	controlled	Rome	throughout	the	50BCs,	
until	Caesar	and	Pompey	 (after	Crassus’	death)	went	 to	
war	against	one	another	in	49	BC. 
 

Conquering	Gaul	in	an	expertly	executed	campaign	is	one	
of	 his	most	 in:luential	 actions	 and	 is	 still	 used	 to	 train	
army	generals	 to	 this	day.	His	victories	 in	Gaul	brought	
into	the	realm	what	would	later	become	one	of	the	most	
important	 new	 territories	 to	 the	 empire.	 	 The	 conquest	
of	Gaul	also	brought	the	border	of	the	Roman	Empire	to	

the	river	Rhine,	where	it	remained	for	centuries	to	come. 
 

He	 also	 led	 expeditions	 into	 Germany	 and	 Britain.	 This	
was	 in	 an	 attempt	 to	 secure	 more	 land	 and	 also	 to	
strengthen	 the	 Roman	 allegiance	 with	 the	 French,	 by	
securing	power	over	neighbouring	or	 nearby	 countries.	
He	 famously	 invaded	Britain	 in	55BC	and	then	again,	 in	
54BC.	The	 invasion	of	55BC	 is	argued	 to	be	either	a	re-
connaissance	mission	for	the	second	invasion	or	a	failed,	
full-scale	invasion.	Either	way,	the	only	land	secured	was	
a	beachhead	in	Kent.	He	expanded	the	impressive	Roman	
Empire	through	his	battles	across	Europe	as	an	excellent	
military	tactician,	before	declaring	himself	as	dictator	for	
life. 
 

Caesar	made	no	huge	progress	 in	Britain	 the	 :irst	 time,	
but	 his	 enthroning	 of	Mandubracius	 during	 the	 second	
invasion	 marked	 the	 beginnings	 of	 a	 system	 of	 client	
kingdoms	 there,	 thus	 bringing	 the	 island	 into	 Rome's	
sphere	of	political	in:luence.	Thereby,	further	expanding	
the	in:luence	of	the	Roman	Empire. 
 

Julius	Caesar	is	often	remembered	as	one	of	the	greatest	
military	minds	 in	 history	 and	was	 credited	 with	 laying	
the	foundation	for	the	Roman	Empire.	He	was	the	leader	
of	 an	 extremely	 productive	 and	 innovative	 empire	 that	
shaped	our	modern	world.	As	the	 leader	of	this	empire,	
he	intrinsically	becomes	a	notable	name	in	history.	How-
ever,	he	did	much	more	than	simply	rule,	as	he	paved	the	
way	for	further	innovation	and	change,	certifying	him	as	
a	hugely	important,	and	now	integral,	part	of	history	

Gaius Julius Caesar 
By Oscar Crickmer, Year 11 

Death of Julius Caesar,  an oil on canvas painting by Vincenzo Camuccini, 1825-29, 
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J 
ulius	Caesar,	a	hawkish	leader	famed	for	his	ruthless	
pursuit	 of	 a	 Roman	 hegemony,	 unequivocally	
changed	his	world.	 Julius	Robert	Oppenheimer	 can	
be	placed	alongside	his	namesake	in	the	top	echelon	

of	 truly	 revolutionary	 men	 and	 women.	 Known	 as	 the	
"Father	 of	 the	Atom	Bomb",	 his	was	 a	 life	 of	 extraordi-
nary	 scienti:ic	 advances;	 Armageddon-like	 weaponry	
and	moral	rescission.	Oppenheimer	was	 the	head	of	 the	
Manhattan	 Project	 -	 America's	 atomic	 development	
scheme	 -	 and	 the	driving	 force	behind	 the	creation	of	a	
bomb	which	transformed	our	planet.	
	
Often	when	people	are	asked	to	name	who	changed	the	
world,	they	come	up	with	the	same	stock	answers,	occa-
sionally	 fettered	 with	 more	 eccentric	 responses	 exam-
pling	 terrorists	 and	 Hindu	 gurus.	 Political	 leaders	 -	 the	
public	 faces	 of	 change	 -	 are	 often	 credited	with	 revolu-
tionary	 suc-
cesses,	 whilst	
those	 quiet	
toilers	 behind	
the	 scenes	
silently	 fade	
into	 inexist-
ence.	 This	 situation	 is	 easily	 comparable	 to	 that	 of	 Op-
penheimer:	 Truman	 is	 thought	 of	 by	 the	 general	 popu-
lace	 as	 the	 key	 instigator	 of	 nuclear	 weapons,	 whereas	
Oppenheimer	is	less	known	by	many	people.	
	
Before	 nuclear	 weapons,	 Europe	 frequently	 descended	
into	multinational	con:lict.	Examples	of	these	:lashpoints	
include	 the	 Franco-Prussian	War	 (1870-1871),	 the	 Bal-
kan	wars	(1912-1913),	the	First	World	War	(1914-1918)	
and,	of	course,	 the	Second	World	War	(1939-1945).	Nu-
clear	weapons	have	been	vital	 in	keeping	 the	European	
peace,	 whether	 by	 actively	 dissuading	 armed	 con:lict	
between	say,	Greece	and	Germany,	or	by	pulling	western	
European	 nations	 together	 to	 face	 the	 threat	 of	 Soviet	
nuclear	weapons.	The	most	direct	and	obvious	 result	of	
Oppenheimer's	new	weapon	was	 the	 end	of	World	War	
Two.	Winston	Churchill	said	that	the	atomic	bombing	of	
Japan	saved	one	million	American	lives	and	half	a	million	
British	ones,	showing	how	much	of	an	immediate	impact	
the	new	invention	had.	
	
Throughout	 the	 Cold	 War,	 Oppenheimer	 opposed	 the	
existence	 of	 nuclear	 weapons,	 even	 describing	 in	 1960	
his	 thoughts	 after	 watching	 the	 :irst	 ever	 atomic	 bomb	
explosion:	 “Now,	 I	 am	 become	 Death,	 the	 destroyer	 of	
worlds”.	In	1949,	as	head	of	the	U.S.	Atomic	Energy	Com-
mission,	he	controversially	opposed	the	development	of	
hydrogen	bombs	many	times	more	powerful	 than	 those	
dropped	on	Japan.	This	was	in	sharp	contrast	to	his	earli-

er	enthusiasm	whilst	working	at	Los	Alamos.	However,	I	
believe	 that	 his	 substantial	 intellect	was	 clouded	 by	his	
personal	 experience	of	 the	 effects	 of	 nuclear	warfare.	 A	
man	of	his	logic	and	pragmatism	would,	I	believe,	with	a	
clear	conscience	be	a	proponent	of	nuclear	weapons	as	a	
deterrent.	 The	 simple	 fact	 that	 no	 nuclear	 weapon	 has	
been	used	in	anger	since	1945	shows	just	how	effective	
they	have	been	as	a	weapon	of	peace.	One	has	to	serious-
ly	 consider	 whether	 the	 Cold	 War	 would	 have	 stayed	
"cold"	 if	 nuclear	weapons	had	not	 existed.	Why	did	 the	
Soviet	Union	order	a	blockade	of	Berlin	and	not	military	
action?	Why	did	NATO	not	intervene	during	the	Hungari-
an	 uprising?	Why	 did	 U.S.	 and	 Soviet	 tanks	 not	 :ire	 on	
each	 other	 when	 the	 Berlin	Wall	 was	 erected?	 Nuclear	
weapons	 and	 Mutually	 Assured	 Destruction.	 And	 why	
have	Saudi	Arabia	and	Iran	never	fought	openly?	Nor	the	
Korean	War	been	 rekindled?	Nuclear	weapons	and	Mu-

tually	Assured	
Destruction.	
	
Oppenhei-
mer's	 devel-
opment	 has	
led	 to	 a	 more	

peaceful	 world	 devoid	 of	 the	 threat	 of	 World	 War	
amongst	developed	nations.	Yes,	developing	nations	still	
:ight	on	a	national	level	and	terrorist	threats	against	the	
Western	 world	 are	 more	 pro:ligate	 than	 ever,	 but	 one	
would	struggle	to	:ind	an	intelligent	man	or	woman	who	
believes	that	the	world	is	about	to	erupt	in	war.	Even	if	a	
crazed	 leadership,	 such	as	 that	of	Kim	 Jong-Un,	were	 to	
:ire	 nuclear	weapons,	 the	world	has	 been	 so	 enthralled	
by	the	threat	of	apocalypse	that	a	corresponding	nuclear	
reaction	from	North	Korea's	enemies	would	be	unlikely.	
The	steady	growth	of	Europe	after	World	War	Two,	 the	
inception	of	the	liberal,	progressive	European	Union	and	
China	 coming	 in	 from	 the	 cold	would	 all	 have	 been	 im-
possible	without	nuclear	weapons:	the	bene:its	of	war	as	
a	method	to	resolve	con:lict	would	have	outweighed	the	
risks.	 Perhaps	 Oppenheimer	 should	 have	 adjusted	 his	
quotation	to,	"Now,	I	am	become	Death,	the	destroyer	of	
world	war".	
	
Julius	Robert	Oppenheimer	was	publicly	disgraced	in	an	
Atomic	Energy	Commission	hearing	in	1954	concerning	
his	left-wing	tendencies	and	stripped	of	his	security	
clearance	on	baseless	grounds	with	only	anecdotal	evi-
dence	-	a	sad	end	to	his	vital	US	government	service.	But	
what	this	brilliantly	intelligent	physicist	and	his	team	at	
Los	Alamos	brought	to	this	earthly	sphere	was	a	weapon	
of	peace,	capable	of	promoting	dialogue	and	agreement	
in	a	fractious	world	

Julius Robert Oppenheimer 

By Joe Hearn, Year 11 

The simple fact that no nuclear weapon has been used 

in anger since 1945 shows just how effective they have 

been as a weapon of  peace 

The Father of  the Atomic Bomb 
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H 
aving	 just	 celebrated	 Bon:ire	 Night,	 I	 was	
provided	 with	 some	 inspiration	 as	 to	 who	 I	
should	choose	to	write	this	article	on.	
	

	
On	 the	 5th	 November	 1605,	 the	 royal	 guards	 found	
Fawkes	 –a	 Catholic	 angered	 by	 the	 continued	 persecu-
tion	of	members	of	his	denomination-	along	with	35	kegs	
of	gunpowder,	 in	 the	vault	 under	 the	Lords	chamber	 in	
the	Houses	of		 								
Parliament.	 As	 such,	
it	 is	 popular	 belief	
that	 Guy	 Fawkes’	
main	contribution	to	
our	 modern	 way	 of	
life	 was	 merely	 get-
ting	caught	and	 thus	
sparking	 the	 annual	
celebrations	 on	 the	
5th	November.	
	
However,	this	is	a	hasty	judgment.	
	
Robert	Catesby,	the	mastermind	of	the	plot,	chose	Guy	to	
carry	out	the	bombing	due	not	only	to	his	military	expe-

rience	but	also	because	he	was	a	Catholic	convert.	In				
selecting	Guy	for	the	most	risky	and	directly	violent	part	
of	 their	 plot,	Robert	Catesby	was	one	of	 the	 :irst	 to	 ex-
ploit	the	often	militant	characteristics	of	converts.	
	
There	 are	 striking	 parallels	 today;	 with	 a	 former	 ISIS			
recruiter	 telling	 the	 Telegraph	 that	 he	 used	 to	 target			
converts	 as	 they	 often	 know	 little	 about	 their	 new								
religion	and	their	enthusiasm	can	be	subverted.	Converts	

such	 as	 Michael	
Adebowale	 and				
Michael	 Adebolajo	
who	killed	Lee	Rigby	
in	 2013,	 demon-
strate	 the	misguided	
enthusiasm	 har-
nessed	and	exploited	
by	 eloquent	 leaders	
such	 as	 Abu	 Hamza,	

or	in	Guy’s	case,	Robert	Catesby.	Cases	of	convert	terror-
ists	 lacking	knowledge	 regarding	 their	 cause	are	preva-
lent	 when	 scanning	 through	 perpetrators.	 Epitomising	
this	 trait	 though	 would	 be	 Jihadis	 Yusuf	 Sarwar	 and					
Mohammed	Ahmed	who	read	Islam	 and	 the	 Qur’an	 for	
Dummies	on	their	:light	to	Syria	last	year.	Whilst	the	pre-
sented	 examples	 are	 extremes,	 it	 is	 likely	 that	 Catesby	
saw	 these	 traits	 to	 a	 lesser	 degree	 in	 Guy	 Fawkes	 and	
attempted	 to	 harness	 them	 for	 the	 bene:it	 of	 his	 own	
agenda.	Consequently,	it	is	very	plausible	that	the	tactics	
used	 to	 identify	 and	 recruit	 Guy	 Fawkes	 are	 still	 com-
monplace	in	modern	extremist	organisations.	
	
Guy	Fawkes	was	also	seen	as	ahead	of	his	time	in	terms	
of	his	method	for	the	assassination	of	the	King.	Bombing	
was	not	used	by	another	group	until	1886,	when	a	group	
of	labourers	in	Chicago,	Illinois	threw	a	bomb	at	a	group	
of	Police	of:icers,	killing	 four.	Throughout	 the	early	20th	
century,	bombing	became	a	more	popular	terrorist	tech-
nique,	 but	 the	 latter	 stages	 of	 the	 20th	 century	 and	 the	
early	21st	 century	have	seen	an	 ‘explosion’	 in	 the	popu-
larity	of	bombing.	The	battle:ields	of	Syria	and	Afghani-

By Matthew Sparks, Year 12 

Epitomising this trait though would be Jihadis 

Yusuf  Sarwar and Mohammed Ahmed who read 

Islam and the Qur’an for Dummies on their 

Flight to Syria last year 

Guy Fawkes 

Michael Adebolajo moments after his attack on Lee Rigby, 

2013 
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stan	are	littered	with	IEDs	and	it	seems	impossible	for	a	
week	 to	 pass	 without	 reports	 of	 suicide	 bombings	 in	
markets	 or	Mosques.	 Closer	 to	 home,	 the	 IRA	 had	 Lon-
don	 in	 a	 ‘terrorist	 chokehold’	with	 the	 almost	 constant	
bombings	 between	 the	 ignition	 of	 the	 troubles	 in	 1971	
and	 the	 Good	 Friday	 agreement	 of	 1998.	 ISIS	 	 again	
shocked	the	world	this	November	with		barbaric		attacks	
in	 both	 Paris	 and	
Beirut.	 They	 contin-
ued	 to	 stun	 people	
worldwide	with	how	
low	 they	 would	
stoop	 and	 yet	 again	
bombs	 featured	
prominently.	 Scores	
were	 killed	 in	 the	 suicide	 bombings	 on	 the	 Bataclan,	
Stade	de	France	and	a	bustling	Lebanese	market	 street.	
Hence	it	can	be	argued	that	Guy	Fawkes	in:luenced	mod-
ern	 terrorist	 tactics	 enormously,	 inspiring	 the	 use	 of	
bombs	large	and	small.	
	
In	addition,	Guy	Fawkes	was	the	:irst	recorded	terrorist	
to	dream	big	and	plan	an	attack	on	a	major	scale.	Up	until	
the	November	 5th	 plot,	 acts	 of	 terrorism	had	 been	 very	
small	 scale.	 But	 had	 their	 plan	 succeeded,	 they	 would	
have	wiped	 out	 not	 only	 the	 King	 and	 all	 of	 the	 ruling	
elite	 in	 both	 the	 House	 of	 Commons	 and	 the	 House	 of	
Lords,	but	also	 :lattened	 the	Palace	of	Westminster,	 the	
symbol	 of	 UK	 democracy	 and	 to	 the	 Catholic	 activists,	
equally	a	symbol	of	oppression	and	persecution.	 In	fact,	
modern	 equipment	 has	 led	 scientists	 and	 historians	 to	
assume	(due	to	the	type	and	quantity	of	explosives)	that	
the	 scale	 of	 devastation	 would	 have	 been	 in	 excess	 of	

Ground	Zero	after	the	September	11th	attacks.	It	is	a	real-
istic	 assumption	 therefore	 that	 the	 foiled	 Gunpowder	
Plot	has	inspired	an	abundance	of	radicals	to	attack	larg-
er	and	greater	targets.	
	
Finally,	Fawkes	and	his	co-conspirators	planned	to	strike	
against	 their	government	and	monarch,	 the	 ruling	pow-

ers	 of	 their	 Nation.	
Consequently,	 many	
current	 protest	
groups	have	donned	
Fawkes	 masks	 as	
their	 ‘calling	 card’.	
Most	 prominently,	
Anonymous	 hacktiv-

ists	don	the	mask	at	all	their	protests	and	the	mask	alone	
can	strike	fear	into	the	hearts	of	Governments	and	secu-
rity	 services.	 Fawkes	 demonstrated	 immense	 resilience	
under	 torture	 (maintaining	 his	name	was	 John	 Johnson	
and	refusing	to	give	up	his	accomplices)	and	he	chose	to	
spite	his	 captors	whenever	possible	 –	even	on	 the	 scaf-
fold,	 he	 ran	 and	 jumped	 off	 the	 side,	 breaking	 his	 neck	
instantly,	rather	than	letting	the	executioners	hang,	draw	
and	quarter	him.	For	this	he	is	still	idolised	amongst	pro-
test	groups	and	by	anarchists.	
	
Ultimately,	it	is	hard	to	dispute	Guy	Fawkes’	deep	impact	
on	contemporary	 extremist	groups.	 In	my	eyes,	Fawkes	
and	his	literal	‘partners	in	crime’	paved	the	way	for	mod-
ern	terrorism	to	have	reached	the	heights	(or	should	that	
be	lows?)	that	it	has	.	Whilst	his	impact	was	not	positive,	
it	was	certainly	signi:icant	
	

the scale of  devastation would have been in 

excess of  Ground Zero after the September 

11th attacks 

Anonymous ‘hacktivists’ clash with police at the Million Mask March, 2015 
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J ohn	Lennon	will	always	be	remembered	as	a	Beatle.	But	what’s	in	danger	of	being	forgotten	is	how	in	his	
brief	 life	he	 changed	 the	 entire	world,	well	beyond	
amazing	people	with	his	melodious	music.	You	can	

argue	there	were	:ive	key	ways	in	which	this	legend	im-
pacted	culture	and	the	way	we	live	today.		

The	 :irst	 was	 when	 nations	 really	 acknowledged	 just	
how	powerful	pop	culture	was,	 through	a	quote	of	Len-
non’s	 in	 an	 interview,	 March	 1966.	 His	 remark,	 “We’re	
more	 popular	 than	 Jesus	 now,”	was	the	single	moment	
where	the	citizens	of	the	world	understood	the	impact	of	
pop	 culture	 and	 how	 it	 was	 taking	 over	 the	 lives	 of	 so	
many.	Of	course,	this	was	very	controversial	and	caused	
uproar	across	countries.	Churches	held	burnings	of	Beat-
les	records;	Mexico,	Spain,	and	South	Africa	each	of:icial-
ly	issued	a	ban	on	all	their	records.	The	Vatican,	no	less,	
denounced	Lennon	in	
its	 newspaper,	
L’Osservatore	 Roma-
no.	 John	 and	 the	 rest	
of	 the	 Beatles	 re-
ceived	 tonnes	of	hate	
mail,	 although	 the	Bishop	of	Boston	wrote	 to	 John,	 sur-
prisingly	 to	 agree	 with	 him.	 Until	 Lennon’s	 statement,	
pop	culture	had	been	dismissed	as	a	 ‘childish	thing’	and	
unimportant.	But	after	that,	it	was	regarded	a	social	force	
to	be	reckoned	with.	This	event	actually	went	unnoticed	
in	Britain,	with	 the	English	 fans	 still	 heavily	devoted	 to	
their	 idols.	 Later	 in	 July,	 an	 American	 teen	 magazine	
Datebook	carried	the	quote	and	the	“Down	 with	 the	 Beat-
les”	campaign	was	on.	Clearly,	he	was	a	recognised	:igure	
by	now	and	the	world	whispered	all	about	John	Lennon.	
The	last	matter	on	this	subject	involved	the	Beatle	saying	
“If	they	are	burning	our	records,	they	obviously	had	to	buy	

them	 in	 the	 2irst	 place”.	 This	 is	 another	 quote	which	

caused	contention	from	the	great	John	Lennon.	
	
The	second	important	aspect	of	him	was	the	attitude	he	
had	 towards	 the	 press	 and	 how	 open	 he	 was	 with	 his	
personal	endeavours.	Lennon	lived	his	life	openly	in	the	
public	 eye,	 changing	what	 it	means	 to	 be	 a	 performing	
artist.	 When	 the	 Beatles	 broke	 into	 the	 popular	 music	
scene	 in	 the	 early	 60s,	 singers,	 actors,	 and	 musicians	
were	 under	 the	 thumb	 of	 record,	 television,	 and	movie	
companies	 and	 their	 publicists.	 Entertainers	 adopted	
personas	that	would	please	their	public,	even	to	point	of,	
for	 instance,	agreeing	 to	phony	marriages	 to	hide	being	
homosexual.	 This	 was	 a	 common	 occurrence	 and	 John	
Lennon	 felt	 this	 needed	 to	 change.	 At	 :irst,	 the	 Beatles	
took	 the	 advice	of	 their	manager	Brian	Epstein	 and	 ap-
peared	as	 four	well-dressed	young	men	 from	Liverpool.	
But	Lennon	couldn’t	hide	his	wit,	his	 complaints,	or	his	
opinion	(Epstein	did	successfully	convince	 John	to	keep	
his	 :irst	marriage	a	secret	because	fans	would	be	disap-
pointed).	After	Brian’s	death	in	1967,	Lennon	went	 full-
throttle	as	himself,	and	willingly	took	the	criticism.	In	the	
‘The	Ballad	of	 John	and	Yoko’	he	burst	out	“Christ!	 You	
know	 it	ain’t	easy,	you	know	how	hard	it	can	be,	 the	way	

things	are	 going,	 they’re	gonna	crucify	me.”	Still,	he	perse-
vered	with	being	who	he	was,	even	to	the	point	of	writ-
ing	and	singing	about	sides	of	himself	that	were	regarded	
as	shameful	i.e.	his	excessive	drinking,	drug	use,	and	vio-
lence	toward	women.	The	message	of	Lennon’s	emotion-
al	confessions	in	music	was	that	he	was	not	a	star	whose	
life	 seemed	perfect,	 but	 just	 a	 human	 trying	 to	 :ind	 his	
way.	Since	then,	artists,	musicians,	actors	and	entertain-
ers	have	 tended	to	show	their	 fans	who	 they	really	are,	
whether	we	want	to	know	not.	
	
The	 third	of	 John’s	 impacts	was	on	 the	war	 in	Vietnam.	
Lennon	was	key	 in	 stoking	 popular	 opinion	 against	 the	
war.	 Some	people	go	 so	 far	as	 to	 say	Lennon’s	activism	
stopped	 the	 war	 in	 Vietnam.	 Obviously	 that	 is	 not	 the	
case	 as	 it	 ignores	 the	 huge	 anti-war	 demonstrations	 in	

Washington,	 the	
campus	 take-overs,	
and	 the	 national	
outcry	 over	 Ohio	
National	 Guard	
troops	 killing	 four	

protesting	 students	 at	 Kent	 State	 University.	 Instead,	 it	
was	 Lennon’s	 move	 in	 the	 opposite	 direction	 toward	
peaceful	protest	that	angered,	bewildered,	and	ridiculed	
supporters	of	the	war.	John	Lennon	was	clearly	a	famous	
:igure	at	the	time	and	a	lot	of	Americans	took	his	opinion	
seriously	 and	 agreed	 that	 the	 war	 would	 be	 stopped.	
Lennon	may	not	have	had	a	huge	in:luence	over	the	army	
or	US	government	but	his	simple	approach	to	sway	pub-
lic	 opinion	would	have	made	 a	huge	 impact	 in	 the	 long	
term.		
	
The	 fourth	 was	 Lennon’s	 famous	 song	 “Imagine”	 and	
how	 it	 has	 become	 an	 international	 anthem	 of	 peace.	

John Lennon 
By Jack Saunders, Year 12 

If  they are burning our records, they obviously 

had to buy them in the first place 

John Lennon, 1965 
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Issued	by	Apple	Records	 in	 the	United	States	 in	October	
1971,	 “Imagine”	 became	 the	 best-selling	 single	 of	 Len-
non’s	 career	 as	 a	 solo	 artist.	 In	 1999,	 Broadcast	 Music	
Incorporated,	 one	 of	 the	 world’s	 largest	 performing	
rights	business,	named	“Imagine”	one	of	the	top	100	most
-performed	songs	of	the	20th	century.	Rolling	Stone	mag-
azine	in	2004	placed	it	third	on	its	list	of	“The	 500	 Great	
Songs	 of	 All	 Time”	describing	it	as	“an	 enduring	 hymn	 of	
solace	 and	 promise.”	John	Lennon	has	had	a	major	impact	
on	 some	 of	 the	 countries	 that	 are	 developing	 in	 the	
world.	 It	gave	people	hope	 for	survival	 in	 their	 times	of	
need	and	 instead	of	only	using	his	popularity	 to	 change	
culture,	he	expressed	emotion	through	a	song	which	be-
come	widely	 known	 and	 changed	 the	way	 people	 think	
about	 world	
con:lict.		
	
The	 :ifth	 and	
:inal	aspect	of	
his	 life	 was	
one	 which	
altered	 the	
legalisation	
of	 marijuana.	
Lennon’s	:ight	against	deportation	was	the	beginning	of	a	
new	 era.	 In	 1972,	 President	 Nixon	 was	 running	 for	 re-
election,	and	he	had	a	problem	called	John	Lennon.	 John	
and	his	partner	Yoko	had	been	 living	 in	New	York	 for	a	
year	and	often	showed	up	at	anti-war	rallies	to	sing	‘Give	
Peace	a	Chance’	and	to	tell	their	fans	that	the	best	way	to	
give	 peace	 a	 chance	 was	 to	 vote	 against	 the	 president	
himself	 -	 Nixon.	 The	 Nixon	White	 House	 responded	 by	
ordering	 Lennon	 deported.	 This	 is	 because	 he	 had	 pled	
guilty	to	a	misdemeanour	charge	of	cannabis	possession	
in	London	 in	1968,	and	US	 immigration	 law	at	 the	 time	

banned	 the	 admission	 of	 anyone	 convicted	 of	 any	 drug	
offense.	 Leading	 writers	 and	 artists	 joined	 a	 letter-
writing	 campaign	 to	 let	 Lennon	 stay,	 among	 them	 John	
Updike,	Joyce	Carol	Oates,	Joseph	Heller,	Bob	Dylan,	Joan	
Baez,	Leonard	Bernstein,	and	John	Cage,	all	of	whom	pro-
tested	to	the	INS	that	Lennon	was	a	cultural	asset	in	the	
United	 States.	 One	 way	 Lennon	 fought	 the	 deportation	
order	was	by	going	on	the	late-night	‘Tom	Snyder	Show’	
and	 telling	 his	 side	 of	 the	 story.	 As	 Lennon’s	 attorney	
described	 John’s	 misdemeanour	 charge	 which	 involved	
only	traces	of	cannabis	resin,	the	government’s	response	
to	 the	 “danger”	 of	 marijuana	 began	 to	 seem	 ludicrous.	
Clearly	 the	 law	 concerning	 illegal	 drugs	 was	 too	 far-
reaching	 and	 unrealistic.	 Today,	 with	 retail	 marijuana	

being	 sold	 in	
Colorado	 and	
many	 other	
states	consid-
ering	 allow-
ing	 it	as	well,	
it’s	 worth	
remembering	
the	 high-
pro:ile	 case	

of	John	Lennon	and	how	he	fought	it,	with	the	order	be-
ing	rescinded	after	Nixon	had	resigned	from	of:ice.		
	
The	:ive	key	aspects	of	his	life	show	how	John	Lennon	not	
only	affected	people	with	his	music	as	a	member	of	The	
Beatles	but	convinced	the	world	and	especially	the	US	of	
his	opinion,	creating	debate	over	Vietnam,	changing	pop	
culture	 and	 creating	 a	 step	 towards	 the	 legalisation	 of	
marijuana.	His	assassination	in	1980	caused	the	world	to	
cry	and	miss	the	great	star.	He	truly	affected	all	parts	of	
culture	and	society	and	changed	the	way	we	act	today	

In 1999, Broadcast Music Incorporated named “Imagine” 

one of  the top 100 most-performed songs of  the 20th 

century. Rolling Stone magazine in 2004 placed it third on 

its list of  “The 500 Great Songs of  All Time” describing it 

as “an enduring hymn of  solace and promise.” 

73 million Americans watched the Beatles on the Ed Sullivan show, 1964 
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Alexander the Great 
By Sam Vandepeer, Year 12 

A 
lexander	 is	 undoubtedly	 one	 of	 the	 greatest	
generals	 of	 all	 time,	 suffering	 no	 defeats	
throughout	his	life.	He	expanded	the	relatively	
small	 kingdom	 he	 inherited	 from	 his	 father	

Phillip	 II	 into	 a	 multi-continental	 empire,	 now	 widely	
considered	to	be	one	of	the	largest	empires	of	the	ancient	
world.	 All	 of	 which	 he	 accomplished	 in	 just	 10	 years.	
However,	 is	he	one	of	history’s	most	 in:luential	people?	
Did	he	leave	his	mark	on	the	world?		

Alexander	is	a	man	looked	up	to	and	followed	by	all	mili-
tary	leaders,	a	testament	to	his	military	genius.	When	he	
:irst	ascended	to	the	throne	of	Macedonia	 in	336	BC,	all	
of	 the	 states	 governed	 by	 Macedonia	 rebelled	 against	
him	(due	to	his	perceived	weakness	as	a	ruler),	but	this	
rebellion	 was	 quashed	 without	 a	 drop	 of	 blood	 being	
spilt,	which	was	an	astonishing	feat,	especially	when	you	
consider	that	the	rebelling	states	had	forces	that	greatly	
outnumbered	his	own.	It	is	this	that	sets	Alexander	apart	
from	 all	 other	 ‘good’	 generals,	 and	 what	 makes	 him	
great;	 his	 ability	 to	 see	 and	 obtain	 victory	where	 none	
seems	possible.	
	
Persia,	 the	 greatest	 and	 largest	 empire	of	 the	 time,	 had	
stood	for	centuries	and	seemed	indomitable,	yet	it	fell	to	
Alexander	some	3	years	later.	What	sets	Alexander	apart	
from	previous	and	succeeding	generals	is	that	he	did	not	
try	 to	 destroy	 or	 replace	 the	 existing	 culture.	 Instead,	
Alexander,	recognising	the	Persians	as	the	most	cultural-
ly	 advanced	of	 the	 time,	 took	parts	 of	 their	 culture	 and	
adapted	them	into	Greek	culture.	He	even	dressed	in	Per-
sian	 style	 and	 asked	 his	 generals	 and	 other	 important	
men	to	do	the	same.	Furthermore,	he	was	going	to	move	

the	capital	of	his	empire	to	Babylon	to	ingratiate	the	oth-
er	cultures	and	because	it	lay	directly	in	the	centre	of	his	
land.	Unfortunately,	he	died	before	he	could	do	this.		
This	 ideal	of	one	 single	 cultural	group	eventually	 led	 to	
the	 Hellenic	 culture,	 some	 of	 which	 still	 existed	 in	 the	
Byzantine	 Empire	 in	 the	 15th	 Century.	 Eventually,	 his	
Empire	was	a	great	melting	pot	of	cultures.		
	
His	 personality,	 I	 believe,	 is	 one	 of	 the	most	 signi:icant	
reasons	behind	his	extraordinary	feats.	He	always	led	by	
example,	never	 expecting	his	men	 to	do	what	he	would	
not	do.	Furthermore,	he	inspired	all	those	around	him	on	
the	battle:ield,	certainly	helping	him	and	his	men	accom-
plish	what	 would	 have	 been	 impossible	 under	 a	 lesser	
man.	 He	was	 extremely	 charismatic	 and	 determined	 to	
outdo	his	 father	no	matter	 the	 cost.	 This	determination	
drove	him	to	achieve	more	than	any	other	man	in	such	a	
short	 space	 of	 time.	He	 had	 almost	 inexhaustible	 ambi-
tion,	 although	 this	 both	helped	 and	hindered	him.	 It	 al-
lowed	 him	 to	 do	what	was	 thought	 impossible;	 to	 con-
quer	the	Persian	Empire	and	establish	his	own.	Yet,	 it	 is	
this	 ambition	 that	 caused	 the	 end	 of	 his	 ten	 year	 con-
quering	 spree,	with	his	army	refusing	 to	go	any	 further	
and	demanding	 that	 they	 return	home	 to	Macedonia.	 It	
could	be	argued	 that	as	a	 result	of	his	ambition	 to	 con-
quer	the	known	world,	he	drained	Macedonia	of	its	man-
power,	which	ultimately	led	to	the	demise	of	the	empire.	
In	 contrast	 to	 all	 of	 his	many	 impressive	 traits,	 he	was	
known	to	be	stubborn,	rash	and	impulsive,	which	can	be	
seen	within	his	decisions.	Yet,	he	had	a	calmer	side	 too,	
being	at	times	perceptive,	logical	and	calculating.	He	was	
undoubtedly	intelligent,	as	a	result	of	the	tutelage	of	Ar-
istotle,	and	the	education	he	had	de:initely	aided	him	in	
battle.	 These	 two	 contrasting	 sides	 of	 his	 character	 re-
mained	in	balance	until	the	death	of	his	best	 friend,	and	
rumoured	 lover,	 Hephaestion,	 when	 he	 spiralled	 out	 of	
control,	 becoming	paranoid	 and	developing	 a	God	 com-
plex.	Although	the	development	of	the	God	complex	may	
be	a	 result	of	his	mother,	Olympia,	who	 insisted	 to	him	
that	 he	was	 the	 son	 of	 Zeus.	 Supposedly,	 this	was	 con-
:irmed	 by	 the	 Oracle	 of	 Amun.	 Certainly,	 this	 divinity	
rumour	helped	him	both	in	his	conquests	and	in	solidify-
ing	his	rule.	I	would	argue	that	Alexander’s	greatest	:law	
is	not	that	he	had	an	in:lated	sense	of	self-worth	but	that	
he	expected	all	of	his	men	to	be	as	dedicated	 to	and	 in-
terested	 in	 the	pursuit	of	glory	as	him.	He	was	so	dedi-
cated	 to	 conquering	 that	 he	 was	 unable	 to	 realise	 that	
most	of	his	men	had	exhausted	themselves	trying	to	ful:il	
his	 ambition.	 Charisma	 and	 personality	 could	 only	 get	
him	part	of	the	way.	He	did	not	realise	that	he	was	over	
stretched	and	should	have	halted	to	regroup.	
	
For	all	of	his	:laws	and	problems	with	self-restraint,	it	is	
clear	that	Alexander	 left	a	 legacy	and	not	 just	a	military	
one.	The	ancient	Greeks	are	attributed	with	many	cultur-
al	advances.	However,	without	Alexander,	 the	spread	of	
these	cultural	developments	would	have	been	far	slower.	
Furthermore	 his	 expansion	 into	 the	 East	 greatly	 in-
creased	 trade	 contacts	 between	 the	 East	 and	 the	West.	

Alexander the Great, painted by Arturas Slapsys, 2005 
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Moreover,	 although	 the	 Macedonian	 empire	 collapsed	
shortly	after	his	death,	the	states	that	emerged	from	the	
ashes	of	the	former	empire	went	on	to	dominate	the	fol-
lowing	 few	 centuries,	 dubbed	 the	 Hellenistic	 period,	
where	 Hellenic	 (Greek)	 culture,	 founded	 from	 Alexan-
der’s	conquests	and	cultural	changes,	dominated.	Alexan-
der	 also	 founded	over	20	 cities	 throughout	his	 life,	 and	
named	 them	 all	 after	 himself.	 The	 :irst	 and	 greatest	 is	
Alexandria,	 most	 well-known	 for	 its	 incredible	 library,	
until	 it	was	burnt	down.	Additionally,	many	of	 the	 later	
Roman	Generals	and	Emperors	were	inspired	by	Alexan-
der	 and	 his	 military	 genius,	 so	 much	 so	 that	 some	 of	
them	 adopted	 some	 of	 his	 personal	 traits,	 actions	 and	
looks.	 For	 example,	 Pompey	 the	 Great	 had	 a	 hairstyle	
replicating	 that	 of	 Alexander	 and	 searched	 for	 Alexan-
der’s	 260	 year	 old	 cloak.	 Others	 built	 monuments	 and	
wrote	 works,	 whilst	 one	 even	 carried	 an	 image	 of	 him	
around	with	them	at	all	 times.	Moreover,	Alexander	has	
featured	 in	many	 different	works,	 idealising	 him	 as	 the	
‘saviour’	of	several	different	countries	including:	Greece,	
Egypt	 and	 Iran.	This	 is	 yet	more	proof	 of	 his	 extraordi-
nary	 ability	 to	 inspire	 both	 his	 fellow	 countrymen	 and	
even	those	who	he	conquered.	This	is	emphasised	by	him	
being	 given	 Godly	 powers	 in	 one	 piece.	 In	 medieval	
times,	 he	was	made	 a	member	 of	 the	 Nine	Worthies,	 a	
group	of	heroes	who	encapsulated	all	 the	 ideal	qualities	
of	 chivalry.	 	 Also,	 his	 military	 tactics	 were	 still	 being	
taught	in	academies,	centuries	after	his	death.	
	
Alexander’s	death	 is	one	of	 the	more	contentious	points	
in	 his	 history.	 He	 died	 extremely	 young,	 when	 he	 was	
roughly	30	years	old.	Many	blame	him	for	the	demise	of	
his	empire,	as	it	was	his	lack	of	self-restraint	which	led	to	
his	 death.	 Some	 historians	 claim	 he	 died	 as	 a	 result	 of	
alcohol	 poisoning.	 However,	 some	 claim	 he	was	 simply	
poisoned.	 It	 is	 certainly	 feasible	he	was	poisoned,	given	

that	just	prior	to	his	death,	he	removed	some	of	his	gov-
ernors	who	had	misbehaved	whilst	he	was	away	at	war.	
Antipater	is	the	most	often	accused	of	assassinating	Alex-
ander.	 He	 had	 been	 recently	 removed	 as	 Macedonian	
viceroy	and	was	at	odds	with	Olympia,	Alexander’s	moth-
er.	 Antipater	 purportedly	 arranged	 for	 Alexander	 to	 be	
poisoned	 by	 his	 son	 Lollas,	who	was	Alexander's	wine-
pourer.	
	
To	conclude,	I	:irmly	believe	that	Alexander	is	one	of	the	
most	 in:luential	men	of	all	 time	because	he	managed	to	
take	a	relatively	small	country,	through	a	turbulent	time	
to	 heights	 of	 unparalleled	 importance.	 He	 created	 the	
greatest	 civilisation	 of	 his	 time.	 The	 fact	 that	 after	 his	
death	 his	 empire	 crumbled	 into	 separate	 states	 is	
demonstrative	in	itself	as	it	shows	that	no	one	man	could	
follow	what	he	did.	Although	 it	has	been	argued	had	he	
lived	that	he	would	not	have	conquered	any	more	 terri-
tory,	 for	 he	 expanded	 too	 quickly	 for	 his	 empire	 to	 be	
sustainable	 and	 be	 able	 to	 survive	 the	 test	 of	 time,	 I	
would	disagree.	This	 is	because	at	 the	 time	of	his	death	
he	had	almost	an	overwhelming	 force	at	his	 disposal,	 if	
he	was	prepared	to	wait	a	few	years	to	regroup	and	recu-
perate.	 Certainly,	 he	 had	 his	 :laws,	 especially	with	 self-
restraint	in	the	presence	of	alcohol.	Yet,	let	us	not	forget	
that	he	managed	to	forge	an	empire	and	imprint	himself	
upon	history	by	 the	 time	he	was	30,	 an	astounding	 feat	
which	 no-one,	 in	 my	 opinion,	 has	 been	 able	 to	 match.	
Also,	 it	 surely	cannot	be	a	coincidence	 that	 three	differ-
ent	empires	arose	 from	the	 land	he	conquered	or	 those	
he	inspired:	the	Roman	Empire,	the	Ottoman	Empire	and	
the	Byzantine	Empire.	The	 latter	 two	conquered	almost	
identical	lands	to	Alexander.	Alexander	was	a	complicat-
ed	character	and	by	no	means	a	 ‘good’	man.	He	is,	how-
ever,	one	of	a	kind.	2300	years	after	his	death	and	still,	
no	one	has	been	able	to	reproduce	what	he	achieved	

Alexander’s empire was the largest of its time, covering approximately 5.2 million km2  
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V 
ery	 few	 people	 can	 say	 they’ve	 truly	 changed	
the	world.	Sure,	some	people	have	made	a	dif-
ference,	 but	 can	 they	 say	 they	 heralded	 the	
dawn	 of	 a	 new	 age	 for	 mankind,	 the	 like	 of	

which	has	not	been	seen	since	the	Industrial	Revolution?	
Not	so	long	ago,	people	had	to	go	to	the	library	to	do	re-
search.	Not	anymore.	They	had	to	go	to	the	shops	to	buy	
a	 CD.	 Not	 anymore.	 They	 had	 to	 write	 a	 letter	 to	 com-
municate.	Not	anymore.	In	the	space	of	30	years,	a	vision,	
shared	by	 two	men,	of	 a	 computer	on	every	desk	and	 a	
smartphone	in	every	pocket,	has	come	true.	Their	dream	
has	affected	every	aspect	of	our	lives,	from	education	to	
communication	 to	 shopping.	 Steve	 Jobs	 and	 Bill	 Gates	
both	 changed	
the	 world,	 but	
who	 did	 so	
more?		
	
“A	 computer	 on	
every	 desk	 and	
in	 every	 home”.	
That	 was	 the	
dream	 of	 William	 Henry	 ‘Bill’	 Gates.	 A	 ridiculous	 goal	
that	would	never	be	achievable	-	after	all,	computers	pre	
-	 1970s	had	been	 large,	 noisy,	 room-sized	 boxes	with	 a	
price	 tag	 to	match,	used	by	 rich	corporations	 to	 crunch	
numbers.	 	 Early	 attitudes	 to	 computers	 were	 best	
summed	up	by	Thomas	J	Watson	(CEO	of	IBM)	in	1943:	
"I	think	there	is	a	world	market	for	maybe	:ive	comput-
ers.”	With	almost	1.25	billion	Windows	PCs	in	the	world	
today,	Watson	could	not	have	been	more	wrong.	
	
History	 tells	 us	 that	 spotty	 teenagers	 who	 drop	 out	 of	
school	 early	 are	 not	 the	 stuff	 of	 revolutionaries,	 but	
that’s	 just	 what	
Bill	 Gates,	 now	
synonymous	
with	‘billionaire’	
and	 ‘seriously	
clever	 guy’,	 did.	
Born	on	October	
28th	 1955	 in	
Seattle,	 Gates	
:irst	 wrote	 a	
program	 at	 the	
age	 of	 13,	 and	
he	 became	
hooked.	 After	
enrolling	at	Har-
vard	 University	
in	 1973,	 he	
promptly	
dropped	 out	 to	
develop	 soft-
ware	 for	 micro-
computers.	 In	
1975,	 he	 co-

founded	Microsoft	with	 fellow	entrepreneurs	and	geeks	
Paul	 Allen	 and	 Steve	Ballmer.	 In	 1978	Microsoft’s	 sales	
exceeded	$1	million,	 and	 in	1985	Windows	1.0	was	 re-
leased.	By	1987,	Gates	was	the	world’s	youngest	billion-
aire.	With	Gates	as	CEO,	Microsoft	released	popular	oper-
ating	systems	such	as	Windows	95	and	Windows	XP,	and	
Micro-Soft,	as	it	was	originally	called,	is	now	considered	
the	world’s	largest	PC	software	company	-	a	testament	to	
Gates’	 dedication	 and	 hard	 work.	 After	 becoming	 the	
world’s	 youngest	 billionaire	 in	 1987,	 31	 year	 old	 Gates	
was	included	in	the	Forbes	 list	of	the	world's	wealthiest	
people	 and	 was	 the	 wealthiest	 person	 overall	 pretty	
much	every	year	from	1995	to	2014.		

	
So,	 why	 did	 he	
change	 the	
world?	 Other	
than	 creating	
his	 own	 soft-
ware	 that	 runs	
on	 over	 a	 bil-
lion	 devices,	 he	

changed	 the	 way	 the	 world	 works.	 30	 years	 on,	 Bill	
Gates’	vision	has	come	true	-	he	has	developed	software	
that	 allows	 everyone	 to	 be	 a	 computer	 expert.	 But	 the	
sheer	success	of	Bill	Gates	is	down	to	how	ubiquitous	his	
products	are	-	go	into	any	of:ice	and	see	that	computers	
are	the	backbone	of	any	business.	Windows	still	has	90%	
market	 share,	 and	PowerPoint,	Word	 and	Excel	 are	 the	
go-to	programs	for	the	world’s	businesses	and	students.	
Because	 of	 him,	 everyone	 can	 now	 access	 the	 internet,	
and	everything	on	it.		
	
As	well	as	Microsoft,	Bill	Gates	is	also	famous	for	his	phi-

lanthropy	 and	
charitable	
work.	 He	 has	
donated	 bil-
lions	 to	 help	
those	 in	 Africa	
access	 water	
and	 sanitation	
as	 well	 as	 edu-
cation	and	agri-
cultural	 devel-
opment,	
through	 his	
charity	 The	 Bill	
&	 Melinda	
Gates	 Founda-
tion,	 which	 has	
set	 itself	 the	
goal	of	eradicat-
ing	 polio.	 He	
has	 saved	 6	
million	 lives	
with	 the	 $28	

Jobs vs Gates 
By Simon Knowles and Luka Jojic, Year 10 

Competition breeds innovation 
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Bill Gates (right) with Microsoft co-founder Paul Allen in 1981 
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billion	he	has	already	given	to	charity.	More	recently,	he	
has	 given	 $50	 million	 towards	 efforts	 to	 stop	 the	 out-
break	of	Ebola.	 In	his	words,	“I	have	no	use	for	money.”	
And	 isn’t	 it	 attitudes	 like	 that	which	 inspire	people,	 not	
just	to	create	the	next	big	thing,	but	to	help	people?	
	
Bill	 Gates	 had	 a	 vision,	 but	 it	 took	 another	man	 to	 see	
past	the	code	and	beige	box	to	a	future	where	the	masses	
wanted	technology.		
	
Next	 time	 you	
venture	 out-
side,	 look	
around	 you.	
How	 many	
people	 are	
staring	at	their	
phone?	 How	
many	 people	
are	 tapping,	
scrolling,	 tak-
ing	 sel:ies,	
making	 a	 call?	
How	 many	
people	 are	
doing	work	 on	
their	 iPad	 or	
MacBook?	 Ap-
ple	 has	 sold	
700	 million	
iPhones,	 300	
million	 of	
which	 are	 in	
use	 today.	
That’s	 300	million	 people	 thanking	 Steve	 Jobs,	 without	
even	knowing	it,	every	time	they	take	a	sel:ie,	send	a	text	
or	browse	the	web,	all	on	that	magic	rectangle	that	they	
stare	at	all	day	long.	
	
Steve	 Jobs	was	 a	 genius.	He	knew	 that	 they	key	 to	 suc-
cess	with	technology	was	making	people	want	to	buy	and	
use	tech.	The	way	to	do	that?	Make	computers	cool,	sim-
ple	and	sleek.	
	
Born	 on	 the	 24	 February	 1955,	 Steve	 Jobs	 enrolled	 at	
Reed	College	 in	Oregon	in	1972	but	dropped	out	after	a	
semester,	preferring	instead	to	build	illegal	gadgets	with	
his	friend	Steve	‘Woz’	Wozniak.	In	1976,	he	formed	Apple	
Computers	and	created	a	string	of	user	friendly	comput-
ers,	including	the	Apple	I	and	the	Apple	2,	which	was	the	
:irst	 computer	 with	 colour	 graphics	 (woah!).	 Jobs	 was	
among	the	:irst	to	realise	that	to	get	computers	to	mass	
market,	they	needed	to	be	user	friendly,	with	icons	and	a	
mouse	 instead	 of	 cryptic	 code.	 By	 1980,	 Apple	 had	
turned	over	$110	million.	Within	2	years,	annual	revenue	
rose	to	$1	billion.	After	a	bitter	argument	with	John	Scul-
ley	(now	known	as	the	guy	who	ousted	Jobs	from	Apple),	
Jobs	 quit	 in	 1985.	 The	 following	 year,	 he	 started	 NeXT	
and	bought	Pixar	 from	George	Lucas	 for	$10	million.	 In	
1995,	Toy	Story	raked	in	$140	million.	The	Apple	that	we	
know	and	love	today	truly	began	in	1998,	though,	under	
the	 newly	 reinstated	 CEO	 Jobs.	His	 return	 signalled	 the	
beginning	of	the	era	of	simplicity	and	stylishness,	bring-
ing	Apple	back	from	the	brink	of	 :inancial	 ruin	with	the	
innovative	 iMac.	 With	 sleek,	 translucent	 blue	 sides,	 it	

was	one	of	the	:irst	computers	to	be	truly	ubiquitous,	and	
it	was	famous	for	abandoning	old	technologies	like	:lop-
py	disks	in	favour	of	this	new	fangled	‘USB’	thing.	Under	
Jobs,	Apple	released	the	iPod	in	2001.	In	2003,	iTunes.	In	
2007,	iPhone.	In	2010,	iPad.		
	
It’s	this	range	of	products	that	Jobs	will	be	remembered	
for.	The	revolutionary	iPod,	which	allowed	you	to	have	“a	
thousand	 songs	 in	 your	 pocket”,	 completely	 changed	
how	the	world	listened	to	music	-	no	more	Walkmans	or	

dodgy	 cas-
settes.	 The	
iPad	combined	
the	 portability	
of	 the	 iPhone	
with	 the	 pow-
er	of	 the	desk-
top,	 meaning	
for	 the	 :irst	
time	 that	
proper	 work	
could	 be	 done	
on	 the	 move.	
But	 the	 true	
success	 of	 Ste-
ve	 Jobs	 was	
the	 iPhone.	
Not	only	did	 it	
allow	 you	 to	
search	 the	
web,	 listen	 to	
music	 and	
make	 calls,	 all	
in	 the	 palm	 of	

your	hand,	it	completely	changed	the	mobile	industry.	No	
more	 Nokia	 ‘brick’	 phones,	 :lip	 phones	 or	 Blackberries	
with	 tiny	 keyboards.	 The	 world	 moved	 towards	
touchscreens	 and	 hasn’t	 looked	 back	 since;	 Jobs	 pio-
neered	tech	that	was	simple	and	elegant	that	the	masses	
wanted	to	use.	After	Jobs,	 technology	was	part	of	every-
day	life.	Technology	was	something	trendy,	that	you	car-
ried	with	you	everywhere,	and	it	made	life	simpler.		
	
Except	when	it	didn’t.	
	
Steve	Jobs	made	worrying	about	battery	life	a	thing.	With	
the	Nokia	 “brick”	phones	of	 old,	 batteries	 lasted	weeks.	
With	 iPhone,	 that	number	 is	hours.	As	phones	get	 slim-
mer	and	slimmer	and	the	batteries	get	smaller	and	small-
er,	the	battery	life	plummets.	Steve	Jobs	created	market-
ing	 that	 effectively	 brainwashed	 people	 into	 spending	
hundreds	of	pounds	on	a	phone,	and	that’s	his	real	talent	
-	 a	 geek	who	 saw	 a	 business	 opportunity,	 and	 changed	
the	world	while	he	was	at	it.	
	
The	visions	of	two	completely	different	men	changed	the	
world	forever.	Their	hard	work,	determination	and	busi-
ness	 acumen	 means	 we	 now	 have	 computers,	 Power-
Point,	 iPhones	 and	 iPods.	 So	 who	 changed	 the	 world	
more?	 On	 the	 one	 hand,	 one	 brought	 computers	 to	 the	
masses,	 but	 potentially	 turned	 them	 into	 a	 chore	
(Windows,	we’re	looking	at	you).	The	other	made	people	
want	 technology	 that	 was	 stylish	 and	 simple	 to	 use.	
Which	 is	 more	 important?	 Dif:icult	 to	 say.	 Could	 one	
have	happened	without	the	other?	No		

Steve Jobs (left) with the new Macintosh personal computer in January 1984 
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ohannes	who?	Indeed	many	of	you	will	never	have	
heard	of	this	great	man,	however	his	invention	com-
pletely	 revolutionised	 the	 16th	 century	 and	 is	 in	
de:inite	 need	 of	 some	 credit.	 His	 innovation	 was	

very	much	needed	during	a	period	of	history	which	saw	
rapid	expansion	of	Protestantism	and	literature,	suitably	
named:	the	printing	press.	
	
Johannes	 Gens:leisch	 zur	 Laden	 zum	 Gutenberg	 was	
born	 in	 1398	 in	 the	 German	 city	 of	Mainz,	 then	within	
the	Holy	Roman	Empire.	He	grew	up	in	a	rich	upper	class	
family	 with	 a	
strict	 Chris-
tian	mentality,	
as	 was	 ex-
pected	 at	 a	
time	 of	 heavy	
religious	in:lu-
ence.	 His	 fa-
ther	 was	 a	 merchant	 who	 worked	 for	 the	 ecclesiastic	
mint	and	it	is	here	where	Gutenberg	became	accustomed	
to	 the	 art	 of	 goldsmith	 from	 his	 father.	 These	 valuable	
skills	 manifested	 themselves	 later	 in	 his	 life	 when	 he	
invented	the	:irst	moveable	printing	press.	
	
In	 theory,	 the	 concept	 of	printing	numerous	words	and	
paragraphs	is	easy,	especially	in	the	modern	day.	Howev-
er	most	 things	 are	 easier	 said	 than	done.	His	 invention	
looked	and	was	extremely	complex,	comprising	of	many	
steps	to	achieve	the	end	product	of	mass	printing	docu-
ments.	
	
The	printing	press	worked	by	
having	up	to	42	lines	of	metal	
characters,	 arranged	 to	 form	
the	 desired	 text	 on	 a	 small	
metal	 platform	called	 the	ma-
trix.	 The	 metal	 characters	
were	made	by	pouring	a	lead-
tin	 alloy	 into	 a	 hand	 carved	
mould.	 All	 the	 metal	 letters	
had	 a	 breaking	 point,	 which	
means	that	the	moulds	used	to	
create	 the	characters	were	 all	
calculated	 to	 be	 the	 same	
height.	 This	 ensured	 that	 all	
the	 letters	 were	 of	 identical	
height;	 they	 were	 also	 made	
inverted,	 just	 like	 stamps	 to	
make	the	writing	come	out	the	
right	 way.	 The	 matrix	 was	
then	 loaded	 into	 a	 small	
wooden	 tray.	 The	 characters	
were	 coated	 in	 a	 unique	 oil	
based	 ink,	 instead	 of	 a	 water	
based	 ink	as	 it	 transferred	off	
the	 characters	 much	 more	
effectively.	The	piece	of	paper	
that	you	wanted	to	be	printed	

was	 lowered	 from	a	 frame	 into	 a	hold,	which	was	 then	
:lipped	 onto	 the	 matrix.	 The	 wooden	 case	 which	 held	
both	the	matrix	and	the	paper	was	rolled	under	a	screw	
press	like	a	steam	roller	does	or	a	rolling	pin	on	dough	(a	
thick	 piece	 of	 metal	 or	 wood	 approximately	 the	 same	
size	as	 the	matrix).	The	screw	press	was	operated	by	 a	
handle	which	was	 rotated	 to	 lower	 it	onto	 the	paper	 to	
clamp	 it	 down	 onto	 the	 metal	 ink	 layered	 characters,	
transferring	the	ink	onto	the	paper.	The	characters	were	
easily	moveable	 and	 reusable,	 so	 not	 only	many	 of	 the	
same	pages	could	be	printed	in	a	short	time,	but	the	dif-

ferent	 pages	 of	
a	book	or	docu-
ment	 could	 be	
made	 ready	 for	
pressing	 in	 a	
very	short	time.	
Whilst	 the	 pro-
cess	 doesn’t	

seem	:luid	or	simple	compared	our	modern	21st	century	
technology,	this	invention	was	ground	breaking	and	was	
an	engineering	master	class	in	the	16th	century.	
	
Life	before	the	printing	press	was	very	dif:icult,	particu-
larly	in	the	distribution	of	written	information	and	docu-
ments	 in	an	era	where	 religion	dominated	social	proto-
col,	with	 the	spread	of	such	writings	essential	 for	evan-
gelism.	Manually	writing	words	or	drawing	illustrations	
before	the	printing	press	had	to	be	completed	painstak-
ingly	by	hand,	taking	a	vigilant	approach	so	no	mistakes	
were	made	during	inscription,	taking	even	longer	to	cre-
ate	 documents	 that	were	 :it	 for	 purpose.	 In	 addition,	 it	

wasn’t	 just	any	local	man	who	
was	 allowed	 to	 write.	 Such	
works	 were	 usually	 reserved	
solely	 for	 scribes	 who	 lived	
and	 worked	 in	 monasteries,	
with	 the	monasteries	having	a	
room	 utterly	 reserved	 for	 the	
scribes	called	 ‘scriptoriums’.	It	
is	 there	 that	 the	 scribe	would	
work	in	peace,	with	the	task	of	
measuring	 and	 calculating	 the	
page	 layouts	 and	 subsequent-
ly,	 copying	 the	 text	 from	 an-
other	 book	with	 extreme	 cau-
tion	 and	precision.	 Soon	 after,	
a	person	called	the	illuminator	
was	 set	 the	 job	 of	 adding	 de-
signs	 and	 professional	 stand-
ard	 embellishments	 to	 the	
pages.	During	the	middle	ages,	
manuscripts	 and	 documents	
were	 typically	 owned	 by	 edu-
cational	 institutions,	 monas-
teries	 or	 just	 extremely	
wealthy	 people	 lucky	 enough	
to	own	a	copy	of	the	bible.			
	

Johannes Gutenberg   
By Sean and Stefan Titus-Glover, Years 12 and 8 

a dramatic improvement in the efficiency of  manu-

script production, allowing books to be acquired for the 

first time and enabling the spread of  knowledge and 

education like never before 

Johannes Gutenberg, painted in 1442 
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However	 Gutenberg’s	 invention	 revolutionised	 printing	
on	 a	 huge	 scale.	 His	 presses	 could	 print	 thousands	 of	
pages	per	day	compared	to	 the	 forty	or	 :ifty	pages	with	
the	old	method.	This	was	a	dramatic	improvement	in	the	
ef:iciency	 of	 manuscript	 and	 document	 production,	 al-
lowing	books	 to	be	acquired	by	 the	middle	class	for	 the	
:irst	time	and	spread	knowledge	and	education	like	nev-
er	 before.	 This	 indirectly	 increased	 the	 literacy	 of	 the	
population	of	Europe	with	more	people	being	given	 the	
opportunity	to	come	across	writings	and	texts	and	learn	
to	 read	 and	 also	 write.	 Documents	 also	 contained	 far	
fewer	mistakes	within	the	texts,	with	far	less	human	er-
ror	 due	 to	 a	 massive	 reduction	 of	 manual	 copying	 of	
books.				
	
The	 invention	 of	 the	 printing	 press	 spread	 rapidly	
throughout	 Europe	 and	 soon	 thousands	 of	 books	 were	
being	printed	on	printing	presses.	Johannes	Gutenberg’s	
legacy	 didn’t	 just	 end	 there;	 his	 invention	 remained	 in	
use	as	 far	as	 the	nineteenth	century,	being	 in	operation	
for	 a	 full	 three	 hundred	 years.	 Immediately	 after	 came	
only	 a	 steam	 powered	 version	 of	 the	 invention	 during	
the	time	of	the	industrial	revolution,	highlighting	the	suc-
cess	and	quality	of	such	an	innovation.	
	
Additionally,	 the	 printing	 press	 also	 paved	 the	 way	 to	
more	 modern	 printing	 techniques	 and	 typing	 such	 as	
those	manifested	 through	 the	 famous	 typewriter,	 using	
much	the	same	techniques	on	a	smaller	scale	so	that	nor-
mal	 people	 could	 use	 it	 to	 create	 personal	 documents	

and	books	in	more	modern	times.	
	
Gutenberg’s	 invention	 de:initely	 changed	 the	 course	 of	
human	 history,	 making	 it	 easier	 for	 vast	 quantities	 of	
sheets	with	words	 to	be	printed	 in	a	smaller	amount	of	
time,	 aiding	 the	 spread	 of	 information	 in	 the	 medieval	
era,	particularly	of	Protestantism	and	the	making	of	mul-
tiple	copies	of	bibles	and	other	signi:icant	documents.	It	
carved	 the	way	 to	modern	 techniques	 of	 printing,	 with	
concepts	 from	his	 invention	still	used	 in	 some	ways	 to-
day	

We	hope	you	have	enjoyed	the	:irst	edition	of	Retrospect	this	year.	Hopefully	you	now	

know	 more	 about	 the	 people	 who	 have	 transformed	 the	 world	 in	 which	 we	 live!	

Thanks	to	all	the	writers	who	have	contributed	to	help	build	this	bumper	publication.	

Look	out	for	the	next	edition	of	Retrospect	coming	out	next	term,	along	with	lunchtime	

sessions	run	by	the	History	Society.	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Until	next	time,	 	

	 	 	 	 	 Your Editors	 	 	
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